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Abstract

Multi-unit markets model the real-world scenario in which a seller is willing to sell

multiple copies of a single good to many buyers, like in the case of commodities, retailer

goods, subscriptions, etc., but they are also a powerful abstraction for resource allocation

problems, such as power supply in manufacture systems, cargo space in transportation

industry, bandwidths in the radio spectrum, and many more.

The basic model is commonly enriched with a number of constraints in order to more

closely describe settings typically arising in practice, such as a limited supply of items,

customers’ intelligent behavior (envy-freeness), a seller aiming at revenue or social wel-

fare maximization, etc. The literature is rich of results for this specific and more general

kinds of markets, but only recently researchers have started investigating relationships

and knowledge shared among buyers. Seminal works have considered buyers as individ-

uals of a population who transfer their knowledge and thus behave accordingly.

In the present thesis we extend or introduce concepts related to sociality among buyers

in multi-unit markets and study problems of revenue and social welfare maximization

from an algorithmic game theory perspective.

Sociality and price discrimination are the focus of our work, with resulting frameworks

for a more accurate description of the real-world scenarios related to multi-unit markets

and a picture of the computational complexity of the challenges arising from the interplay

of the various requirements considered in the model.

The contribution of this work can be broadly divided into two different respects. One

concerns a suitable relaxation of the envy-freeness notion induced by social relationships,

obtained by restricting the corresponding constraints only to known peers, instead of

the whole population of buyers. The related results are presented in Chapter 2. The

second line concerns forms of price discrimination that buyers can consider as fair. More

precisely, the prices proposed to neighbor buyers cannot be arbitrarily, but they should

be reasonably close. The original results obtained in this setting are described in Chapter

3 and Chapter 4.

In both cases, we propose suitable frameworks for representing the arising scenarios, and

provide optimal efficient algorithms, and hardness and approximation results concerning

the sellers’ revenue and the social welfare maximization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multi-unit markets model the real-world setting of a market in which a single seller is

willing to sell a set M of m identical items to a set N of n buyers. Being the items

equivalent, buyers value bundles (subsets) of items only according to their size. In

this type of markets, items on sale could be commodities, homogeneous server grids,

supercomputers in computer networks, power supply in manufacture systems, cargo

space in transportation industry, bandwidths in the radio spectrum, and many other

kinds of goods or resources. In many real world scenarios, maximizing the revenue of

the seller is the natural objective, but when setting prices and allocating goods it is

important to have a sound model for buyers’ behavior. One of the most studied model

is envy-freeness. Individuals described by this notion always maximize the difference

between their valuation for the item they buy and the price the seller sets for it, that is,

their utility.

In the present work we study solution concepts for multi-unit markets that allow, at the

same time, to model characteristic features of the modern internet economy and greatly

increase seller’s revenue or social welfare. In order to attain this objectives we follow two

different directions. In the first one, addressing the problem of modeling the distributed

nature of internet markets, we study the effects of buyers’ social relationship on envy-

freeenss. In particular, we study what happens when buyers can share information

only with the ones they are connected to and envy-freeness cannot extend beyond their

neighborhood. In the second one, closely connected to the previous one, we empower the

seller with modern tools like targeted advertisement and customized deals. The former

tool allows the seller to select the subset of buyers she wants to sell her items to, while

with the latter tool the seller is able to ask different prices for equivalent items. Even if

this could seem unfair, we will see that the practice is widespread and well received by
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the buyers. These mechanisms are among those which characterize the modern internet

economy and offer important gain in terms of revenue and even social welfare.

Pricing-based mechanisms have been applied to many problems of resources allocation

in the context of multi-agent systems. Due to their expressiveness, these mechanisms

have been proven to be able to model a huge variety of real-world scenarios. In this

respect, multi-unit markets are one of the most basic forms, and they have been widely

investigated in this context, because on the one hand they are still able to capture many

realistic settings, and on the other hand, while already revealing the inherent intricacies

of markets, they offer more chances of achieving computational tractability or better

approximations. Tools and techniques developed in multi-unit markets are important as

they can give insights and turn useful when addressing more general pricing-problems.

As a consequence, not surprisingly the multi-unit model is central in combinatorial

auctions and has been studied in a large body of literature [14, 19, 45, 47, 48, 52,

63, 78], with a strong focus on the determination of incentive-compatible pricing-based

mechanisms. Unfortunately, many of the related auctions, e.g., the VCG mechanism

[40, 67, 92] (for bidders with unlimited budgets) or the ascending auction [45, 84] (for

bidders with budgets), sell identical products at unfairly different prices. Furthermore,

the shortcomings of the VCG mechanism in terms of revenue for the seller gave rise

to an important research direction that was initiated in [53, 64, 65], and resulted in a

sequence of follow-up results for which we refer to Hartlines book [70] for a comprehensive

discussion.

Envy-freeness is closely related to the fundamental economic solution concept of Wal-

rasian equilibrium [93], which requires both the outcome of a market to be envy-free and

the market itself to “clear” (i.e., each unsold item has to be priced zero) meaning that

the whole demand from the buyers is fully satisfied and no item is left. The Walrasian

equilibrium has proved to be an elegant tool and benchmark for the analysis of compet-

itive markets in economics, capturing both the behavior of buyers and the efficiency of

the whole market, but may not always exists and even when its existence is guaranteed

the revenue it generates for the sellers is far from being optimal. The latter concern,

the maximization of seller’s revenue, is an overarching requirement in all the real-world

scenarios we listed. Because of this reason, envy-free pricing [68] has been proposed as

a relaxation of the classical Walrasian equilibrium, prone to yield an increased revenue.

Thus, it is no longer required for the market to clear, but only the satisfaction of the

buyers according to their behavioral properties. As a result, an envy-free pricing always

exists and the focus moves on determining one that maximizes seller’s revenue.

The notion of envy-freeness is also connected to another classical stability concept in

multi-agent systems, that is, the Nash equilibrium. In fact, given a pricing of the items
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Chapter 1 Introduction

and up to some coordination in order to break ties, buyers naturally and autonomously

converge to an envy-free allocation [49].

Several works in the literature have addressed the problem of pricing and envy-free

allocations [22, 23, 31, 68, 71]. Similarly, different papers have considered the closely

related notion of pair envy-freeness [41, 52, 54, 82].

As the internet economy makes today’s markets global and more and more distributed,

the concept of envy-freeness needs some refinement in order to model this reality. In

fact, a major concern about the standard definition is the assumption of a single buyer’s

full knowledge about all the prices and allocations of items proposed to all the others.

Moreover, many tools give to today’s sellers the ability to precisely target special classes

of buyers, offering great possibility in terms of revenue maximization and at the same

time bypassing the envy-freeness requirements.

The same tools can be exploited in order to deploy various mechanisms of price discrim-

ination. Even if charging customers different prices for the same item can be perceived

as unfair at first, it is actually widespread. For instance, when buying tickets, customers

who arrive earlier usually get a better price. In the opposite way, the price of electronic

devices like computers and cameras decreases over time. We could define this form of

price discrimination as temporal since buyers are charged different prices according to

their time of purchase. Another possible form of price discrimination, that we could

define as spatial price discrimination, is also consolidated in the sale of the same good at

discordant prices at different sites, like in different countries or shops. A further type of

discrimination occurs in users profiling, when premium customers such as frequent-fliers

are charged lower prices with respect to the general public, or when some classes of buy-

ers are recognized to be eligible for better treatment, such as age discounts or financial

aids.

One of the first classifications of this kind of mechanisms is maybe due to A. Pigou in

[87]. Introductions to the concept of price discrimination together with the main arising

scenarios and the related motivation can be found in [26, 79, 86, 88, 91].

1.1 Related Work

The first work to study the problem of revenue maximization under the constraints of

envy-freeness is due to Guruswami et al. [68]. The setting they studied is the very general

model of combinatorial markets, in which a set of different items is on sale and for each

item multiple copies are available. They were able to show that, in case of unit-demanded

buyers (i.e., they have positive valuations only for sets consisting of a single item) or

3



single-minded (i.e., each of them demands a fixed subset of items), computing an optimal

envy-free pricing is APX-hard, even in case of unlimited supply. On the opposite side,

they were able to devise an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for unit-demand buyers

with limited supply, and an O(log n + logm)-approximation for single-minded buyers

with unlimited supply. Later, this last result has been extended to general valuation

functions in [13]. Still for single-minded buyers with unlimited supply, [54] provided

a polynomial-time algorithm in case prices can be assigned to subsets of items, plus

other hardness results for specific variants of the problem. Studying special cases for

the problem, Chen and Deng [31] were able to develop a polynomial-time algorithm

for unit-demand buyers, in the case in which each buyer has a positive valuation for

at most two items. A stronger lower bound to the computational tractability of such a

problem has been obtained by Briest [23] who showed that, under the R3SAT assumption

proposed in [50], the unit-demand envy-free pricing problem cannot be approximated

within O(logεn) for some ε > 0. A similar lower bound for envy-free pricing with

unlimited supply has been derived by Demaine et al. [44]. An even stronger lower

bound stands when buyers are single-minded and items have limited supply, that is the

Ω(
√
m) inapproximability given in [66]. On the other hand, Cheung and Swamy [36]

showed a nearly-optimal O(
√
m · logmmax)-approximation algorithm, where mmax is the

maximum among all the supplies of the different items. Finally, Hartline and Koltun [71]

designed near-linear and near-cubic time approximation schemes under the assumption

that the number of distinct items for sale is constant.

Following suggestions from classical papers [60, 90], multi-unit markets with multiple

identical items have been mostly investigated under the pair envy-freeness notion. In

particular, [52] studied the case of budgeted buyers with additive valuations. Starting

from the observation that incentive-compatibility requires price discrimination, they fo-

cused on outcomes that are pair envy-free rather than incentive-compatible, considering

progressively stronger levels of price discrimination. In particular, they investigated

item-pricing, i.e., no discrimination at all with all identical items being assigned the

same price, and bundle-pricing, that is, a mildly fair form of price discrimination in

which sets of “shrink-wrapped” items are sold with a different non-proportional price

for each bundle size. After showing that the progressive discrimination levels allow a

corresponding increase in revenues, they proved that the revenue maximization problem

is NP-hard, and provided a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm for item-pricing.

Such an approximation has been improved to an FPTAS in [41], who also proved that

in case of heterogeneous goods it is impossible to approximate the maximum revenue in

single-minded instances within O(min(n,m)1/2ε) for any ε > 0, unless P = NP . Some

improvements of these results were provided in [42].
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Chapter 1 Introduction

[82] investigated envy-freeness in multi-unit markets. In particular, they considered

buyers with arbitrary valuation functions and no budgets. They gave hardness and

approximation results for the revenue maximization problem in several cases arising

by assuming envy-freeness or pair envy-freeness, item- or bundle-pricing, and single-

minded (with free disposal) or general valuation buyers. More precisely, for single-

minded buyers they showed that in all the cases the revenue maximization problems is

NP-hard. Moreover, they provided corresponding FPTASs, with the exception of the

pair envy-freeness item-pricing case, for which they gave an O(log n) approximation.

For general valuations, in case of item-pricing they gave a polynomial-time algorithm

for envy-freeness and an O(log n)-approximation one for pair envy-freeness. For bundle-

pricing they gave an Ω(logεn) approximability lower bound for some ε > 0 under the

R3SAT assumption, plus an O(log n · logm) approximation.

In [20], Branzei et al. investigated Walrasian envy-free pricing mechanisms in multi-

unit markets. They focused on (monotone) pricing mechanisms, identifying a natural

mechanism selecting the minimum Walrasian envy-free price, in which for two buyers the

best response dynamic converges from any starting profile, and for which they conjecture

convergence for any number of buyers. The authors considered the same setting in [21],

where, assuming budgeted buyers with additive valuations, they studied the dynamics

of Walrasian envy-free pricing mechanisms showing that, for any such a mechanism, the

best response dynamic starting from truth-telling converges to a pure Nash equilibrium

with a small loss in revenue and welfare.

Finally, suitable models for explicitly taking into account different forms of fair price

discrimination in multi-unit markets have been proposed in [5, 7, 55], with corresponding

hardness and approximation results on revenue maximization. To the same aim, mild

forms of price discrimination have been investigated also in [52, 54].

1.2 Multi-Unit Markets

Multi-unit markets are a special case of combinatorial markets, in which a single seller

is willing to sell a set M of m identical item to a set N of n buyers.

According to the buyers’ valuations for the different bundles sizes, to the price scheme

adopted by the seller, to the considered envy-freeness notion, and to other details spec-

ified below, different interesting scenarios arise.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: In Figure 1.1(a) we can see a buyer with general valuations, who expresses
how much she is willing to pay for each bundle size. In Figure 1.1(b) instead we can
see a single-minded buyer who is interested only in a specific bundle size and has null

valuation for all the others.

Buyers’ Valuations The most general way to describe buyer’s valuations is by means

of what are usually referred to as general valuations, that is, buyers who freely express

an amount they are willing to pay for of every possible size for a bundle of items.

Quite on the opposite side of the spectrum of the possible valuation functions lay single-

minded buyers, who are interested only in a specific bundle size, for which they are

willing to pay a certain amount, and in no other bundle.

Figure 1.1 gives a graphical representation of an instance of both kind of buyers. Observe

that both valuation functions have real-world use cases. For instance, a big computer

manufacturer could be interested in buying the whole production of touch screens from

smaller producers expressing different valuations according to the supply, while a car

owner is only interest in purchasing four wheels from a tire repairer, no less because

his car needs all of them, no more because disposing of the exceeding ones has a cost

(sometimes getting rid of the extra items is free, in the present work we explore also this

case).

Pricing Schemes The seller can adopt different strategies in giving a price to a

bundle of items. Probably the most trivial one is to offer a price per item (item-pricing)

and linearly derive the price of a bundle according to its size. However, often sellers offer

some kind of discount for big bundles, thus pricing them in a nonlinear way (bundle-

pricing). (See Figure 1.2.)

These two pricing schemes are non-discriminatory, in the sense that a certain bundle is

offered at the same price to every buyer, but sometimes it is acceptable for two buyers

to receive the same item or bundle at different prices, e.g., a ticket for a flight is sold at
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Chapter 1 Introduction

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: In Figure 1.2(a) we can see the simple scheme in which the seller sets
the same price for each single unit of good. In Figure 1.2(b) instead we can see a more
general pricing scheme, usually referred to as bundle-pricing, in which multiple items
can be packed together and given a special price. In this case, for instance, we have
three items of the same good sold at the price of two of them, that is, a classical offer

in supermarkets.

different prices to buyers buying it at different points in time, or special discounts are

offered to premium customers.

Considering different pricing schemes is very important because, as we will see soon,

they can greatly increase the seller’s revenue or the social welfare. Moreover, they are

widespread in practice.

Envy-freeness Buyers are individuals with their own objectives and their behavior

is not coordinated by some external entity. In the case of (combinatorial) markets such

behavior is usually modeled by the notion of envy-freeness, which comes in different

flavors.

In the classical notion of envy-freeness, buyers look at their peers in order to assess their

outcome. If a buyer gets a bundle which would make another buyer happier than she is

with her own, the allocation has envy. In order for allocations to be stable and represent

real outcomes, they must not contain this kind of situations. We say that they must be

(pair) envy-free.

In another standard notion of envy-freeness, buyers always maximize their utility, e.g. in

the case of buyers with general valuations, once the seller has set a price for the bundles

on sale, a buyer will choose to buy (or will be happy if she receives) the bundle which

maximizes the difference between her valuation and the price of that specific bundle (see

Figure 1.3). In case of single-minded buyers, the choice is between the unique preferred
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Figure 1.3: In Figure, given the seller (bundle-) pricing for the items on sale, the
buyer evaluates which bundle is her preferred one by subtracting the price from her
initial valuation. The light blue part of the column represent her utility for the specific

bundle.

bundle or no items at all. Observe that this notion is a stronger requirement with respect

to the previous one, as buyers can envy bundles not allocated to any other one.

Supply The amount of items on sale is an important aspect to take into account. In

the case of identical items two different scenarios are of interests: limited supply and

unlimited supply. The former is easily linked to any material good, while the latter is of

interest for its connection to digital goods, like video streaming, software, e-books, etc.

Social Welfare and Revenue Maximization There are many ways to measure an

outcome for a market, that is, the way bundles are assigned to buyers and the payment

the seller asks for. Among the most well studied and of practical interest we have the

seller’s revenue and the social welfare. The first one measures, as the name clearly

states, the amount of money the seller gets from the outcome and models all the real-

world situations in which the seller is a selfish agent, e.g., private companies, individuals,

etc. The second one tries to measure how well both buyers and seller perform in the

market and it is useful when we want to model selfless sellers like government agencies

or nonprofit ones.

Price Discrimination In many contexts selling the same item at different prices to

different buyers is acceptable and sometimes desirable. This is for instance the case of

tickets; in fact, as the event approaches, the same ticket can be sold at much greater

price with respect to the previous months. Other examples are products sold in more

than one country, for which bigger markets are usually allowed to get the item at smaller

prices, or items for which the seller puts on sale both a normal and a special edition

(only slightly different), thus discriminating between buyers who are willing to pay more
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Buyers’ information about the allocations and prices offered to other
buyers can be modeled by the use of social networks. In Figure 1.4(a) a simple graph
over the set of buyers models a symmetric relationship, like friendship. The directed
graph in Figure 1.4(b) instead models a more complex asymmetric relationship, like

knowledge.

for the small extras and buyers who don’t. We will see that this pricing mechanisms

can greatly increase both seller’s revenue and social welfare, making them worth to be

investigated.

Buyers Preselection Personalized marketing, also known as one-to-one marketing or

individual marketing, is a marketing strategy by which companies leverage data analysis

and digital technology to deliver individualized messages and product offerings to current

or prospective customers. Advancements in data collection methods, analytics, digital

electronics, and digital economics, have enabled marketers to deploy more effective real-

time and prolonged customer experience personalization tactics.

Social Relationships among Buyers Due to the development of the electronic

commerce, it is possible for a seller to have customers distributed in large environments

or all around the world. This simple fact makes unrealistic the assumption of buyers’

have complete knowledge about the prices and bundles allocated to others. Shortage of

this knowledge can be exploited by the seller in order to increase her revenue or even

social welfare. A possible way to model this limitation in buyers’ knowledge is using

a directed or undirected graph over the set of buyers, representing the fact that each

single buyer has information only about the subset of her neighbor buyers (See Figure

1.4).
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1.3 Dissertation Overview

The present work is organized in five chapters. The first chapter, the current one,

contains an introduction to the topic, to the related work, and to the problems we will

tackle in the coming chapters. Three chapters follow with all the results of our work.

Finally, the last chapter gives a global summary of our results, some conclusive remarks,

and outlines some worth investigating research directions.

In Chapter 2 we study what happens when buyers share information about the bundles

of items with their social friends, while the information about the prices of bundles are

public. Thus, envy-freeness constraint can be relaxed to deal only with adjacent buyers,

and in addition only mild forms of price discrimination are considered, usually referred

to as bundle-pricing, in which the seller is able to propose different non-linear prices for

bundles of different sizes.

In Chapter 3 we start tackling the problem of price discrimination and develop a frame-

work which defines when the corresponding pricing schemes can be considered fair by

buyers. More in details, unlike Chapter 2, in the framework we develop here the social

graph represents the knowledge each buyer has of the prices offered to her neighbors.

Buyers in such a social network accept only prices that are lower or equal to those of-

fered to their neighbors. Such a framework, while allowing price discrimination, limits

its extent, thus inducing a notion that we define as fair price discrimination.

In Chapter 4, driven by the widespread practice of targeted advertisement, we empower

the seller with another skill, that is, the ability of accepting only a subset of buyers to

the market, while maintaining the same capability to offer a fair discriminatory pricing

from Chapter 3. We also consider relaxed constraints of fair price discrimination, so as

to contemplate also other recent related works in the scientific literature.
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Chapter 2

Social Envy-Freeness

We consider a market setting in which buyers are individuals of a population, whose

relationships are represented by an underlying social graph. Given buyers’ valuations

for the items being sold, an outcome consists of a pricing of the objects and an allocation

of bundles to the buyers. An outcome is social envy-free if no buyer strictly prefers the

bundles of her neighbors in the social graph. We focus on the revenue maximization

problem in multi-unit markets, in which there are multiple copies of the same item being

sold, and each buyer is assigned a subset of identical items. We consider four different

cases that arise when considering two different buyers valuations, i.e., single-minded or

general, and by adopting two different forms of pricing, that is, item- or bundle-pricing.

For all the above cases we show the hardness of the revenue maximization problem and

give corresponding approximation results. All our approximation bounds are optimal or

nearly optimal. Moreover, under the assumption of social graphs of bounded treewidth,

we provide an optimal allocation algorithm for general valuations with item-pricing.

Finally, we determine optimal bounds on the corresponding price of envy-freeness, that

is, on the worst-case ratio between the maximum revenue that can be achieved without

envy-freeness constraints, and the one obtainable in case of social envy-freeness. Some of

our results close hardness open questions or improve already known ones in the literature

concerning the standard setting without sociality.

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider a market setting in which buyers are individuals of a popula-

tion, whose relationships are represented by an underlying social graph. A single seller

must decide how to sell a set of identical items to a group of buyers who openly declare

their valuations for bundles of items. In such a setting we define an outcome to be social
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envy-free if no buyer strictly prefers the bundles allocated to her neighbors in the social

graph.

The issue of modeling the locality of mutual influences in game theory has already been

considered in graphical games [74] and explicitly taken into account in [15, 16], where the

authors introduced the existence of a social graph of the players, under the assumption

that the payoff of each player is affected only by the strategies of the adjacent ones,

representing somehow her neighborhood. Similarly, works in fair allocation of goods in

absence of pricing assumed an individual’s view of the subjective well-being based on

a comparison with peers, that is, restricting (pair) envy-freeness constraints to social

neighbors [1, 39]. In this setting, the price of envy-freeness has been defined as the

worst-case ratio between the total utility reachable by any allocation of goods and the

one that can be achieved satisfying envy-freeness constraints [1].

The price of envy-freeness has been defined in [25] in the context of fair allocation of

divisible and indivisible goods without pricing, and suitably bounded under different

assumptions. It was implicitly considered also in pricing problems in [52, 54] with

respect to price discrimination. Such a notion was extended in [1] to the social case,

that is, when (pair) envy-freeness constraints must be satisfied only between neighbors

in a social graph.

Distributed mechanisms for allocating indivisible goods under the absence of central

control were investigated in [37–39]. In such a setting, given an underlying social struc-

ture, agents can locally agree on deals to exchange some of the goods in their possession,

again under the assumption of envy-freeness restricted only to social neighbors. The au-

thors studied the convergence properties of such distributed mechanisms when used as

fair division procedures.

Finally, [17, 18] considered the possibility of limiting the view of some buyers, not

admitting them in the market. This might be seen as related to a social envy-freeness

setting in which such buyers are isolated in the social graph.

2.1.1 Summary

We focus on the notion of sociality in the pricing problem and investigate its effects

in multi-unit markets. Namely, we consider the social envy-freeness setting in which

buyers are members of a social population, whose relationships are modeled by means of

an undirected social graph. In such a graph, nodes represent buyers and edges represent

mutual knowledge between the corresponding endpoints. Each buyer can be envious

only of the bundles received by her neighbors. We notice that social envy-freeness is
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Chapter 2 Social Envy-Freeness

a relaxation of the notion of pair envy-freeness, which is in this respect a relaxation of

envy-freeness. Thus, if we consider the spaces of pricings and allocations, according to

these solution concepts we can highlight the following hierarchy:

envy-free ⊆ pair envy-free ⊆ social envy-free.

We focus on multi-unit markets, that is, on the problem of pricing and allocating m

identical items to n different buyers, so that each buyer is assigned a given bundle or

subset of item copies. As already observed, this particular setting, in which the valuation

of each buyer depends only on the number of goods she receives, is well suited to model

all of those real-world scenarios in which the items on sale are homogeneous, like in

commodity markets.

Besides investigating the time complexity of determining social envy-free outcomes which

maximize revenue, and good approximate solutions, we investigate the increase of rev-

enue due to the incomplete knowledge of buyers (with respect to pair envy-freeness)

providing proper bounds on the price of envy-freeness. Such a quantity is defined as

the worst-case ratio between the maximum revenue that can be achieved without envy-

freeness constraints, that is, without social relationships between the buyers, and the

one obtainable in case of social relationships that require the fulfillment of the respective

envy-freeness constraints.

We consider two different assumptions on buyers’ valuations: single-minded, in which

each buyer has a strictly positive valuation only for bundles of a given fixed size, called

preferred bundles, and general valuations, in which she has a different unrestricted valu-

ation for each possible size. We remark that, since in combinatorial auctions the number

of possible bundles is exponential in the number of items on sale, single-minded buyers

have been largely investigated as a more tractable subproblem still of practical interest

[10, 33, 34, 81, 83, 85]. When focusing on the multi-unit case, they correspond to the

well-known knapsack auctions proposed in [3]. In fact, in the literature such valuations

are usually called knapsack valuations, but in this thesis we will stick to referring to

them as single-minded, since agents are desiring subsets of a single cardinality.

For what concerns pricing, we consider two kinds of assignment policies: the non-

discriminatory item-pricing, where a unique price p equal for the all identical items

must be set, and the mildly discriminating bundle-pricing, where the seller is allowed to

assign a different (non-proportional) price to each bundle size.

For all the four different cases that arise, we show the following results on the revenue

maximization problem (see also Tables 2.1-2.2):
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i. Single-minded, item-pricing: We show that the problem is NP-hard for standard

pair envy-freeness, and give a corresponding FPTAS, that is, an algorithm able

to provide a solution whose revenue is at least a (1 + ε) approximation of the

maximum achievable one for any fixed ε > 0, in time polynomial in 1/ε and in

the size of the input instance. Similarly, we prove the strong NP-hardness of the

problem for social envy-freeness and provide a corresponding PTAS, that is, again

an algorithm able to return a (1 + ε) approximation of the maximum achievable

revenue for any fixed ε > 0, but in time polynomial only in the size of the input

instance and no longer in 1/ε. Clearly, all such approximation bounds are optimal.

ii. Single-minded, bundle-pricing: We show that the problem is NP-hard both for pair

and social envy-freeness, and give two corresponding FPTASs.

iii. General valuations, item-pricing: We provide a polylogarithmic lower bound on the

achievable approximation ratio for pair envy-freeness (and thus also for social envy-

freeness), while the O(log n)-approximation algorithm provided in [82] for pair

envy-freeness directly extends to social envy-freeness. In fact, such an algorithm

actually provides a logarithmic fraction of the optimal revenue that can be obtained

even ignoring envy-freeness constraints. As in [23, 82], our hardness result relies on

a weaker conjecture with respect to P 6= NP , i.e., on the R3SAT -hardness of the

problem (see [50]). Moreover, we give an optimal allocation algorithm for social

graphs with bounded treewidth. We observe that, even if this class of graphs is not

typical in social networks, it allows to treat in a unified setting interesting specific

social scenarios, such as spatial proximity along a line (paths) and hierarchical

relationships (trees).

iv. General valuations, bundle-pricing: In this case, while a polylogarithmic lower

bound on the achievable approximation ratio was already known [82], we give

an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for social (and thus also pair) envy-freeness,

improving upon the previous O(log n · logm) bound for pair envy-freeness given

in [82]. When considering specific social topologies, we show that the problem is

APX-hard even in the case of empty social graphs, i.e., with all nodes isolated,

and ignoring the supply constraint. In fact, in this case the revenue maximization

problem is equivalent to the so-called Max-Buying problem, that in [2] has been

proven APX-hard and approximable within ratio 1.59. By the equivalence, such

an approximation directly applies also to revenue maximization.

v. Finally, for all the above cases we provide optimal bounds on the price of envy-

freeness (Table 2.3). We remark that, while the upper bounds concern every

possible social graph topology, the lower bounds hold even in the very restricted

case of paths or chains of nodes.
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Chapter 2 Social Envy-Freeness

As already mentioned, some of our results close hardness open questions or improve

already known approximation ones concerning the standard pair envy-freeness setting.

Before concluding the subsection, in order to better understand the nature of our results

and their relationship with the previous literature, let us emphasize some important

aspects.

Single-minded

Standard Social Standard with Free Disposal

Item-pricing
NP-hard NP-hard (strong) NP-hard 1

FPTAS PTAS O(log n) (2 + εεε)

Bundle-pricing
NP-hard NP-hard 1

FPTAS FPTAS 1

Table 2.1: Hardness and approximation results in the case of single-minded buyers
(in bold those obtained in the present work).

General Valuations

Standard Social Specific topologies

Item-pricing
Ω(logεn)

polytime - bounded treewidth
O(log n) 1

Bundle-pricing
Ω(logε n) 1 APX-hard - empty graph,unlim.supply

O(log n logm) 1 O(log n) 1.59 - empty graph, unlim.supply

Table 2.2: Hardness and approximation results in the case of buyers with general
valuations (in bold those obtained in the present work).

Single-minded General Valuations

Item-pricing 2 Θ(log n)

Bundle-pricing 1 Θ(log n)

Table 2.3: Price of envy-freeness bounds. The upper bounds hold with respect to any
social graph, the lower bounds even for paths.

Free Disposal Differently from [82], where single-minded buyers under pair envy-

freeness have also been considered, we do not assume the free disposal feature, in which

buyers have the same valuation for all the bundles of size at least equal to their preferred

one. Non-free disposal is realistic in cases in which the shrink-wrapped bundles exceed

a given allowance of volume or capacity and cannot be partitioned, so that the utility of

receiving a bigger bundle is completely lost. Another example is when the surplus items

in the bundle must be disposed of, offsetting the utility that would be achieved with

only the strictly needed ones. Finally, non-free disposal yields a direct correspondence

of our model with the knapsack auctions proposed in [3], correspondence that otherwise

is lost.
1These results first appeared in (or directly follow from) [82]
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Even if free disposal might appear a subtle assumption, as described in more detail in

Subsection 2.3.3, it significantly changes the combinatorial structure of the problem,

making our results incomparable. In particular, the NP-hardness for free disposal does

not extend to non-free disposal and vice versa. Moreover, neither free disposal approx-

imation algorithms directly yield to corresponding non-free disposal ones nor the other

way around. As a matter of fact, we also provide a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm

for any ε > 0 for free disposal under pair envy-freeness and item-pricing, which is quite

different in structure with respect to the non-free disposal algorithms. This improves

upon the O(log n) approximation of [82]. For bundle-pricing an FPTAS was already

given in [82], but it does not apply to non-free disposal.

Input Size It is important to remark that, while the size of the representation of the

instances with general valuations is polynomial in m, as different valuations must be

specified for different bundle sizes, in the single-minded case the dependence is logarith-

mic in m, as for each buyer it is sufficient to specify just the size of her preferred bundle,

together with the corresponding valuation. As a consequence, in a bit counter-intuitive

way, approximation algorithms for general valuations do not directly give corresponding

ones for single-minded buyers, since their time complexity might be not polynomial in

logm. In a similar way, single-minded hardness results do not apply to general valua-

tions, as the impossibility of being polynomial in logm does not imply the impossibility

of being polynomial in m.

Pair Envy-Freeness versus Social Envy-Freeness A final remark concerns the

relationships between these two notions of envy-freeness and the mutual implications of

the corresponding results.

As pointed out in the introduction, pair envy-freeness is equivalent to social envy-freeness

in complete social graphs. As a consequence, hardness results for pair envy-freeness

directly imply corresponding ones for social envy-freeness by restriction on complete

social graphs. Such hardness results might not be tight, though. An example of this will

be given in the sequel for single-minded buyers and item-pricing, where the NP-hardness

holds in the strong sense only for social envy-freeness.

On the other hand, any r-approximation algorithm A for social envy-freeness under

arbitrary social graphs yields in a direct way an r-approximation algorithm for pair-envy

freeness, simply running A on complete social graphs. Therefore, social envy-freeness

approximation results can only be worse with respect to pair envy-freeness ones, and

the only way to provide better bounds is that of restricting to specific social graph

topologies. As an example, in the sequel we provide an optimal algorithm for bounded
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treewidth social graphs, general valuations and item-pricing, which is a hard problem in

the unrestricted case.

As a final remark, like in previous papers, some of our r-approximation algorithms

actually guarantee an r fraction of the revenue of the optimal outcomes that can be ob-

tained by ignoring envy-freeness constraints, or equivalently of social envy-free outcomes

on empty graphs, while at the same time satisfying pair envy-freeness, or social envy-

freeness in complete graphs. Such algorithms clearly directly yield r-approximations for

arbitrary social graphs.

2.2 Preliminaries

A multi-unit market µ can be represented by a tuple (N,M, (vi)i∈N ), where N =

{1, . . . , n} is a set of n buyers, M is a set of m identical items and for every buyer

i ∈ N , vi = (vi(1), . . . , vi(m)) is a valuation function or vector which expresses, given a

subset of items X ⊆ M of size j, the amount of money vi(j) ∈ R that buyer i would

be willing to pay for buying X. We assume that vi(0) = 0 and vi(j) ≥ 0 for every j,

1 ≤ j ≤ m and buyer i ∈ N .

We distinguish the following two different cases, according to the imposed restrictions on

the valuation functions: single-minded, with buyers interested only in a certain amount of

items and thus having positive valuation only for that bundle size, and general valuations,

i.e., the unrestricted case. In the sequel, when dealing with single-minded valuations, we

call preferred by a buyer i the unique bundle for which i has a strictly positive valuation,

and denote by mi its size. Moreover, we let nj be the number of buyers with preferred

bundles of size j and J = {j|nj > 0}.

A price vector is an m-tuple p = (p(1), . . . , p(m)) such that, for every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

p(j) ≥ 0 is the price of a bundle of size j. Given a price vector p and a set of items

X ⊆M , ui(X, p) = vi(|X|)− p(|X|) is the utility of buyer i when buying X.

Since items in M are identical, we consider the following two different pricing schemes,

called item-pricing and bundle-pricing, respectively. In the former, the seller must assign

a single non-negative price p ∈ R to all the identical items, so that the price owed by

each buyer for a bundle X is p(|X|) = |X| · p. In the latter, the seller has the freedom

to give different (non-proportional) prices p(j) ∈ R to bundles of size j. Therefore, the

only constraint is that the prices owed by buyers receiving bundles of the same size must

be coincident. In the following, in item-pricing we denote an outcome simply as (X, p),

that is, by specifying the single price assigned to each of the identical items.
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An allocation vector is an n-tuple X = (X1, . . . , Xn) such that Xi ⊆M is the set of items

sold to buyer i. Notice that, in the case of multi-unit markets, it would also be possible

to define an allocation as a tuple X = (x1, . . . , xn) where xi ∈ N is the number of units

assigned to buyer i. Nonetheless, throughout the present work we will use the former

definition because of its connection to the original setting of combinatorial markets.

A feasible outcome of market µ is a pair (X, p) satisfying the following conditions:

1. supply constraint:
∑n

i=1 |Xi| ≤ m;

2. individual rationality: ui(Xi, p) ≥ 0 for every i ∈ N .

We assume that buyers in N are individuals of a population, whose relationships are

represented by an underlying undirected social graph G = (N,E). In such a setting,

given an outcome (X, p), each buyer i ∈ N is aware only of the bundles assigned to the

other buyers she knows, that is, belonging to the subset N(i) = {j ∈ N |{i, j} ∈ E} of

her neighbors in G.

Definition 2.1. A feasible outcome (X, p) for market µ is social envy-free or simply

stable under G if ui(Xi, p) ≥ ui(Xj , p) for every buyer i ∈ N and j ∈ N(i).

Thus, an outcome is stable if no buyer strictly prefers the bundles assigned to the

buyers she knows. Notice that, if G is complete, the above definition corresponds to the

standard notion of pair envy-freeness defined in the literature.

For a market µ and an outcome (X, p) associated with µ, the revenue raised by the seller

is given by r(X, p) =
∑n

i=1 p(|Xi|). The pricing problem for µ consists in determining

an outcome (X, p) of maximum revenue that is, stable under G.

Let opt(µ,G) be the maximum possible revenue achievable by a stable outcome for µ

under G and opt(µ) be the highest possible revenue achievable by a feasible allocation

for µ without considering envy-freeness constraints.

Definition 2.2. Given a set of market instances M and a family of social graphs G,

the price of envy-freeness c(M,G) of M and G is the worst-case ratio between the

maximum revenue that can be achieved in the markets inM without considering envy-

freeness constraints, and the one induced by the outcomes that are stable according to

the social graphs in G, that is, c(M,G) = supµ∈M,G∈G
opt(µ)
opt(µ,G) .

In a sense, the price of envy-freeness can be seen as related to the classical price of

anarchy notion, since it quantifies the loss of revenue that one has to pay to enforce
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stability according to buyers’ social relationships. For the sake of brevity, in the fol-

lowing we call (single,item)-pricing (resp. (general,item)-, (single,bundle)- and

(general,bundle)-pricing) the standard pricing problem restricted to the instances of

multi-unit markets with single-minded valuations and item-pricing (resp. general valua-

tions and item-pricing, single-minded valuations and bundle-pricing, and general valua-

tions and bundle-pricing). Moreover, we will call such problems social, when considering

a social graph of knowledge of the buyers. So for instance, in the social (single,item)-

pricing problem, we are given in input a single-minded multi-unit market µ and a social

graph G and we want to determine a revenue-maximizing outcome with item-pricing for

µ which is stable under G.

Clearly, since the standard problem corresponds to the restriction of the social problem to

the instances in which G is fixed to be a complete graph, every hardness result concerning

the standard problem extends to the social version, while every approximation algorithm

for the social problem also applies to the standard version.

We will often reduce the pricing problem to a variant of the knapsack problem called

multiple-choice knapsack. In such a problem, we are given t classes {O1, . . . , Ot} of

objects to pack in a knapsack of capacity k. Each object oj,h ∈ Oj has a profit zj,h and

a weight wj,h, and we must pick exactly one object from each class so as to maximize

the sum of the profits of the selected objects without exceeding the knapsack capacity k.

As shown in [80], multiple-choice knapsack is NP-hard, but it admits an FPTAS.

Notice that, by adding in each Oj a dummy object of profit 0 and weight 0, we can get

an equivalent version of the problem in which we must pick at most one object per class.

In the present work, unless explicitly stated, we will always refer to this alternative

formulation.

2.3 Single-Minded Valuations

In this section we consider single-minded buyers in multi-unit markets.

2.3.1 Item-Pricing

Let us first focus on item-pricing. The following fact will be useful in the sequel.

Lemma 2.3. In the case of single-minded buyers, the price popt of an optimal stable

item-pricing outcome (X
opt
, popt), that is, maximizing the seller’s revenue, belongs to the

set P := {vi(mi)mi
|i ∈ N}, where mi is the size of the preferred bundle of buyer i.
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Proof. Assume that (X
opt
, popt) with popt /∈ P is an optimal stable outcome and let

p = vi(mi)
mi
∈ P be the minimum ratio in P greater than popt. Consider then the outcome

(X
opt
, p).

Since the allocations of (X
opt
, p) and (X

opt
, popt) are coincident, (X

opt
, p) still satisfies

the supply constraints. Furthermore, it also satisfies the individual rationality, since

the price is increased only until the minimum vi(mi)
mi

greater than the optimal price

popt, and thus no utility of an allocated buyer can become negative. Finally (X
opt
, p) is

social envy-free, because in (X
opt
, popt) every buyer receives her favorite bundle among

the allocated ones and this can change in (X
opt
, p) only if some allocated buyer starts

strictly preferring the empty bundle due to the rise of the price. However, as just

mentioned before, this cannot be the case.

In conclusion, (X
opt
, p) is a stable outcome with a strictly higher revenue than (X

opt
, popt)

a contradiction.

Having claimed the above fact, let us first focus on the traditional market scenario in

which all the buyers can envy all the others, that is, with a complete social graph Kn.

Under such an assumption the following result holds, which is similar to the one provided

in [82] for a slightly different problem (single-minded instances with free disposal under

envy-freeness).

Theorem 2.4. The (single,item)-pricing problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We prove this via a reduction from the NP-hard problem subset-sum in which,

given a subset of natural numbers A ⊆ N and k ∈ N, we have to find a subset S ⊆ A

such that
∑

ai∈S ai = k. Given an instance (A = {a1, . . . , an}, k) of subset-sum, we

construct the following instance µ of the (single,item)-pricing problem:

• N = {1, . . . , n};

• M = {1, . . . , k};

• vi(ai) = ai and vi(j) = 0 for j 6= ai.

In such a reduction, a subset S ⊆ A can be associated with an outcome of µ in which

buyer i gets a bundle of size ai if ai ∈ S, and vice versa every outcome has a corresponding

subset S. By Lemma 2.3, any optimal outcome for µ must assign price 1 to all the items

and thus is also stable, since it provides utility 0 to all the buyers. Therefore, there

exists a subset S ⊆ A of overall sum k if and only if the maximum revenue of a stable

outcome for µ is k.
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On the other hand, the problem can be well approximated.

Algorithm 1: FPTAS for the (single,item)-pricing problem

Input: An instance µ = (N,M, (vi)i∈N ) of the (single,item)-pricing problem,
accuracy parameter ε.

Output: An item-pricing outcome (X, p).
S = ∅;
for each price p ∈ P := {vi(mi)mi

, i ∈ N} do

N+
j = set of buyers having strictly positive utility with price p for a bundle of

size j ;
N0
j = set of buyers having utility 0 with price p for a bundle of size j;

n+
j = |N+

j | and n0
j = |N0

j |;
Construct the following instance K(µ) = (O, z, w, k) of multiple-choice
knapsack:
k = m;
Oj = {oj,0, . . . , oj,n0

j
} for bundle j preferred by at least one buyer;

zj,h = wj,h = j(n+
j + h) for h = 0, . . . , n0

j ;

T ←− FPTAS−multiple-choice knapsack(K(µ), ε);
for each oj,h ∈ T ;
do

Let H ⊆ N0
j be a set of h buyers having utility 0 with price p for bundle j;

Assign a bundle Xi of size j to each buyer i ∈ N+
j ∪H;

end

S = S ∪ {(X, p)};
end

return (X, p) = argmax
(X
′
,p′)∈S r(X

′
, p′).

Theorem 2.5. The (single,item)-pricing problem admits an FPTAS.

Proof. Consider Algorithm 1 in the figure.

According to Lemma 2.3, for each candidate optimal price p = vi(mi)
mi

, i ∈ N , we con-

struct a proper instance K(µ) = (O, z, w, k) of multiple-choice knapsack as follows.

Let N+
j (resp. N0

j ) be the set of buyers having strictly positive utility (resp. utility

equal to 0) with price p for the bundle of size j, and let n+
j = |N+

j | (resp. n0
j = |N0

j )|)
be its cardinality.

We let the size of the knapsack be k = m, and we associate a class Oj = {oj,0, . . . , oj,n0
j
}

of n0
j +1 objects to each bundle size j preferred by at least one buyer, with zj,h = wj,h =

j · (n+
j +h) for each oj,h ∈ Oj . In the algorithm, picking an object oj,h ∈ Oj corresponds

to assigning a bundle of size j to all the buyers in N+
j and to h buyers in N0

j . Notice in

fact that, by the stability constraint, if a bundle of size j is assigned, then all buyers in

N+
j must receive it, plus any subset of buyers in N0

j .
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Therefore, any feasible solution T for the instance K(µ) of multiple-choice knapsack

is naturally associated by the algorithm to a stable outcome (X, p) for the initial instance

µ of the pricing problem. In fact, since T doesn’t exceed the knapsack capacity, that is,

equal to the number of items on sale, (X, p) doesn’t sell more then m items. Moreover,

(X, p) is stable, since if a bundle of size j is assigned, then all buyers in N+
j who might

be envious receive it. Finally, by construction (X, p) has revenue r · p, where r is the

profit of T . Thus, any (1 − ε)-approximate solution T for K(µ) provides a (1 − ε)-

approximate solution (X, p) of the optimal stable outcome of µ assigning price p to the

items in M . The theorem then follows by observing that, according to Lemma 2.3, the

algorithm considers the price of an optimal outcome in at least one iteration, the FPTAS

for multiple-choice knapsack returns in polynomial-time in 1/ε and the size of µ a

(1 − ε)-approximate solution for each fixed price, and finally Algorithm 1 outputs the

outcome of maximum revenue obtained in all the iterations.

Example: Consider the market µ with 6 single-minded buyers and supply m equal to

10. The valuation functions of the buyers are:

v1(4) = 4 v2(3) = 4 v3(3) = 3

v4(2) = 3 v5(2) = 2 v6(2) = 2

The set of the candidate optimal prices is P =
{

3
2 ,

4
3 , 1
}

.

An example of construction of multiple-choice knapsack for p = 1, that is, K(µ) =

(O, z, w, 10), is given in the following table:

O4 O3 O2

o4,0 z4,0 = w4,0 = 0 o3,0 z3,0 = w3,0 = 3 o2,0 z2,0 = w2,0 = 2

o4,1 z4,1 = w4,1 = 4 o3,1 z3,1 = w3,1 = 6 o2,1 z2,1 = w2,1 = 4

o2,2 z2,2 = w2,2 = 6

The optimal allocation solution of K(µ) is {o3,1, o2,1}, corresponding to the following

allocation X:

|X1| = 0 |X2| = 3 |X3| = 3

|X4| = 2 |X5| = 2 |X6| = 0

For the social version of the problem the following stronger hardness result holds.

Theorem 2.6. The social (single,item)-pricing problem is strongly NP-hard.
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Figure 2.1: A simple example of a reduced instance for social (single,item)-pricing
problem.

Proof. In order to prove the claim, we provide a polynomial-time reduction from dens-

est k-subgraph. An instance of such a problem is given by an undirected graph

H = (V, F ) and an integer k, and we want to find a subset S ⊆ V of cardinality |S| ≤ k
that maximizes the number of edges in the subgraph induced by S. Given an instance

of densest k-subgraph, we construct an instance (µ,G) of the social (single,item)-

pricing problem as follows.

In the market µ:

• there is a set Nu of |F |+ 1 buyers to each u ∈ V , in such a way that vi(1) = 1 + ε

for each i ∈ Nu, where ε = k
|V |+1 ;

• for each e ∈ F there is a buyer ie with vie(1) = 1;

• there is a distinguished buyer w with vw (|V | (|F |+ 1)) = |V | (|F |+ 1);

• there are m = (|V |+ k) (|F |+ 1) + |F | items.

In the social graph G = (N,E):

• there is an edge {i, i′} ∈ E for every pair of buyers i, i′ such that i, i′ ∈ Nu for

some u ∈ V ;

• there is an edge {i, ie} ∈ E for every i ∈ Nu and edge e incident to u in H.

We now show that H admits a subgraph of size k with h edges if and only if the reduced

instance has an outcome (X, p) stable under G of revenue r(X, p) = (|V |+ k) (|F |+ 1)+

h.

(⇒) Assume that S ⊆ V is such that |S| = k and the graph induced by S has h edges.

Consider the outcome (X, p) for the reduced instance where p = 1 and bundles are
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allocated to the buyers in {w}∪
⋃
u∈S Nu∪{ie ∈ N | e = {u, z}, u, z ∈ S}, i.e., the buyer

w, buyers corresponding to vertices in S, and buyers associated to edges between such

vertices.

Notice that all the buyers ie to whom no item is allocated have utility 0 for their

preferred bundle and thus cannot be envious. Moreover, the remaining not allocated

buyers, those belonging to the subsets Nu with u /∈ S, do not have any neighbor in G

receiving a bundle, and thus they cannot envy as well. Therefore, (X, p) is stable and

its achieved revenue, which corresponds to the number of assigned items, is equal to

(|V |+ k) (|F |+ 1) + h.

(⇐) Assume on the contrary that there exists a stable outcome (X, p) for the reduced

instance of revenue (|V |+ k) (|F |+ 1) + h.

In (X, p), price p cannot be strictly greater than 1 + ε, otherwise we would have revenue

0. If p > 1 it is possible to assign bundles only to the buyers in the sets Nu, so that

the achieved revenue can be at most (1 + ε) [|V |(|F |+ 1)] < (|V |+ k) (|F |+ 1) + h,

as ε = k
|V |+1 . Therefore, it must be p ≤ 1. In this case, in order to have r(X, p) =

(|V |+ k) (|F |+ 1)+h, we must assign to the distinguished buyer w her preferred bundle.

By the envy-freeness constraints, if a buyer in a set Nu gets her bundle, then all the

other buyers in Nu must get theirs. Moreover, by the supply constraint, items can be

allocated to buyers in at most k of the subsets Nu, u ∈ V , and in order to achieve the

desired revenue to at least k of them. So, in (X, p), preferred bundles are allocated to

w, to all the buyers in exactly k of the subsets Nu with u ∈ V , and to h buyers ie.

Let us then consider the solution S for the instance of densest k-subgraph such that

S = {u | ∀i ∈ Nu, |Xi| = 1}. Since buyers of exactly k sets Nu are allocated, S is

feasible. Thus, it remains to show that in the subgraph induced by S there are at least

h edges. In (X, p) we allocate bundles to h buyers ie. Moreover, as already remarked,

if a buyer ie with e = {u, z} receives her preferred item, then also all the buyers in set

Nu and Nz must have theirs, so that u, z ∈ S. In conclusion, each allocated buyer ie

corresponds to an edge e in the subgraph induced by S, which in turn has h edges.

By the above theorem, an FPTAS for the problem does not exist, unless P=NP. On the

other hand, we now show an optimal result concerning the approximability, that is, the

existence of a PTAS.

Before providing the algorithm, let us describe the main ideas involved.

Proof idea. Given an instance (µ,G) of the pricing problem, a fixed price p, j ≤ m

and h ≤ n, assume we can efficiently solve the restricted subproblem of determining a

feasible allocation of bundles of size j to h buyers stable under G, if it exists. Recalling
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that J is the set of at most n bundle sizes for which there exists at least one buyer with

a preferred bundle of that size, under the above assumption we could even obtain an

FPTAS, again relying on a proper instance K(µ,G, p) of multiple-choice knapsack:

• the knapsack capacity is fixed to k = m;

• for each bundle size j ∈ J there is a class Oj = {oj,h : there exists an allocation of

bundles of size j to h buyers stable under G};

• zj,h = wj,h = j · h.

Clearly, such an instance of multiple-choice knapsack has size polynomial in the

one of (µ,G), as there are at most n classes, each of at most n objects. Any solution S

for the instance of value r can be associated to an outcome of revenue r · p simply by

adding in the outcome, for each object oj,h ∈ S, the stable allocation under G of bundles

of size j to h buyers. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, running the FPTAS for all the candidate

optimal prices p = vi(mi)
mi

, i ∈ N , and selecting the best returned outcome in terms of

revenue, we get a (1 − ε)-approximation of the optimum solution in time polynomial

in the size of (µ,G) and in 1/ε, i.e., an FPTAS for the social (single,item)-pricing

problem.

Unfortunately, according to Theorem 2.6, the basic assumption underlying the algorithm

cannot be feasible, that is, the restricted subproblem cannot be solved in polynomial

time (as it would imply an FPTAS for a strongly NP-hard problem). However, the

following approximation result holds.

Lemma 2.7. Given an instance (µ,G) of the social (single,item)-pricing problem, a

fixed price p, j ≤ m and h ≤ n, the problem of finding a revenue-maximizing feasible

allocation of bundles of size j to at most h buyers stable under G admits a PTAS.

Proof. Let N+
j (resp. N0

j ) be the set of buyers with strictly positive utility (resp. with

utility equal to 0) for a bundle of size j when the price of the items is fixed to p, and let

G+
j be the subgraph of G induced by N+

j .

Any optimal outcome (X, p) for µ stable under G must be such that, for each connected

component of G+
j , either all the buyers receive a bundle of size j or none of them.

For a fixed ε > 0, call big a maximal connected component of G+
j containing at least ε ·h

buyers, and small the remaining (maximal) connected components. Then, any optimal

outcome (X, p) allocating bundles of size j to at most h buyers, can assign bundles to at

most b1
εc big components. In addition, it can allocate to some small components, and
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finally to some buyers of utility 0 in N0
j that are adjacent in G only to all the allocated

components in G+
j .

Consider then the following procedure. For each of the at most O(nb
1
ε
c) subsets of

big components, first allocate bundles to all the buyers belonging to such components;

proceed by allocating bundles to small components, until either we cannot assign another

component without exceeding h buyers, or all the small components have been allocated.

In the first case, since no small component fits into the limit of h allocated buyers, the

overall number of allocated buyers is at least (1 − ε)h. In the second case, continue

allocating to buyers of utility 0 in N0
j until either allocating to h buyers in total, thus

determining the optimal allocation of bundles of size j, or all the buyers of utility 0 have

been allocated. In this last case, again we get the optimal allocation with respect to the

initially selected big components, since all the compatible buyers have been allocated.

Therefore, such a procedure provides a (1−ε)-approximation of the best stable allocation

of bundles of size j to at most h buyers, and runs in time polynomial in the input size

(and exponential in 1/ε).

According to the above lemma, for each fixed price p, we can efficiently determine

an instance Kε(µ,G, p) of multiple-choice knapsack which suitably approximates

K(µ,G, p):

• the knapsack capacity is fixed to k = m;

• for each bundle size j ∈ J there is a class Oj = {oj,l : the above PTAS run on

some h, 1 ≤ h ≤ n, returns an allocation of bundles of size j to l ≤ h buyers stable

under G};

• zj,l = wj,l = j · l.

Clearly, if T = {oj1,h1 , . . . , ojt,ht} is a feasible solution for K(µ,G, p), then there exists

a feasible solution Tε = {oj1,l1 , . . . , ojt,lt} for Kε(µ,G, p) such that (1 − ε)hq ≤ lq ≤ hq

for each q, 1 ≤ q ≤ t. Therefore, if opt(K) is the measure of the optimal solution of

K(µ,G, p) and opt(Kε) the one of Kε(µ,G, p), we have that opt(Kε) ≥ (1 − ε)opt(K).

Notice moreover that Tε is feasible also for K(µ,G, p) and again yields a corresponding

outcome for µ stable under G of proportional revenue.

We are now ready to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.8. The social (single,item)-pricing problem admits a PTAS.
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Algorithm 2: PTAS for the social (single,item)-pricing problem

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the social (single,item)-pricing problem, accuracy
parameter ε.

Output: An item-pricing outcome (X, p).
S = ∅;
for each price p ∈ P := {vi(mi)mi

, i ∈ N} do

Compute instance Kε/2(µ,G, p) of multiple-choice knapsack;

T ←− FPTAS−multiple-choice knapsack(Kε/2(µ,G, p), ε/2);

Let (X, p) be the outcome corresponding to T ;
for each oj,l ∈ T do

X stably assigns a bundle of size j to l buyers (according to PTAS);
end

S = S ∪ {(X, p)};
end

return (X, p) = argmax
(X
′
,p′)∈S r(X

′
, p′).

Proof. Consider Algorithm 2 in the figure. For all the candidate optimal prices p ∈ P
established in Lemma 2.3, it constructs a corresponding instance Kε/2(µ,G, p) exploit-

ing the PTAS of Lemma 2.7 with accuracy parameter ε/2 and runs on Kε/2(µ,G, p) the

FPTAS of multiple-choice knapsack with accuracy ε/2. Among all the returned so-

lutions, it selects the one yielding the outcome (X, p) of maximum revenue and provides

such an outcome in output.

The complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in the input size (and exponential in

1/ε), and recalling that opt(µ,G) is the revenue of an optimal stable outcome for (µ,G),

the revenue of (X, p) is r(X, p) = p · (1 − ε/2)opt(Kε/2) ≥ p · (1 − ε/2)2opt(K) ≥
(1− ε)opt(µ,G).

2.3.2 Bundle-Pricing

We now focus on bundle-pricing. First of all, like in item-pricing, the following negative

result holds.

Theorem 2.9. The (single,bundle)-pricing problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We prove the claim by the same reduction of Theorem 2.4. In fact, again a subset

S ⊆ A can be associated with an outcome of µ in which buyer i gets a bundle of size ai

if ai ∈ S, and vice versa every outcome has a corresponding subset S. Moreover, by the

individual rationality constraint, in any optimal stable outcome the price of an allocated

bundle of size j can be at most j, and it must be at least j, because otherwise we could

get a strictly better stable outcome by raising all the bundles prices to become equal to
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their cardinalities. Therefore, there exists a subset S ⊆ A of overall sum k if and only

if the maximum revenue of a stable outcome for µ is k.

However, an optimal approximation can be achieved.

Theorem 2.10. The social (single,bundle)-pricing admits an FPTAS.

Algorithm 3: FPTAS for the social (single,bundle)-pricing problem

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the social (single,bundle)-pricing problem,
accuracy parameter ε.

Output: A bundle-pricing outcome (X, p).
for j ∈ J do

let i1, . . . , inj be an ordering of the nj buyers with preferred bundles of size j
such that vi1(j) ≥ . . . ≥ vinj (j);

end

Construct the following instance K = (O, z, w, k) of multiple-choice knapsack:
k = m;
Oj = {oj,i,h : i ∈ N,h ∈M} for j ∈ J ;
zj,i,h = vj,h(j) · h;
wj,i,h = j · h;

T ←−multiple-choice knapsack(K, ε);
for each oj,i,h ∈ T do

Set p(j) = vj,h(j);
Let |Xi| = j for i = ij,1, . . . , ij,h;

end

return (X, p).

Proof. Consider a fixed bundle size j ≤ m and let ij,1, . . . , ij,nj be an ordering of the

buyers with preferred bundles of size j such that vij,1(j) ≥ . . . ≥ vij,nj (j).

Given any h ≤ nj , setting price vij,h(j) for bundles of size j allows the stable allocation

of h bundles to the first h buyers in the ordering.

Since single-minded buyers can envy only buyers with the same preferred bundle size, the

above allocation can be independently performed for each different bundle size with at

least one buyer preferring it. Therefore, again the problem reduces to a proper instance

of multiple-choice knapsack given in Algorithm 3, where the insertion of an object

oj,i,h in the knapsack corresponds to the stable assignment of h bundles of size j to the

first h buyers ij,1, . . . , ij,h in the ordering.

Notice that Algorithm 3 is independent of the social graph G, as the returned allocation

is stable under the complete graph (and thus under any graph). In fact, as we will

show in Section 2.5, social envy-freeness in (single,bundle)-pricing does not affect the

revenue of the optimum stable outcome.
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Notice also that, by restriction on complete social graphs, the following result is directly

implied by the previous theorem.

Corollary 2.11. The (single,bundle)-pricing admits an FPTAS.

2.3.3 Free Disposal

As already observed, so far we did not assume the free-disposal on buyers’ valuation

function. Under free-disposal each buyer i maintains the same valuation for all the

bundles of at least her preferred size mi, that is, vi(j) = vi(mi) for all j ≥ mi. While for

the envy-freeness notion this assumption does not affect at all the space of all possible

stable allocations, this is not true any longer under pair envy-freeness. In this last

case, even if at first glance free disposal might appear a subtle assumption, it seems

to influence the underlying combinatorial structure of the problem significantly, so that

free disposal results do not extend in a straightforward way to non-free disposal and vice

versa. In particular, this makes our contributions incomparable with the ones of [82].

In this paper, the authors provided an FPTAS for all the single-minded cases under free

disposal, except for pair envy-freeness and item pricing, for which they gave a O(log n)

approximation.

We now improve the latter result, resorting to a quite different algorithm with respect

to the ones given in the previous subsections, achieving a (2 + ε) approximation, for any

fixed ε > 0.

Before describing the algorithm in detail and proving its correctness, let us briefly discuss

the main underlying ideas.

Proof idea. In order to provide the approximation algorithm, we first focus on the

subproblem of finding a pair envy-free allocation for a given price p that maximizes

the number of assigned items. This is accomplished by first ignoring the limited supply

constraint, and thus possibly allocating a greater number of items by means of an optimal

dynamic algorithm. Then, using Lemma 2.12 already given in [82], we can detect a

price p′ ≥ p which yields a pair envy-free allocation respecting the supply constraint,

that assigns at least m/2 items, thus losing at most a multiplicative factor of 2 in

approximation with respect to an optimal allocation.

The following lemma has been proved by Monaco et al. in [82].

Lemma 2.12. Given a pair envy-free outcome (X, p) which does not satisfy the supply

constraint, it is possible to find in polynomial time a feasible and pair envy-free outcome

(X ′, p′) such that r(X ′, p′) ≥ m
2 · p.
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The main technique used in [82] to prove the lemma is a careful selection of a subset of

the bundles of the original allocation along with an increment of the original price.

A key issue with the non-free disposal setting is that, differently from Lemma 2.3, it is

no longer possible to fix a polynomially bounded set P of candidate optimal prices, that

is, containing at least one price popt yielding an optimal stable allocation (X
opt
, popt).

However, by a sampling argument on all the prices that are powers of (1 + ε/2), we can

construct a set of prices Pε that is, still polynomially bounded in the input size and in

1/ε, while containing at least one price p which is a (1 + ε/2) fraction of an optimal

price popt, i.e., such that popt/(1 + ε/2) ≤ p ≤ popt.

The final algorithm works by probing all possible prices p ∈ Pε and returning the best-

determined allocation.

Let us now proceed with the details. For the sake of simplicity, without loss of generality

let us assume that the minimum buyers’ valuation is 1. In fact, by a simple scaling

argument, it is possible to obtain an equivalent instance satisfying such a condition.

Let vmax be the maximum buyers’ valuation. Given ε > 0, we define:

Pε =
{

(1 + ε/2)` | − log(1+ε/2)m ≤ ` ≤ log(1+ε/2) vmax

}
Such a set Pε has cardinality O

(
log(1+ε/2)m+ log(1+ε/2) vmax

)
= O

(
log vmax+logm

ε

)
.

Moreover, since the optimal price popt associated to an optimal stable allocation (X
opt
, popt)

must clearly be such that 1
m ≤ popt ≤ vmax, Pε contains the above claimed price p such

that popt/(1 + ε/2) ≤ p ≤ popt.

Let us then define the following subproblem: given a market µ and a price p, find a pair

envy-free outcome (X, p) maximizing the number of items sold, ignoring the limited

supply constraint. We are now going to provide an optimal algorithm (Algorithm 5) for

such a subproblem, which relies on dynamic programming. Before describing Algorithm

5 in detail, let us show how it can be exploited to provide the claimed approximation

for revenue maximization problem.

Theorem 2.13. The (single,item)-pricing with free disposal admits a

(2 + ε)-approximation algorithm.

Proof. Given an instance µ of (single,item)-pricing with free disposal and the accuracy

parameter ε, consider Algorithm 4. Let (X
opt
, popt) be an optimal outcome, and let

p = (1 + ε/2)blog(1+ε/2) p
optc be the price in Pε such that popt/(1 + ε/2) ≤ p ≤ popt.
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Algorithm 4: A (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for (single,item)-pricing with
free disposal

Input: An instance µ of (single,item)-pricing with free disposal, accuracy
parameter ε.

Output: An item-pricing pair envy free outcome (X, p).
S ← ∅ ;

Let Pε =
{

(1 + ε/2)` | − log(1+ε/2)m ≤ ` ≤ log(1+ε/2) vmax

}
;

for each p ∈ Pε do

Let (X
p
, p) be the outcome returned by Algorithm 5 on (µ, p) ;

Let (X
p′
, p′) be feasible outcome extracted from (X

p
, p)

as in Lemma 2.12;

S ←− S ∪ {(Xp′
, p′)};

end

(X, p)←− arg max
(X

p′
,p′)∈S

{r(Xp′
, p′)} ;

return (X, p);

Notice that, since p ≤ popt, the number of items allocated by Algorithm 5 for p is greater

or equal to the corresponding one obtained by Algorithm 5 for popt. More precisely,

consider the allocation X
′

where |X ′i| = |Xopt
i | if Xopt

i 6= ∅, and |X ′i| is equal to the

bundle size that maximizes i’s utility for price p among the ones already allocated in

X
opt

. Clearly, X
′

is pair envy-free under p and allocates at least as many items as

X
opt

. Thus, by the optimality of Algorithm 5, it returns an allocation X
p

such that∑n
i=1 |X

p
i | ≥

∑n
i=1 |X ′i| ≥

∑n
i=1 |X

opt
i |.

If
∑n

i=1 |X
p
i | > m, that is, (X

p
, p) does not satisfy the limited supply constraint, (X

p
, p)

is then transformed using Lemma 2.12 into a pair envy-free outcome (X
p′
, p′) such that

m/2 ≤
∑n

i=1 |X
p′

i | ≤ m and p′ ≥ p.

In conclusion, since (X
p′
, p′) allocates at least half of the items of (X

opt
, popt) at a price

p′ ≥ p ≥ popt/(1 + ε/2), r(X
p′
, p′) ≥ r(X

opt
,p′)

2 ≥ r(X
opt
,popt)

2(1+ε/2) = r(X
opt
,popt)

2+ε . The theorem

follows by observing that Algorithm 4 considers price p in at least one iteration, and

thus returns an outcome of revenue at least r(X
p′
, p′).

In order to complete the proof, it remains to describe the above claimed optimal dynamic

programming algorithm and show its correctness.

To this aim, given a pair envy-free allocation (X, p) maximizing the number of items sold

for a fixed market µ and price p, let us denote by BX the set of all the strictly positive

bundle sizes assigned in X. By the pair envy-freeness constraint and the optimality of

(X, p), each buyer having a non-negative utility for at least one size in BX , must get

the bundle with size in BX that maximizes her utility. Therefore, given BX , we can
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reconstruct X in polynomial time, and thus it is sufficient that Algorithm 5 determines

BX .

Notice also that, given a fixed price p, each buyer i such that mi ≤ vi(mi)
p has non-

negative utility for all the bundle sizes in the interval
[
mi,

⌊
vi(mi)
p

⌋]
. Since in item-

pricing the cost of a bundle increases linearly in its cardinality, while by the single-

minded free disposal assumption the valuation remains fixed, in such an interval the

utility is strictly decreasing in the bundle size. Therefore, given BX , the bundle Xi

assigned to i has cardinality equal to the minimum of size in
[
mi,

⌊
vi(mi)
p

⌋]
∩ BX , and

0 if such a set is empty.

We recall that m in single-minded instances can be exponential in the input size. Hence,

in order to efficiently compute an optimal set of bundle sizes BX , we show how to

determine a superset Bp of BX of polynomially bounded size.

Lemma 2.14. Given market µ and price p, let Bp =
{⌊

vi(mi)
p

⌋∣∣∣ i ∈ N}. Then, BX ⊆
Bp for every possible outcome (X, p) maximizing the number of items sold in µ at price

p.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that a bundle of size j /∈ Bp is allocated in (X, p), and

let Nj be set of buyers i ∈ N such that |Xi| = j. Consider the outcome (X
′
, p) in which

we swap all the bundles of size j with ones of cardinality mini∈Nj

⌊
vi(mi)
p

⌋
. Notice that,

since X is pair envy-free, no bundle size j′ with mini∈Nj mi ≤ j′ < j is allocated by X

and X
′
. In fact, if this is not the case, as each buyer i ∈ Nj prefers the bundle with

least cardinality in [mi, j], Nj would contain an envious buyer. This implies that (X
′
, p)

is also pair envy-free, while allocating a larger number of items, thus contradicting the

optimality of (X, p).

Algorithm 5: A subroutine for the (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for
(single,item)-pricing with free disposal

Input: A market µ together with a price p.
Output: An item-pricing pair envy-free outcome (X

p
, p) that allocates the

maximum number of items (possibly exceeding supply constraints).

Let Bp =
{⌊

vi(mi)
p

⌋∣∣∣ i ∈ N};

for j = m, . . . , 1 with j ∈ Bp do
Compute x(j), the number of items sold by a maximal allocation, given that
the minimum size for an allocated bundle is j:

x(j) = max
{

maxk∈Bp,k>j

{
x(k) + ∆j

k

}
, j · |Nj |

}
;

Keep track of the corresponding allocations;

end

return (X
j
, p) associated to maxj x(j);
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We are now ready to present Algorithm 5. For every integer j ≥ 1, let Nj be the set

of buyers having non-negative utility for bundles of size j at price p. Let x(j) be the

number of items sold by an optimal solution (X
j
, p) of the subproblem, conditioned to

the fact that j is the minimum bundle size in (X
j
, p). We can have one of the following

two cases:

i. (X
j
, p) allocates only bundles of size j, achieving revenue r(j) = r(X

j
, p) = j ·|Nj |;

ii. (X
j
, p) can be determined by an optimal outcome (X

k
, p) with minimum bundle

size k for a given k > j, just assigning bundles of size j to the buyers in Nj , and

the remaining ones as in (X
k
, p).

Notice that in case ii. the already allocated buyers of Nj in (X
k
, p), that is, belonging to

Nj∩Nk, in (X
j
, p) will see their bundles of size k swapped with ones of size j. Moreover,

all the buyers with a bundle greater than k in (X
k
, p) have preferred size greater than k,

and thus will not envy buyers with bundles of smaller size. Therefore, (X
j
, p) preserves

the pair envy-freeness, as each buyer still receives the minimum size bundle, among the

allocated, providing her a non-negative utility. If we set ∆j
k = j · |Nj | − k · |Nj ∩ Nk|,

the amount of items sold in this case is x(j) = x(k) + ∆j
k.

Therefore, for each j ∈ Bp, it is possible to compute x(j) in decreasing order of j using

the following explicit formula:

x(j) = max

{
max

k∈Bp,k>j

{
x(k) + ∆j

k

}
, j · |Nj |

}
(2.1)

Finally, the number of items sold by an optimal solution (X, p) of the subproblem can

be computed by choosing the maximum among all the x(j) values with j ∈ Bp. The

set of bundle BX associated to (X, p) can be determined by simply keeping track of

the partial solutions at each step of the dynamic programming. Clearly, being Bp of

polynomially bounded size, Algorithm 5 runs in polynomial time. This concludes the

correctness proof of the (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for (single,bundle)-pricing

with free disposal.

2.4 General Valuations

In this section we consider buyers with general valuations in multi-unit markets.
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2.4.1 Item-pricing

Again, we first focus on item-pricing. For such a case, the tractability of the problem

in the standard setting, that is, in the case of pair envy-freeness, was an open problem

raised in [82].

For this setting we provide a hardness of approximation result that relies on a conjecture

on the hardness of deciding whether a random 3-SAT formula is satisfiable [50]. More

precisely, given random 3-SAT formula with n variables and m = ∆n clauses, the con-

jecture states that for every ε > 0, and for a large constant ∆ that does not depend on

n, there is no polynomial time algorithm that is able to identify formulae with (1− ε)m
satisfiable clauses. A problem is said to be R3SAT -hard if the existence of a polynomial

time algorithm solving it would falsify such a conjecture. In our proof we provide a

polynomial time reduction from the following R3SAT -hard problem.

Definition 2.15. In mes, the problem of finding a maximum expanding sequence [23],

we are given a universe set U and an ordered collection of some of its subsets C =

(S1, S2, ..., Sc). An expanding sequence φ = (φ(1) < ... < φ(`)) of length |φ| = ` is a

selection of sets Sφ(1), ..., Sφ(`), such that for each y, 1 ≤ y ≤ `, Sφ(y) *
⋃y−1
l=1 Sφ(l). The

problem requires to find the expanding sequence of maximum length.

Definition 2.16. An instance of mes is said to be κ-separable if the sequence of the

subsets C can be partitioned in the order into κ subsequences or classes C1, ..., Cκ, where

each subsequence does not contain intersecting sets. In [23] it has been shown that there

exists an ε > 0 such that mes is R3SAT -hard to approximate within O (f(c)ε), when

restricted to f(c)-separable instances, where f : N→ R+ satisfies:

i. f is non-decreasing;

ii. f(a) ≤ a and f(ab) ≤ f(a)b for all b ≥ 1, a ∈ N.

For the sake of brevity, from now on, we denote f(c) as κ.

Before providing our reduction, let us informally discuss the underlying ideas.

Proof idea. In our reduction we encode elements of the universe U as bundles of a

market, and the ordered collection of sets C = (S1, S2, ..., Sc) as buyers with particular

valuation functions.

More precisely, in the reduced instance buyers associated to a set Si have a constant

valuation over a set of bundle sizes which encodes the elements of Si. Since their valu-

ation is constant over this set, no matter the chosen price, buyers have a higher utility
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for smaller bundles. This means that a buyer would envy another buyer if the latter

manages to get a smaller bundle for which she has a positive valuation.

Another important detail is that we group many identical (with respect to their valu-

ation) buyers together. The bigger the group, the smaller the constant valuation of its

buyers, attaining a kind of constant purchasing power among the groups, given by the

product of their size and their valuation. Observe that, in order to sell items to a group

at its exact valuation, we must avoid allocating a bundle encoding elements of the set

Si associated to the group to another group with a lower valuation.

In other words, since bundles encode elements of U and buyers’ envy behaves as just

described, in order to sell bundles to groups at their exact valuation, for each group we

must find a bundle representing an element that has not been covered by the buyers

with higher valuation, to whom we have already allocated other bundles.

The strategy just described is only one of the possible strategies an algorithm can exploit

in order to find a stable outcome for our reduced market. However, as we show in the

next theorem, it is able to determine a solution which has revenue within a constant

factor of the optimal one, and at the same time can be easily reconstructed starting

from any optimal outcome.

As you may have noticed, so far we did not specify anything concerning the optimal

price for the reduced market. In fact, the market has been suitably constructed in such

a way that the revenue of an optimal outcome is almost independent on the chosen price.

More precisely, the choice of a price can affect the achieved revenue only by a constant

factor with respect to the optimal one, thus shifting the computational complexity of the

revenue maximization problem for these particular instances to that of finding a stable

allocation of the buyers.

The hardness follows by finally observing that the reduction is approximation preserving,

since the revenue of an optimal solution of the reduced instance is within a constant

multiplicative factor of the optimal one of mes.

After this brief description of the proof idea we are ready to prove the following hardness

theorem.

Theorem 2.17. Approximating (general,item)-pricing within a factor of O(logε n),

for some ε > 0, is R3SAT -hard.

Proof. In order to prove the claim, we provide an approximation preserving polynomial

time reduction from mes [23].
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Consider the following reduction. Given a κ-separable instance for mes S1, ..., Sc ⊆ U

with corresponding classes C1, ..., Cκ, we construct an instance µ of (general,item)-

pricing as follows:

• for each o ∈ U and 1 ≤ k ≤ κ, let

Bk
o =

{
2κ−h|U |+ o

∣∣∣ h ∈ N, k ≤ h ≤ κ
}

.

• we associate to each Sy ∈ Ck a set Iy of 2k buyers such that each i ∈ Iy has

valuation function

vi(j) =

2κ−k|U |+ |U | if j ∈
⋃
o∈Sy B

k
o

0 otherwise

A clarifying picture for the case of a 4-separable instance of mes is given in Figure 2.2.

We prove that the claim holds even in case of unlimited supply, or analogously by setting

the total number of items in µ equal to c · 2κ · 2κ · |U |.

In the following for the sake of simplicity we will say that a set Iy associated to a given

Sy ∈ Ck is of class k.

We can immediately observe that each buyer belonging to a given set Iy of class k is

only interested in bundles of cardinality in
⋃
o∈Sy B

k
o and, regardless of the price, she

always prefers the smallest one. Therefore, in any stable outcome, either all the buyers

in Iy do not receive any bundle, or they all receive bundles of the same fixed size j. In

this case we say that Iy supports size j.

Notice also that for any q 6= o we have Bk
q ∩Bh

o = ∅. Therefore, there is no bundle size

with a strictly positive valuation for both the buyers in two sets Iy and Iy′ when Sy and

Sy′ are disjoint. In particular, by definition of κ-separability, this implies that Iy and

Iy′ cannot support the same bundle size if Sy and Sy′ belong to the same class Ck. In

other words, every bundle size can be supported by at most one set Iy per class.

In order to prove that the reduction is approximation-preserving, we rely on the following

lemmata.

Lemma 2.18. If the reduced instance µ admits a stable outcome (X, p) with revenue r

and p 6= 1, then it also admits a stable outcome (X
′
, 1) with revenue r

4 .
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|U | 2 · |U | 4 · |U | 8 · |U |

3 · |U |

2 · |U |

5 · |U |

9 · |U |
p = 1

k

v

m

k

Figure 2.2: A market obtained from a 4-separable instance of mes; buyers are inter-
ested in the highlighted bundles.

Proof. If p < 1, then setting the price equal to 1 does not change the preferred bundle

of any buyer, as by construction she has a non-negative utility for a given bundle with

price p if and only if the same holds with price 1. Therefore outcome (X, 1) is stable

and guarantees revenue strictly greater than r.

Assume then p > 1. In this case we can express p as α2π, with 1 ≤ α < 2 and π ∈ N.

Let Iy be a set of buyers of class k supporting a given size 2κ−h|U |+ o with o ∈ Sy and

k ≤ h ≤ κ.

We first show that 2κ−h+π|U |+ o is a size for which buyers in Iy have a strictly positive

valuation, that is, κ− h+ π ≤ κ− k.
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Since in (X, p) the utilities of all the buyers are non-negative,
(
2κ−h|U |+ o

)
α2π ≤

2κ−k|U |+ |U |, so that

2κ−h ≤ 2κ−k−π

α
+

1

α2π
− o

|U |
≤ 2κ−k−π +

1

α2π
. (2.2)

Then, if π = 0, since k ≤ h ≤ κ, both 2κ−k−π and 2κ−h are positive integers, while term
1
α2π is strictly smaller than 1. Therefore, inequality (2.2) implies 2κ−h ≤ 2κ−k−π, that

is, κ − h + π ≤ κ − k. If π ≥ 1, since 2κ−h is a positive integer and 1
α2π < 1

2 , if (2.2)

holds 2κ−k−π > 1
2 , that is, κ− k − π ≥ 0. Therefore, again (2.2) implies 2κ−h ≤ 2κ−k−π

and consequently κ− h+ π ≤ κ− k.

Consider now the outcome (X
′
, 1) for the reduced instance constructed as follows:

i. all the buyers in a set Iy of class k supporting size 2κ−h|U |+ o in (X, p) receive a

bundle of size 2κ−h+π|U |+ o;

ii. all the remaining buyers either get their preferred bundle among the ones allocated

in the previous step, or none.

We now prove that (X
′
, 1) is stable. First of all notice that, since κ − h + π ≤ κ − k,

all the buyers have non-negative utility for the bundles they receive. Assume then

by contradiction that there exists a set Iy of buyers that are envious in (X
′
, 1). By

construction, they got their bundles in step i., and since step ii. does not produce new

bundles sizes, they must envy the buyers in a set of buyers Iy′ that got their bundles in

step i.. Let 2κ−h|U | + o and 2κ−h
′ |U | + o′ be the bundle sizes supported in (X

′
, 1) by

Iy and Iy′ , respectively. Since under any price all buyers prefer the bundle of minimum

cardinality among the ones providing them a non-negative utility, recalling that (X, 1)

is stable,

2κ−h
′ |U |+ o′ ≥ 2κ−h|U |+ o (2.3)

On the other hand, since buyers in Iy envy the ones in Iy′ , we have o′ ∈ Iy and

2κ−h
′+π|U |+ o′ < 2κ−h+π|U |+ o (2.4)

Combining inequalities (2.4) and (2.3) we obtain 2π
(

2κ−h
′ − 2κ−h

)
< 2κ−h

′ − 2κ−h,

that implies h < h′. Since both h and h′ are integers, we have h ≤ h′ − 1. Therefore,

combining with inequality (2.3), we obtain 2κ−h
′ |U |+o′ ≥ 2κ−h|U |+o ≥ 2κ−h

′+1|U |+o,

i.e., o′ ≥ 2κ−h
′ |U |+ o. Then, since κ− h′ ≥ 0, it must be o′ > |U |+ o′: a contradiction.

Therefore, (X
′
, 1) is stable and it only remains to show that it guarantees a revenue

r(X
′
, 1) which is at least one fourth the revenue r(X,α2π). Let I be the family of the
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sets of buyers that receive at least one item in X and let 2κ−hy+π|U | + o be the size

supported by any Iy ∈ I. Since by construction all the sets Iy ∈ I receive bundles also

in (X
′
, 1),

r(X
′
, 1)

r(X,α2π)
≥

∑
Iy∈I 2κ−hy+π|U |+ o∑

Iy∈I
(
2κ−hy |U |+ o

)
α2π

≥

≥ 1

α
·

∑
Iy∈I 2κ−hy+π|U |∑

Iy∈I 2κ−hy+π|U |+
∑

Iy∈I o2
π
≥ 1

2α
·
∑

Iy∈I 2κ−hy+π|U |∑
Iy∈I 2κ−hy+π|U |

≥ 1

4

Lemma 2.19. If µ admits a stable outcome (X, 1) with revenue r, then it also admits

a stable outcome (X
′
, 1) with revenue at least r that satisfies the following property P:

“for each bundle of size 2κ−k|U |+ o allocated in X
′
, there is a subset Iy of class k that

supports 2κ−k|U |+ o”.

Proof. If (X, 1) satisfies property P the claim holds by setting X
′

= X, otherwise let

B be the set of the sizes of the bundles allocated in (X, 1) and let j = 2κ−k|U | + o be

a size in B whose (unique) set of highest class supporting j has class h < k. Consider

then the outcome (X
′
, 1) in which each buyer gets her preferred bundle among the ones

with sizes in B′ = B ∪ {2κ−h|U |+ o} \ {2κ−k|U |+ o}.

By construction (X
′
, 1) is stable. For what concerns its achieved revenue we observe

that, since we just increased one size in B′, recalling that in (X
′
, 1) each buyer prefers

the smallest size in B′ for which she has a non-negative utility, we have that all the

buyers not receiving a bundle of size 2κ−k|U |+ o in (X, 1) still get a bundle of the same

size in (X
′
, 1). All the sets of buyers Iy receiving 2κ−k|U | + o in (X, 1), being of class

at most h, have non-negative utility for size 2κ−h|U | + o. Thus, in (X
′
, 1) they either

support 2κ−h|U |+o or a different size 2κ−k
′ |U |+o′ such that 2κ−k

′ |U |+o′ < 2κ−h|U |+o

and 2κ−k
′ |U |+ o′ > 2κ−k|U |+ o.

In conclusion, (X
′
, 1) has at least the same revenue as that of (X, 1). Therefore, since the

maximum bundle size and the number of different allocated sizes are limited, by iterating

this process a finite number of times we must finally reach the claimed outcome.

We are now ready to prove our main claim. To this aim, it is sufficient to show that (⇒)

if the mes instance admits an expanding sequence of length `, then µ admits a solution

with revenue at least `2κ|U | and (⇐) if µ admits a solution with revenue `2κ|U |, then

the corresponding mes instance admits an expanding sequence of length `
16 .
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(⇒) Suppose that the mes instance admits an expanding sequence Sφ(1), ..., Sφ(`) of

length `. Let Ny be the set of the elements newly covered by Sφ(y) in the sequence.

Consider the following set of bundle sizes B. For each Sφ(y) ∈ Ck in the expanding

sequence, put in B integer 2κ−k|U |+ o, for an arbitrarily chosen o ∈ Ny.

Let then (X, p) be an outcome where p = 1 and X gives to each buyer her preferred

bundle with size in B. Clearly, in such a solution no buyer can be envious, so that (X, p)

is stable. Then, as p = 1, it remains to prove that at least `2κ|U | items are sold.

Since p = 1, every buyer in Iφ(y) with Sφ(y) ∈ Ck has non-negative utility for all (and

only) the bundles sizes in
⋃
o∈Sφ(y) B

k
o , so that her preferred assigned bundle is the one

with least cardinality in B ∩
⋃
o∈Sφ(y) B

k
o . We now prove that such a bundle has size at

least 2κ−k|U |. By construction, we know that B contains size 2κ−k|U |+ o for some o in

Sφ(y). Hence, it is enough to show that B does not contain any other size 2κ−h|U |+ o′

with h > k and o′ ∈ Sφ(y). Assume by contradiction that B contains such an integer.

Then, since k < h, it must be that o′ is a newly covered element by a subset Sφ(y′) ∈ Ch
in the expanding sequence with φ(y) < φ(y′): an absurd, since o′ has been previously

covered by Sφ(y).

In conclusion, we have that, for any Sφ(y) ∈ Ck in the expanding sequence, at least

|Iφ(y)| = 2k buyers receive a bundle of size at least 2κ−k|U |. Therefore, in (X, p) globally

at least `2κ|U | items are sold.

(⇐) Suppose that the reduced instance admits a stable outcome (X, p) of revenue `2κ|U |.
Then, by Lemma 2.18 and Lemma 2.19, there exists a stable outcome (X

′
, 1) of revenue

r(X
′
, 1) at least `

42κ|U |, where any allocated bundle of size j = 2κ−k|U |+o is supported

by a subset Iy of class k. By the definition of the valuation functions of the buyers and

by the above observations on the reduction, size j can be supported by at most one set

Iy′ for each class h, 1 ≤ h ≤ k. Since each such Iy′ of class h has cardinality 2h, this

implies that at least half of all the players supporting j are contained in Iy, so that at

least half of the revenue contributed to r(X
′
, 1) by the bundles of size j is due to Iy.

Let us call maximal any such a subset Iy, that is, supporting size 2κ−k|U |+ o for some

o ∈ U , and let Imax be the family of all the maximal sets Iy. We now to prove that

|Imax| ≥ `
16 .

Denoting by 2κ−ky |U | + oy the size supported by any given Iy ∈ Imax of class ky, we

then have

`

8
2κ|U | ≤ r(X

′
, 1)

2
≤

∑
Iy∈Imax

2ky
(

2κ−ky |U |+ oy

)
≤

∑
Iy∈Imax

(
2κ|U |+ 2kyoy

)
≤
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≤ 2 · 2κ|U ||Imax|

and this implies that |Imax| ≥ `
16 .

It remains to prove that the sequence induced by Imax is an expanding sequence. In fact,

given any Iy ∈ Imax supporting size 2κ−ky |U | + oy , we have that element oy is newly

covered by Sy in the sequence. If not, it means that oy belongs also to some Sy′ ∈ Cky′
in the sequence, with ky′ < ky. However, this is not possible, as otherwise buyers in I ′y

would have preferred bundle 2κ−ky |U |+oy, thus contradicting the maximality of Iy′ and

consequently the fact that Sy′ belongs to the sequence.

In order to have a polynomial time reduction we choose f(c) = log(c), which completes

the proof.

For what concerns the determination of approximated solutions, we notice that the

O(log n)-approximation algorithm of [82] for the standard pair envy-freeness problem,

given in input any market µ, returns an outcome whose revenue is at least a log n

fraction of the optimal revenue that can be achieved without considering any envy-

freeness constraint. Moreover, such an outcome guarantees that no buyer envies any

other buyer, and thus is stable with respect to any social graph. Therefore, such an

algorithm directly corresponds to a O(log n)-approximation algorithm also for the social

(general,item)-pricing problem.

Let now focus our attention to specific classes of graphs. The following theorem provides

a better bound for a restricted class of social graphs.

Theorem 2.20. The social (general,item)-pricing problem restricted to social graphs

of bounded treewidth admits an optimal polynomial time algorithm.

Proof. Let us first provide a simplified construction for the case in which the social

graph G is a tree. Arbitrarily fixing a root r in G, we can exploit the tree structure of

the graph to derive a recursive construction of an optimal stable outcome for a given

price. More precisely, once we fix a bundle size j with 0 ≤ j ≤ m and a supply bound

b with 0 ≤ b ≤ m, we can compute the revenue of an optimal restricted outcome for a

subtree T of G that assigns a bundle of size j to the root i of T and globally at most

b items to T . In order to properly define the recursion, we allow the value j = 0, that

is, we assume that not assigning any item to a buyer corresponds to the assignment of

a bundle of size 0.
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Let M i
p(j, b) be the number of items sold in the above optimal outcome, which in turns

has revenue p ·M i
p(j, b). We use symbol ⊥ to denote infeasibility, that is, the fact that

under such restrictions a stable outcome for T does not exist. If i is a leaf, we have

M i
p(j, b) =

j if vi(j)− jp ≥ 0 and j ≤ b

⊥ otherwise
(2.5)

If i is not a leaf, M i
p(j, b) can be recursively constructed by optimally combining the

optimal restricted outcomes for its subtrees in T that do not make i and her children

envious and globally satisfy the supply constraint. Such a problem can be formulated

as an instance of multiple choice knapsack, according to the original version in

which we must pick exactly one object per class. In such an instance, an object oi
′
p (j′, b′)

with utility M i′
p (j′, b′) and weight b′ represents an optimal restricted outcome assigning

a bundle of size j′ to child i′ of i and at most b′ items at the subtree rooted at i′, if

such an outcome exists. Then, we can associate to node i′ the class Oip(j, b, i
′) of all

the objects oi
′
p (j′, b′) not creating envies between i and i′ and not exceeding budget b

together with the bundle of size j of node i. Namely, Oip(j, b, i
′) contains the objects

oi
′
p (j′, b′) such that vi(j) − jp ≥ vi(j

′) − j′p, vi′(j′) − j′p ≥ vi′(j) − jp, b′ ≤ b − j and

M i′
p (j′, b′) 6= ⊥.

The knapsack capacity is set to b. The built instance of multiple choice knapsack

has all values polynomially bounded in the size of the instance and thus admits an exact

polynomial-time algorithm (via dynamic programming). If it has a feasible solution, we

let OPTi
p(j, b) be its value, otherwise we set OPTi

p(j, b) = ⊥.

We can then compute M i
p(j, b) for an intermediate node i as:

M i
p(j, b) =

⊥ if vi(j) ≤ jp or OPTi
p(j, b) = ⊥

j + OPTi
p(j, b) otherwise

(2.6)

Recalling that r is the arbitrarily chosen root, the maximum number of allocated items,

given price p, can be then expressed as:

M∗p = max
j≤m

M r
p (j,m) (2.7)

Exploiting (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), we can compute in polynomial time M∗p . More precisely,

for each node i, bundle j and b ≤ m, we can compute each M i
p(j, b), according to a post-

order visit on G. This ensures that, when M i
p(j, b) is computed, all the values M i′

p (j′, b′)

associated to the children of i are already known. Keeping track of the bundles chosen

at every step, we can finally return the allocation which realizes M∗p .
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In order to complete the algorithm, we recall that since the number of candidate prices

that can lead to an optimal solution is polynomially bounded in the size of the instance

(see Lemma 2 in [82]), we can repeat this procedure for all such prices, returning the best

computed solution in terms of revenue, thus finally obtaining an exact polynomial-time

algorithm for tree social graphs.

The approach mentioned above can be extended to social graphs of bounded treewidth

as follows.

Definition 2.21. A tree decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) is a pair (D, T ) where

D = {D1, ..., Dl} is a family of node subsets of G, and T is a set of edges between the

components in D such that:

i.
⋃
Di∈DDi = V ;

ii. for each {u,w} ∈ E there is at least a Di ∈ D such that u,w ∈ Di;

iii. for each u ∈ Di ∩Dl, we have u ∈ Dh for all sets Dh along the unique path from

Di to Dl in T ;

iv. the edges in T do not form any cycle.

The treewidth of a graph G is the minimum number k for which there exists a tree

decomposition (D, T ) of G with |Di| ≤ k + 1 for all Di ∈ D. It is well-known that if k

is a constant such a decomposition can be found in polynomial time.

Given a price p, we can exploit such a decomposition in order to design a polynomial-

time procedure that maximizes the number of items sold or analogously the achievable

revenue under price p for social graphs of bounded (constant) treewidth. Extending

the algorithm for trees, we can describe an allocation of bundles to buyers of a certain

Di = {u1, . . . , ut} with a t-tuple of sizes j or simply j = (j(u1), . . . , j(ut)). Since each

Di has cardinality t ≤ k + 1, the number of all possible allocations for each component

is O(mk+1), that is, polynomially bounded.

Now, let us arbitrarily fix a root r in (D, T ), and define Ci as the set of child nodes of

Di in T and Ci as
⋃
Dh∈Ci Dh.

Let then FDip be the set of |Di|-tuples j such that:

• for each u ∈ Di, vu(j(u))− j(u)p ≥ 0;

• for each u,w ∈ Di such that {u,w} ∈ E, if u and w receive bundles of sizes

j(u) and j(w), respectively, neither u or w are envious, i.e., vu(j(u)) − j(u)p ≥
vu(j(w))− j(w)p and vw(j(w))− j(w)p ≥ vw(j(u))− j(u)p.
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Given any Dh ∈ Ci, let FDi,Dhp (j) be set of |Dh|-tuples s such that:

• for each u ∈ Dh, vu(s(u))− s(u)p ≥ 0;

• for each u,w ∈ Dh such that {u,w} ∈ E, if u and w receive bundles of sizes s(u)

and s(w), respectively, neither u nor w are envious;

• for each u ∈ Di and w ∈ Dh such that {u,w} ∈ E, if u and w receive bundles of

sizes j(u) and s(w), respectively, neither u or w are envious;

• for each u ∈ Di ∩Dh, s(u) = j(u).

Therefore, if for any Di ∈ D and Dh ∈ Ci all buyers u ∈ Di receive bundles according

to tuple j and all buyers w ∈ Dh bundles according to a tuple s ∈ FDi,Dhp (j), the

corresponding allocation is stable. Note that property iii. of Definition 2.21 ensures

that such allocation is consistent (i.e., exactly one bundle is allocated to each buyer).

We can then compute the allocation with the maximum number M∗p of sold items for a

given price p, through the following formula:

• if Di is a leaf:

MDi
p (j, b) =

⊥ if j /∈ FDip or
∑

u∈Di j(u) > b∑
u∈Di j(u) otherwise

(2.8)

• if Di is not a leaf, again we rely on a suitable instance of multiple choice

knapsack for combining the optimal restricted outcomes of the subtrees of Di in

T as follows: for each Dh ∈ Ci, consider the class of objects ODip (j, b,Dh) defined

as: oDhp (s, b′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣s ∈ FDiDhp (t), b′ ≤ b−
∑

u∈Di−Dh

j(u), MDh
p (s, b′) 6= ⊥


where each oDhp (s, b′) has utility MDh

p (s, b′) and weight b′, and represents an op-

timal outcome for the subtree rooted at Dh assigning the tuple of bundles corre-

sponding to s to the nodes in Dh and globally at most b′ items to all the nodes

in the subtree of Dh. The capacity of the knapsack is set to b −
∑

u∈Di−Ci j(u).

Denoting the optimal value of this instance by OPTDi
p (j, b) if a feasible solution

exists, and setting OPTDi
p (j, b) = ⊥ otherwise, we then have:

MDi
p (j, b) =

⊥ if j /∈ FDip or OPTDi
p (j, b) = ⊥∑

u∈Di−C(i) j(u) + OPTDi
p (j, b) otherwise
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Chapter 2 Social Envy-Freeness

• compute M∗p using:

M∗p = max
j∈FDrp

{
MDr
p (j,m)

}
Since the number of possible tuples for each given Di is polynomially bounded, as in the

previous case we can find a stable outcome (X, p) that maximizes the number of items

sold at price p through a post order visit on (D,T ). Recalling that the number of possible

optimal prices is polynomially bounded, we can then devise an exact polynomial-time

algorithm iterating the described procedure for each such a price and returning the best

computed solution in terms of revenue.

2.4.2 Bundle-Pricing

Let us now consider bundle-pricing. For such a case, an Ω(logε n) inapproximability

result for some ε > 0 in the standard setting has been proven in [82], together with a

O(log n logm)-approximation algorithm. However, we are able to prove the following

nearly optimal approximation bound, also holding for the more general social instances.

Theorem 2.22. There exists a logn
1−e−1 -approximation algorithm for the social

(general,bundle)-pricing problem.

Algorithm 6: A log n-approximation algorithm for social (general,bundle)-
pricing

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the social (general,bundle)-pricing problem.
Output: A bundle-pricing outcome (X, p).
Let B = {blj : l ∈ N, j ∈M};
Construct the following instance (KN∪B, z, w, k) of max-knapsack-matching:

k = m;
KN∪B = complete bipartite graph on N ∪B;
z({i, blj}) = vi(j) for l ∈ N ;
w({i, blj}) = j for l ∈ N ;

Let (X, p) be the stable outcome returned by the log n-approximation algorithm for
the unit-demand pricing problem on the matching returned by the previous step;

return (X, p);

Proof. Given an instance (µ,G) with µ = (N,M, (vi)i∈N ) of the social

(general,bundle)-pricing problem, consider the instance η of a market with unit-

demand buyers constructed as follows. The set of buyers in η is N , i.e. the same of

µ, and we include, for each bundle size j in µ, a set of n items Bj = {bj,1 . . . , bj,n},
under the understanding that assigning item bj,l for some l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, to buyer i in η

corresponds to allocating a bundle of size j to i in µ. The n copies in each Bj guarantee
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that the possibility of assigning a bundle of size j to every buyer is taken into account

in η. Every buyer i has valuation vi(j) for each item bj,l ∈ Bj .

We can represent η by means of a complete bipartite graph KN,B with node set N ∪B,

B = B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bm, and all possible edges between N and B, where each edge {i, bj,l}
has weight w({i, bj,l}) = j and value z({i, bj,l}) = vi(j). Any matching in KN,B then

corresponds to an allocation of items in η and of bundles in µ to the buyers in N .

By a little abuse of notation, given two subsets N ′ ⊆ N and B′ ⊆ B, let us denote by

z(N ′, B′) the maximum value of a matching between N ′ and B′. A stable outcome for

η can be obtained by exploiting an algorithm presented in [68] (see Theorem 3.5), that

guarantees a revenue which is at least z(N,B)/(2 · log n), that is at least equal to the

value of any possible allocation of buyers to item in η that can be obtained even without

considering envy-freeness constraints. By construction, such an outcome corresponds to

an outcome for µ which is stable under G, as it prevents envies between every possible

pair of buyers. However, unfortunately such an outcome might not be feasible, because

it completely ignores the supply constraints, that is, it might assign more than m items.

In order to solve this problem, we now show how to suitably preselect a subset B′ ⊆ B
of items having the property that the overall weight

∑
bj,l∈B′ w({i, bj,l}) ≤ m and the

value of the maximum matching between N and B′ is close to optimality. Namely, if

B∗ ⊆ B is an optimal selection of items, that is such that
∑

bj,l∈B∗w({i, bj,l}) ≤ m and

z(N,B∗) is maximized, B′ has the property that z(N,B′) ≥ (1 − e−1)z(N,B∗). Then,

by applying the algorithm of [68] to the submarket of η containing only the items in B′,

we get a stable outcome for η that this time corresponds to a feasible stable outcome

for µ under G and has revenue at least z(N,B′)/ log n ≥ (1 − e−1)z(N,B∗)/ log n ≥
(1− e−1)opt(µ,G)/ log n, thus proving the claim.

To this aim, it is possible to show that z(N,B′) (with fixed argument N) is a non-

decreasing submodular set function with respect to B′, that is, it satisfies the properties

that z(N,B′) ≤ z(N,B′′) if B′ ⊆ B′′ and Z(N,B′) + Z(N,B′′) ≥ Z(N,B′ ∪ B′′) +

Z(N,B′ ∩ B′′) for every B′, B′′ ⊆ B. We can then see the problem of determining a

subset B′ yielding a matching of maximum value while not exceeding overall weight m

as an instance of the problem of maximizing a non-decreasing submodular set function

subject to a knapsack constraint, for which a (1 − e−1)-approximation algorithm was

provided in [89].

Example: We give a simple example of max-knapsack-matching construction deter-

mined in the previous algorithm, in order to clarify the various involved details.
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Consider a market µ with |N | = 2 buyers and m = 3 items, and assume the two buyers

to be connected by an edge in the social graph. The valuations are:

v1(j) =


1 j = 1

2 j = 2

3 j = 3

v2(j) =


4 j = 1

4 j = 2

4 j = 3

The instance (KN∪B, z, w, k) of max-knapsack-matching constructed in the algo-

rithm is such that the complete bipartite graph on N ∪B has 6 edges with the following

weights and values:

w({i, bl,j}) =


1 j = 1

2 j = 2

3 j = 3

for i = 1, 2 and l = 1, 2;

z({1, bl,j}) =


1 j = 1

2 j = 2

3 j = 3

z({2, bl,j}) =


4 j = 1

4 j = 2

4 j = 3

for l = 1, 2.

The maximum knapsack matchings for this example are given by the edges {1, b1,2},
{2, b2,1} or {2, b1,2}, {1, b2,1}, and both of them have a total value of 6. However, due to

its approximation, the algorithm during the execution might consider a different one.

Before concluding the section, let us turn our attention to specific social graph topolo-

gies. Differently from the item-pricing case, for which we could provide an optimal poly-

nomial time algorithm for bounded treewidth graphs, determining revenue-maximizing

outcomes in this context appears to be a rather more difficult task. In fact, as we are

going to show below, even if we ignore both the pair envy-freeness (i.e. we restrict to

empty social graphs) and the limited supply constraints, the problem cannot be ap-

proximated below a given constant, as it is equivalent to the well studied Max-Buying

problem. Such a problem has been proved to be APX-hard in [2] and approximable

within a ratio of 1.59. Thus the following result holds.

Corollary 2.23. The social (general,bundle)-pricing restricted on instances having

empty social graphs and unlimited supply of items is APX-hard and approximable within

a ratio of 1.59.
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Proof. In the Max-Buying problem we are given a set A = {1, . . . ,m} of products and n

data samples (R1, B1), . . . , (Rn, Bn), each associated to one of n different consumers. Ri

for i = 1, . . . , n is a rank or ordering of the products according to consumer i’s preference.

Let bi,j be the budget that i has for buying product j, and let Bi = {bi,j , |1 ≤ j ≤ m}
be her sequence of budgets. Consumers are assumed to be consistent, i.e., the order

of their budgets for the various products obeys their preference ordering. Furthermore,

given a pricing p = {p1, . . . , pm} of the products, they will buy the most expensive one

they can afford. Let pi the price of such a product for consumer i, and pi = 0 if i cannot

afford product. The goal is to find a price vector p, that maximizes the revenue defined

as
∑n

i=1 p
i.

The equivalence of Max-Buying and the social (general,bundle)-pricing problem on

empty graphs and unlimited supply is pretty direct. In fact, products correspond to

bundle sizes, consumers to buyers, and budgets to valuations. Moreover, without pair

envy-freeness and supply constraints, the revenue maximization objective is equivalent

to that of assigning to each consumer the most expensive product she can afford, exactly

as in Max-Buying.

The claim thus follows by the results in [2].

Example: Consider an instance of max buying with two products a,b and three cus-

tomers 1,2,3. The customers’ budgets for the products are given in the following table:

1 2 3

a 7 4 8

b 10 12 6

In the corresponding instance of (general,bundle)-pricing with unlimited supply and

empty social graph, we have three buyers with the following valuation functions:

v1(1) = 7 v2(1) = 4 v3(1) = 8

v1(2) = 10 v2(2) = 12 v3(2) = 6

where products a and b are respectively represented by the bundle sizes 1 and 2. Setting

pa = 7 and pb = 12, we have that costumers 1 and 3 purchase product a, while customer

2 purchases product b. The corresponding price vector for (general,bundle)-pricing

is p = (7, 12), inducing an optimal allocation X with |X1| = |X3| = 1 and |X2| = 2.
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2.5 Price of Envy-Freeness

In this section we focus on the price of envy-freeness, that is, on the worst-case ratio

between the maximum revenue that can be achieved without pair envy-freeness con-

straints, and the one obtainable in case of social relationships. In particular, we provide

tight and asymptotically tight bounds for all the considered cases.

For single-minded buyers the following two theorems hold.

Theorem 2.24. The price of envy-freeness for (single,item)-pricing is 2.

Proof. The following counterexample shows a lower bound of 2 to the price of envy-

freeness for this case: we have 3 buyers and an odd number m = 2k − 1 of items. The

buyers valuations for their preferred bundles are v1(k) = k(1 + ε), v2(k) = k(1 + ε) and

v3(k−1) = k−1, with ε suitably small, and the social graph G has a single edge between

1 and 2. The outcome setting price 1 per item and assigning a bundle of size k to buyer

1 and of size k− 1 to buyer 3 achieves revenue m, but it is not stable, as buyer 2 envies

1. According to Lemma 2.3, the best stable outcome can be obtained by setting price

1 or 1 + ε per item. In the first case the only possibility is that of allocating a single

bundle of size k − 1 to buyer 3, while in the second case a single bundle of size k either

to 1 or 2, that both have utility 0 for such a bundle and thus cannot envy each other. In

both cases the revenue is at most k(1 + ε) and the claim follows for k growing to infinity

and ε tending to 0.

For what concerns the upper bound, consider a feasible outcome (X, p) maximizing

the revenue without considering the envy-freeness constraints. If (X, p) is stable the

upper bound trivially holds. Let then (X
′
, p) be the outcome which extends (X, p) by

allocating to each envying buyer her preferred bundle. Clearly by the optimality of

(X, p), (X
′
, p) cannot satisfy the supply constraint, that is, it allocates more than m

items. Let p′ ≥ p be the highest possible price such that the outcome (X
′′
, p′) assigning

to each buyer with non-negative utility her preferred bundle does not satisfy the supply

constraint. Consider all the allocated buyers in (X
′′
, p′) having utility 0 for the bundles

they receive. By the assumption on p′, if all such buyers have bundles of size less than

m/2, we can remove a proper subset of them so as to get an outcome selling at least m/2

items at price p′. On the contrary, if there exists one such buyer i with a bundle of size

j ≥ m/2, then we can pick the outcome which assigns a single bundle of size j to the

buyer i′ that evaluates it most, at a price p′′ = vi′(j)/j ≥ vi(j)/j = p′ ≥ p. In both cases,

the arising outcome sells at least m/2 items at price at least p per item, thus achieving

at least half of the revenue of (X, p). For what concerns the envy-freeness constraints,

the former outcome starts from an unfeasible envy-free outcome and deallocates only
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buyers with null utility, thus preserving envy-freeness. The latter allocates only one

bundle of a given size to the buyer who values it the most, at an overall price equal to

her exact valuation, thus no other buyer can be envious.

Notice that the above lower bound of 2 on the price of envy-freeness for item-pricing

holds even for one of the simplest topologies, that is, for the family P of the path

networks, i.e., c(M,P) ≥ 2. On the other hand, the upper bound c(M,F) ≤ 2 holds

with respect to any possible graph family F .

In the case of bundle-pricing instead we have the following result.

Theorem 2.25. The price of envy-freeness for (single,bundle)-pricing is 1.

Proof. Let us now consider (single,bundle)-pricing and again let (X, p) be a feasible

outcome maximizing the revenue without considering the envy-freeness constraints. Let

nj be the number of buyers to whom a bundle of size j is allocated in (X, p), and let

i1, . . . , inj be such buyers, listed in non-increasing order of valuation for bundle j, that

is, in such a way that vi1(j) ≥ vi2(j) ≥ . . . ≥ vinj (j). Clearly, the price at which a

bundle of size j is sold must be equal to vinj (j), as a lower price might be increased to

vinj (j) yielding a feasible outcome of higher revenue, thus contradicting the optimality

of (X, p), while a higher price would cause buyer inj to have a negative utility, thus

violating the individual rationality constraint. Without loss of generality we can assume

that all the other buyers have valuations at most equal to vinj (j) for a bundle of size j,

otherwise we can insert them one by one in the list of allocated buyers for bundle j and

take out the one with lowest valuation without decreasing the revenue. Therefore, all

the not allocated buyers with preferred bundle of size j cannot have a strictly positive

utility for such a bundle. Thus, by the single-minded assumption, (X, p) is also stable,

hence the claim.

Let us turn our attention to general valuations. The following asymptotically tight

bounds on the price of envy-freeness hold.

Theorem 2.26. The price of envy-freeness for (general,item)-pricing is Θ(log n).

Proof. The O(log n) bound can be determined constructively by observing that the

O(log n)-approximating algorithm from [82] for item-pricing returns outcomes stable

under any G whose revenue is at least a logarithmic fraction of the maximum revenue

that can be achieved by ignoring envy-freeness constraints.

For what concerns the corresponding lower bounds, consider first the following coun-

terexample for item-pricing: a market µ with n buyers, n2 items and valuations
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vi(j) =


n
i for j = 1, . . . , n

0 otherwise

Observe first that the outcome (X, p) for the empty social graph with |Xi| = bni c and

p = 1 gives revenue Θ(n log n).

Consider the social network G consisting of a simple path over all the buyers listed

in the order, that is, with edge set {{i, i + 1}|1 ≤ i < n}. Since buyers have higher

utility for smaller bundles (regardless of the price), the allocation just described is not

stable because each buyer i < n envies buyer i+ 1. In order to characterize the optimal

outcomes stable under G, observe first that any allocation in which a buyer i < n does

not receive any bundle and buyer i + 1 receives one cannot be stable, as i would envy

i+ 1. Thus, the only stable outcomes are the ones assigning only bundles to a prefix of

buyers. Notice also that in such a prefix all the assigned bundles must have identical size,

otherwise at least one buyer would envy a neighbor with a smaller bundle. Summarizing,

an optimal outcome (X, p) assigns bundles of a given size to the prefix of all the buyers

having non-negative utilities for the fixed price p. More precisely, it sells a bundle of a

given size j to each buyer i ∈ N for which n
i ≥ j · p, that is, to O( n

j·p) buyers, and no

bundle of a different size. This can provide revenue at most O( n
j·p · j · p) = O(n), hence

the claim.

Theorem 2.27. The price of envy-freeness (general,bundle)-pricing is Θ(log n).

Proof. Similarly to the previous theorem, the O(log n) bound can be determined con-

structively by observing that Algorithm 6 for bundle-pricing returns outcomes stable

under any G whose revenue is at least a logarithmic fraction of the maximum revenue

that can be achieved by ignoring envy-freeness constraints.

As far as the corresponding lower bound is concerned, consider the following counterex-

ample (see also Figure 2.3): a market µ with n buyers, n2 items and valuations

vi(j) =


1
i for j = 1, . . . , n

0 otherwise.

In the case of an empty social graph, the outcome (X, p) with |Xi| = i and

p(j) =


1
j for j = 1, . . . , n

∞ otherwise.
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yields revenue Θ(log n).

Consider again the social network G consisting of a simple path with edge set {{i, i +

1}|1 ≤ i < n}. The outcome just described is not stable, as similarly to item-pricing

each buyer i < n envies i+ 1.

Since buyers have the same valuation over all the bundles, only pricing schemes which

do not discriminate on the bundle size are stable for µ. Thus the set of optimal prices

reduces to those of the form 1
i and a corresponding optimal stable outcome can sell to

at most i buyers, providing revenue O(1) to the seller.

We remark that, as for single-minded instances, the lower bounds on the price of envy-

freeness hold even for the family P of the path networks, that is, C(M,P) = Ω(log n),

while the upper bound C(M,F) = O(log n) with respect to any possible graph family

F .

2.6 Conclusions and Future Work

We considered a framework that explicitly takes into account social relationships in

the notion of envy-freeness. We focused on multi-unit markets, and besides closing

open questions or improving known approximation results in the standard case, we

gave positive and negative results concerning the determination of revenue maximizing

socially stable solutions and proper bounds on the price of envy-freeness, that is, on the

revenue loss due to enforcing stability according to social relationships.

A major open question concerns general valuations. In fact, similarly to the item-pricing

case, for bundle-pricing it would be interesting to characterize the approximability of

the problem for specific social topologies, like bounded treewidth graphs. As already

remarked, the problem here seems considerably more difficult with respect to the item-

pricing case, as it is APX-hard even in the case of empty social graphs, i.e., with all

nodes isolated, and ignoring the limited supply.

Moreover, both for item- and bundle-pricing, it would be worthwhile investigating other

relevant restricted families of social graphs, such as bounded-degree ones or characteristic

topologies in this setting. It would also be worth considering some further restricted

pricing policies, like bundle prices inducing a price per item which is decreasing in the

bundle size.

Another nice research direction is that of considering other market scenarios, like unit-

demand markets, or providing refined results for other suitable restricted families of
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Figure 2.3: An instance of the lower-bound for (general,bundle)-pricing in the
case of a market with three buyers. The outcome in 2.3(a) gives revenue 1 + 1

2 + 1
3 but

it is not pair envy-free, since buyer 2 envies buyer 3 and buyer 1 envies both buyer 2
and 3. In 2.3(b) three buyers receive bundles of size 1 at price 1

3 , in 2.3(c) two buyers
receive bundles of size 2 at price 1

2 , and finally in 2.3(d) buyer 1 receives a bundle of
size 3 at price 1. Each of these outcomes are pair envy-free but give only revenue 1.
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valuation functions to which our results seem not to extend directly, such as subadditive

and submodular ones, additive valuations with budgets, additive valuations with cut-off

thresholds, that is, linear up to a certain size and then constant, and so forth.

It would be nice also to investigate other forms of social influence, or to determine how

modifications of the social graph, for instance adding or removing edges, can affect the

achievable revenue.

Finally, even if in the envy-freeness setting the market clearing assumption has been

traditionally avoided mainly for the purpose of maximizing the seller’s revenue, it would

be worthwhile providing similar results for other global objectives, such as the social

welfare.
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Chapter 3

Fair Price Discrimination

Discriminatory pricing policies, even if often perceived as unfair, are widespread. In

fact, pricing differences for the same item among different national markets are com-

mon, or forms of discrimination based on the time of purchase, like in tickets’ sales.

In this work, we propose a framework for capturing “fair” price discrimination policies

that can be tolerated by customers, and study its application to multi-unit markets, in

which many copies of the same item are on sale. Our model is able to incorporate the

fundamental discrimination settings proposed in the literature, by expressing individual

buyers constraints for assigning prices by means of a social relationship graph, modeling

the information that each buyer can acquire about the prices assigned to the other buy-

ers. After pointing out the positive effects of fair price discrimination, we investigate the

computational complexity of maximizing the social welfare and the revenue in these mar-

kets, providing polynomial time algorithm, hardness, and approximation results under

various assumptions on the buyers’ valuations and on the social graph topology.

3.1 Introduction

Charging customers different prices for the same item can be perceived as unfair at first,

but it is actually widespread. For instance, when buying flight tickets, customers who

arrive earlier usually get a better price. In the opposite way, the price of electronic

devices like computers and cameras decreases over time. Besides this form of temporal

discrimination, spatial discrimination is also common in the sale of the same good with

varying prices at different sites, like in different countries or shops. The lack of knowledge

of the prices offered at different locations is often modeled in the literature as a cost of

search, that is, the cost that buyers have to pay in order to get information about the

different prices at the various sites. Exploiting this cost, a firm is able to increase its
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revenue by discriminating against subsets of buyers on the basis of their mutual distances.

A further type of discrimination occurs in user profiling, when premium customers such

as frequent-fliers are charged lower prices with respect to the general public, or when

some classes of buyers are recognized to be eligible for better treatment, such as age

discounts or financial aids.

Introductions on price discrimination together with the main arising scenarios and the

related motivation can be found in [26, 79, 86, 88, 91]. An interesting classification is

due to A. Pigou in [87], who detected the following three classes:

i. First-degree or perfect price discrimination, where the seller is admitted to set

a different price for each unit of good, so as to perfectly adapt to each buyer’s

willingness to buy the item.

ii. Second-degree or non-linear pricing, also known as bundle pricing, in which the

seller is able to set a price based on the amount of items purchased by a single

buyer, e.g., a smaller price per item for buyers who buy a larger amount.

iii. Third-degree price discrimination, in which different buyers may be charged dif-

ferent linear prices, that is, they are asked a fixed price per item which may be

different from the one of the other buyers. Examples are student discounts or

charging different prices in different days of the week.

In this chapter, we focus on price discrimination policies applied to homogeneous items,

or units/copies of the same good. This setting is the basic scenario among combinatorial

auctions to which price discrimination can be applied and is able to model several realistic

situations. In fact, items could be commodities in markets, goods like electronic devices,

power supply in manufacture systems, slots for ads in web search pages, bandwidths

in the radio spectrum, and so forth. As a consequence, not surprisingly the multi-

unit model is central in combinatorial auctions and has been studied in a large body

of literature [14, 19, 45, 47, 48, 52, 63], with a strong focus on the determination of

incentive-compatible pricing-based mechanisms. Unfortunately, many of the related

auctions, e.g., the VCG mechanism [40, 67, 92] (for bidders with unlimited budgets)

or the ascending auction [45, 84] (for bidders with budgets), sell identical products at

different prices.

However, as pointed out by the economic literature [8, 12], this is problematic and in

some cases even forbidden by the international commerce law [62]. Therefore, Feldman et

al. [52] further emphasized the importance of the approach in the scientific community

of turning the attention to revenue maximizing auctions that are “envy-free”, rather

than incentive-compatible. In particular, in one of the most widely used settings, an
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Chapter 3 Fair Price Discrimination

envy-free allocation is an assignment in which each buyer receives a bundle of goods

among the ones that maximize her utility. In this chapter we will not consider pair-envy

freeness.

In this chapter, we focus on the more proper forms of discrimination related to the

first- and third-degree scenarios. In particular, we introduce a unifying framework for

modeling price discrimination policies that can be perceived as “fair”, which takes into

account individual constraints among the buyers induced by their social relationships or

by the information they can acquire about the other buyers. Namely, an arc from buyer

i to buyer k indicates that i knows k or has access to the same buying strategy without

paying any search cost, for instance buying at the same site. Then, in order for i to

be satisfied or feel to be treated fairly, i can only be offered the same or a lower price

for the same good with respect to k. Our framework is very general, as by modifying

the structure of the graph it is in turn able to incorporate in a unified setting all the

fundamental “fair” price discrimination forms proposed in the literature, including the

first- and third-degree ones. For instance, a directed chain of arcs can express temporal

dependencies, undirected social graphs can model in a nice way spatial discrimination

through the submarkets induced by their connected components, and directed trees of

strongly-connected components (SCC) the hierarchical profiling of classes of users, where

different premium classes may be offered a different treatment or different discounts.

Forms of price discrimination induced by social relationships have been considered in

[6], where buyers who are neighbors in the social graph demand a difference of their

proposed prices bounded by a parameter α. Several results on revenue maximization

have been provided under different assumptions. Furthermore, [7] extended such results

to a generalized model having a non-empty overlap with the multi-unit markets with

single-minded valuations herein considered. However, the two settings are different,

since on the one hand we consider additional supply and envy-freeness constraints, on

the other hand they admit a certain tolerance in the discrimination due to the parameter

α. In particular, the overlap holds only when α = 0, the graph is undirected, and there

is an unlimited supply of items. In all the other cases (α > 0 or directed graphs or

limited supply) the models are incomparable. Moreover, we also investigate the case of

general valuations.

3.1.1 Summary

In this chapter, we study the problem of maximizing the social welfare and the seller’s

revenue in multi-unit markets by means of fair price discrimination policies according
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to the above framework. Namely, the price per item of each buyer must be at most the

lowest one proposed to the buyers she knows directly.

We investigate four different cases arising by considering:

i. social welfare and revenue maximization;

ii. single-minded and general valuations. Respectively when buyers are interested

only in a specific amount of items, or in any number of them but with a possibly

different valuation.

Moreover, we consider different relevant social graph topologies (see also Figure 3.1).

We first point out that the gain from discrimination can be considerable. In fact, it

can increase the seller’s revenue or the social welfare up to a multiplicative factor equal

to the number of items. We then provide polynomial time algorithms or hardness and

approximation results in all the cases mentioned above.

Single-minded

General Graphs Special Graphs

Social Welfare
NP-hard (strong)

FPTAS - constant number of SCC
PTAS

Revenue
NP-hard (strong) (2 + ε) approximation -

undirected graphs,
FPTAS - constant number of SCClog n

Table 3.1: Hardness and approximation results for single-minded valuations pricing
problems.

General Valuations

General Graphs Special Graphs

Social Welfare
NP-hard (strong)

polytime - undirected graphs,
constant number of SCC,

arborescences of SCC

PTAS

Revenue
NP-hard (strong)

log n + log m

Table 3.2: Polynomial time, hardness, and approximation results for general valua-
tions pricing problems. Notice that, because of different input sizes, there is no direct

way to translate results between single-minded and general valuations.

In more detail, for all the four different cases that arise, and for the specific relevant

classes of graphs, we show the following results (see also Tables 3.1, 3.2):

i. Single-minded, social welfare: We show that the maximization problem is strongly

NP-hard and provide a corresponding PTAS, that is, an algorithm able to return
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Chapter 3 Fair Price Discrimination

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: In Figure 3.1(a) we depicted an undirected social graph with three con-
nected components. We will see later that according to our definition of fair discrim-
inatory pricing buyers belonging to the same connected component demand the same
price from the seller. In Figure 3.1(b) a directed graph of which we highlighted the
strongly-connected components (SCC). We will give some improved approximation re-
sults when the number of SCCs is bounded by a constant. Finally,Figure 3.1(c) depicts
an arborescence, for which we will give a formal definition later. We give improved

approximation results also for this class of directed graphs.
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an outcome with social welfare at least equal to a (1 + ε) fraction of the maximum

achievable one, for any fixed ε > 0, in time polynomial only in the size of the input

instance (but not in 1/ε); clearly, the strong NP-hardness implies that such an

approximation bound is optimal.

ii. Single-minded, revenue: We prove that the strong NP-hardness also holds in this

case, and give a O(log n)-approximation algorithm.

iii. General valuations, social welfare: We first provide a general reduction able to

transform instances with general valuations into “nearly” equivalent single-minded

ones. More precisely, the solutions provided by our single-minded approximation

algorithms for the reduced instances can be transformed into solutions for the

initial instances without performance losses. As a consequence, we give a PTAS

also for social welfare maximization over buyers with general valuations, and show

this approximation bound is tight, as the strong NP-hardness for single-minded

instances also extends to this case.

iv. General valuations, revenue: By means of the same reduction introduced in iii.,

we provide a O(log n + logm)-approximation algorithm, where the bound comes

from the logarithmic approximation for the single-minded case, by observing that

n ·m is the number of buyers in the reduced single-minded instances; again, we

show that the strong NP-hardness for single-minded instances also extends to this

case.

v. Specific topologies: For single-minded instances, while for an arbitrary graph we

developed a logarithmic approximation for revenue maximization, we are able to

provide an improved (2+ε) approximation for the case of undirected social graphs,

plus an FPTAS for social graphs having a constant number of strongly connected

components. For general valuations, we provide polynomial time algorithms both

for social welfare and revenue maximization for the following social graph topolo-

gies: undirected graphs, graphs with a constant number of strongly-connected

components, and arborescences of strongly connected components. The above

topologies are quite relevant, as they allow to model different types of price dis-

crimination that are typical in this setting.

As a final observation, we remark that our reduction from general to single-minded

markets is of independent interest, as it might be exploited in other settings in order to

extend results from single-minded to general multi-unit instances.
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3.2 Preliminaries

Here we will introduce some specific definition for the current setting while bearing

in mind the more general definitions from Chapter 2. A multi-unit market µ can be

represented by a tuple (N,M, (vi)i∈N ), where N = {1, . . . , n} is a set of n buyers, M

is a set of m identical items and for every buyer i ∈ N , vi = (vi(1), . . . , vi(m)) is a

valuation function or vector which expresses, given a subset of items X ⊆ M of size j,

the amount of money vi(j) ∈ R that buyer i is willing to pay for X. We assume that

vi(0) = 0 and vi(j) ≥ 0 for every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and buyer i ∈ N .

Since items in M are identical, we consider the pricing scheme called item-pricing,

in which the seller must assign a single non-negative price per item pi ∈ R to each

buyer i. The amount owed by i for a bundle of items X is thus pi · |X|, so that her

utility for receiving X is ui(X, pi) = vi(|X|) − pi · |X|. In the sequel we will denote by

p = (p1, . . . , pn) the price vector or n-tuple such that for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, pi ≥ 0 is

the price per item assigned to buyer i.

We assume that buyers in N are individuals of a population, whose relationships are

represented by an underlying directed social graph G = (N,E). Each buyer i ∈ N

is aware only of the prices proposed to the other buyers she knows directly, that is,

belonging to the subset N(i) = {k ∈ N |(i, k) ∈ E} of her neighbors in G. Under such

an assumption, it is possible to define the following notion of fair price discrimination.

Definition 3.1. A price vector p is fair with respect to the social graph G = (N,E) if

pi ≤ pk for every (i, k) ∈ E.

We remark that in the framework just introduced, a price must be proposed to each buyer

and, since for a fair price vector p if both (i, j) and (j, k) are in E then also pi ≤ pk

must hold, it becomes indifferent to consider either G or its transitive closure. Previous

works in the literature also addressed the case in which such a transitive property can

be arbitrarily broken by allowing the seller to propose a special price ⊥ to buyers in

such a way that they are excluded from the market, that is, they do not mind the prices

proposed to their neighbors.

An allocation vector is an n-tuple X = (X1, . . . , Xn) such that Xi ⊆ M is the set of

items sold to buyer i.

A feasible outcome for market µ is a pair (X, p) satisfying the following supply constraint:

n∑
i=1

|Xi| ≤ m
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We say that a feasible outcome (X, p) for market µ is envy-free if for every buyer i ∈ N :

Xi ∈ argmaxX⊆Mui(X, pi)

Notice that, for every i ∈ N , since vi(0) = 0, envy-freeness implies the classical assump-

tion of individual rationality of the buyers, that is, ui(Xi, pi) ≥ 0.

Definition 3.2. A feasible outcome (X, p) is fair for µ under the social graph G, or

simply fair, if it is envy-free and its price vector is fair with respect to G.

Given an outcome (X, p), the achieved social welfare is sw(X, p) =
∑n

i=1 vi(|Xi|) and

the revenue raised by the seller is r(X, p) =
∑n

i=1 pi · |Xi|. The (fair) pricing problem

consists in determining a feasible outcome (X, p) for market µ, which is fair under G

and maximizes the social welfare or the revenue.

In the following we will denote by optsw(µ,G) (resp. optr(µ,G)) the maximum possible

social welfare (resp. revenue) achievable by an outcome for µ fair under G, and by

optsw(µ) (resp. optr(µ)) the highest possible one achievable without price discrimination,

or analogously by an outcome fair under the complete social graph. Clearly, by the

individual rationality constraint, in any fair outcome (X, p), sw(X, p) ≥ r(X, p), so that

also optsw(µ) ≥ optr(µ) and optsw(µ,G) ≥ optr(µ,G).

For the sake of brevity, we call (single,welfare)-pricing (resp. (general,welfare)-,

(single,revenue)- and (general,revenue)-pricing) the pricing problem restricted

to the instances of multi-unit markets with single-minded valuations and social welfare

maximization (resp. general valuations and social welfare maximization, single-minded

and revenue maximization, and general valuations and revenue maximization).

Before concluding the section, let us remark that discrimination of prices is a particularly

worth investigating issue, as it can increase the achievable social welfare and revenue up

to an m multiplicative factor. This holds even for the very simple case of two single-

minded buyers, as shown by the following example: buyer 1 with preferred size 1 and

valuation v1(1) = 1 + ε for small ε, and buyer 2 with preferred size m and valuation

v2(m) = m. Without discrimination, the only possibility is selling a bundle of size 1

to buyer 1 at a price at most 1 + ε, yielding social welfare and revenue at most 1 + ε.

With price discrimination, it is possible to assign a bundle of size m to buyer 2 at price

1 per item, and no item to buyer 1 proposing her a price of at least 1 + ε (if 1 doesn’t

know 2). This provides social welfare and revenue m. Notice that this is strict, because

it is always possible to achieve an m fraction of the optimum with discrimination, just

assigning a bundle only to the buyer having the highest possible valuation per item, that

is, maximizing the ratio vi(mi)/mi.
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Let us also finally remind that in multi-unit markets, while the size of the representation

of instances with general valuations is polynomial in m, as different valuations must

be specified for different bundle sizes, in single-minded instances the dependence is

logarithmic in m, as for each buyer it is sufficient to specify the size of her unique

preferred bundle, together with the corresponding valuation.

3.3 Single-Minded Valuations

In this section we consider single-minded buyers, interested only in a specific amount of

items. We consider the social welfare and revenue maximization cases separately.

3.3.1 Social Welfare Maximization

Before providing our maximization algorithms, let us show the following hardness results.

Theorem 3.3. The (single,welfare)-pricing problem is strongly NP-hard.

Proof. We prove the claim by providing a polynomial-time reduction from the densest

k-subgraph problem in which, given an undirected graph H = (V, F ) and an integer k,

the aim is determining a subset S ⊆ V with |S| ≤ k that maximizes the number of edges

in the subgraph induced by S. Given an instance (H, k) of densest k-subgraph, the

reduced instance has:

• a buyer iv for each v ∈ V and a buyer ie for each e ∈ F ;

• arcs (iu, ie) and (iv, ie) in the social graph G for every e = {u, v} ∈ F ;

• number of items m = k(2|F |+ 1) + |F |;

• preferred size 2|F |+ 1 with valuation viv(2|F |+ 1) = 2|F |+ 1 + ε for each v ∈ V
and ε suitably small, and preferred size 1 with vie(1) = 1 for every e ∈ F .

By construction, any fair outcome for the reduced instance that maximizes the social

welfare (or revenue) must allocate k buyers iv with v ∈ V , plus the highest possible

number of buyers ie with e ∈ F . Moreover, since in any fair outcome if any buyer ie

with e = {u, v} ∈ F is allocated then also iu and iv must receive their preferred bundles,

it is immediate to see that there exists a fair outcome of social welfare (resp. revenue)

k(2|F | + 1) + l if and only if there exists S ⊆ V with |S| ≤ k inducing a subgraph of l

edges in H, hence the claim.
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The above hardness result is tight. In fact, we are able to devise a corresponding PTAS,

which is inspired to the classical one for the knapsack problem. Before presenting our

approximation scheme, it is useful first to provide some preliminary results, followed by

a simpler 2-approximation result.

To this aim, notice first that in the single-minded case, the envy-freeness constraint

translates in dictating that each buyer i ∈ N with strictly positive utility for her unique

preferred bundle must be allocated the corresponding items. Consider then the prece-

dence set N>(i) of i containing all the buyers k such that: vk(mk)/mk > vi(mi)/mi and

for whom there exists a direct path from k to i in G. Since in any fair price vector the

price assigned to k must be at most the one of i, if i has non-negative utility for her

preferred bundle, then k has strictly positive utility for hers. Therefore, by the above

remark on the envy-freeness constraint, if buyer i gets her preferred bundle, then also

every k ∈ N>(i) must get hers. This implies that if
∑

k∈{i}∪N>(i)mk > m, i cannot be

allocated in any fair outcome, otherwise it would not be possible to respect the supply

constraint.

Generalizing the above argument, given a subset of buyers B ⊆ N , and defined the

precedence set of B as B> =
⋃
i∈B N

>(i), if
∑

k∈B∪B>mk > m, there cannot exist any

fair outcome allocating bundles to all the buyers in B.

In a similar way, it is possible to define the set N≤(i) of all the buyers k such that

vk(mk)/mk ≤ vi(mi)/mi and there is a direct path from k to i in G. Then, even if by

the fairness condition the price proposed to all the buyers in N≤(i) must be at most the

one of i, it is possible to allocate a bundle to i and not to buyers in N≤(i) by setting

price pi = vi(mi)/mi for i and pk = pi for every k ∈ N≤(i). In fact, in this way no

k ∈ N≤(i) would have a strictly positive utility. Let B≤ =
⋃
i∈B N

≤(i) for any B ⊆ N .

Keeping the previous observations in mind, consider the procedure described in Algo-

rithm 7. Given (µ,G) and a subset of buyers B, the procedure returns a minimal fair

outcome assigning bundles to buyers in B, that is, an outcome that allocates bundles

only to the set of buyers B ∪B> and describes a fair pricing on all the buyers.

Notice that in the procedure, in order to fulfill the fairness condition on prices, some

buyer k ∈ B might receive a price during an iteration of the while loop in which another

buyer i ∈ B is considered, since it might be the case that k belongs to N>(i).

The following lemma concerns the outcome returned by Algorithm 7.

Lemma 3.4. Algorithm 7 returns in polynomial time a fair outcome allocating B and

a minimal subset of buyers in N \ B, if such an outcome exists, otherwise it returns a

negative answer.
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Algorithm 7: Minimal-outcome assigning bundles to a specific subset of buyers.

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,welfare)-pricing problem, a subset of
buyers B ⊆ N .

Output: A minimal fair outcome (X, p) allocating buyers in B.
if
∑

i∈B∪B>mi > m then
return negative answer;

end
Assign a bundle of size mi to every buyer i ∈ B ∪B>;
Set pi = undefined for every buyer i ∈ N ;
while there exists a buyer in B with undefined price do

Pick a buyer i ∈ B with undefined price having minimum value vi(mi)/mi;
Assign price pk = vi(mi)/mi to every buyer k with undefined price in
{i} ∪N≤(i) ∪N>(i);

end
Let pi =∞ for all the buyers i in N \ (B ∪B≤ ∪B>) with undefined prices;

return the resulting outcome (X, p);

Proof. The algorithm runs in polynomial time since it considers each buyer in B at most

once in order to propose her a price and changes it at most O(|B|) times before returning

an outcome.

If
∑

i=i∈B∪B>mi > m, the claimed outcome does not exist and the procedure returns a

negative answer. So, let us assume that
∑

i=i∈B∪B>mi ≤ m.

In this case, the minimality of the outcome comes from the fact that it allocates only

the strictly needed buyers for a fair outcome allocating buyers in B, that is, buyers in

B ∪B>.

The envy-freeness constraint holds by observing that no buyer who is not receiving

items has strictly positive utility for her preferred bundle. In fact, only the buyers being

proposed a finite price and not receiving any bundle could be envious. But each such a

buyer k belongs to B≤ and thus is assigned a price equal to vi(mi)/mi ≥ vk(mk)/mk,

where i is the buyer with minimum vi(mi)/mi value in B she can reach via a directed

path. Thus k does not have strictly positive utility for her preferred bundle.

Finally, the fairness condition on prices comes directly from the construction, as prices

are explicitly assigned in a fashion that fulfills such a requirement. In particular, the

price pi assigned to every buyer i is the minimum one of a buyer in B she can reach via

a directed path, infinite if such a path does not exist.

We are now ready to provide our 2-approximation algorithm.

Lemma 3.5. There exists a 2-approximation algorithm for ( single,welfare)-pricing.
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Proof. The algorithm first executes a pre-processing phase exploiting Algorithm 7 in

order to identify the set N ′ of all the buyers i that can possibly be allocated in a

fair outcome, that is, having precedence sets N>(i) satisfying the supply constraint∑
k∈{i}∪N>(i)mk ≤ m.

By the above considerations, optimal outcomes do not allocate bundles to any i ∈ N \N ′.
Consider then the ordering of the buyers in the algorithm, in which buyers in N ′ are

listed before the ones in N \ N ′ in non increasing order with respect to their ratios

vi(mi)/mi, that is, in such a way that vk(mk)/mk ≥ vi(mi)/mi if k < i.

Notice that, for every i ∈ N ′, we have N>(i) ⊆ N ′. More precisely, every buyer

k ∈ N>(i) precede i in the order, that is, are such that k < i.

Let k ∈ N ′ be the first buyer in the order such that Algorithm 7 on (µ,G, {1, . . . , k})
returns a negative answer, or k = |N ′| if such a buyer does not exist. Notice that, for

every i ∈ N ′, we have N>(i) ⊆ N ′. In particular, all the buyers h ∈ N>(i) precede i in

the order, that is, are such that h < i. Then, in an equivalent way, we can define k as

the first buyer such that
∑k

i=1mi > m, or k = |N ′| if
∑|N ′|

i=1 mi ≤ m. It is immediate

to see that
∑k

i=1 vi(mi) upper bounds the value optsw(µ,G), as it is the social welfare

achieved by the optimal fair solution, in the case of
∑k

i=1mi ≤ m, or by the optimal

fair outcome for a bigger amount of items
∑k

i=1mi > m.

Consider then the following two outcomes:

i. (X, p) from Algorithm 7 on (µ,G, {1, . . . , k− 1}), that allocates only buyers i < k

and the remaining strictly needed ones;

ii. (X
′
, p′) from Algorithm 7 on (µ,G{k}), that allocates buyer k and the remaining

strictly needed ones (existing by the pre-processing phase).

By Lemma 3.4 and the pre-processing phase, both the outcomes are fair. Thus, it

remains to show that returning the best among the two of them provides the claimed 2-

approximation. In fact, the achieved social welfare is equal to max{sw(X, p), sw(X
′
, p′)} ≥

sw(X,p)+sw(X
′
,p′)

2 ≥ optsw(µ,G)
2 .

Algorithm 8 can be exploited in order to obtain a PTAS for the (single,welfare)-

pricing problem as follows. For a given threshold δ > 0, in Algorithm 8 if no buyer has

valuation greater than δ, then the first of the two considered outcomes, that is, the one

allocating only buyers i < k, has social welfare at least equal to optsw(µ,G) − δ. On

the other end, if there are large buyers, that is, with valuation greater than δ, in every

optimal outcome at most optsw(µ,G)/δ of them can receive their preferred bundle.
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Algorithm 8: 2-approximation algorithm for the (single,welfare)-pricing prob-
lem.
Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,welfare)-pricing problem.
Output: An outcome (X, p) fair with respect to G.
Let N ′ be the subset buyers i ∈ N such that Algorithm 7 on (µ,G, {i}) returns a
fair outcome;

Sort all the buyers in N in such a way that the ones in N ′ come before the ones in
N \N ′ in non increasing order with respect to their values vi(mi)/mi;

Let k be the first buyer in N ′ such that Algorithm 7 on (µ,G, {1, . . . , k}) returns a
negative answer, and k = |N ′| if such a buyer does not exist;

return the best solution among:
- (X, p) from Algorithm 7 on (µ,G, {1, . . . , k − 1});
- (X

′
, p′) from Algorithm 7 on (µ,G, {k});

Starting from this observation, denoting by L the set of large buyers, the refined algo-

rithm exhaustively considers all the possible subsets B ⊆ L of size at most optsw(µ,G)/δ,

checks by means of Algorithm 7 whether there exist fair outcomes allocating bundles

to the buyers in B, and in this case as in Algorithm 8 completes by assigning bun-

dles to the non-large buyers considered in non increasing order with respect to their

values vi(mi)/mi, while not violating the supply constraint. Returning the best de-

termined outcome for all the considered sets B, the achieved social welfare is at least

optsw(µ,G)−δ, and the running time is polynomial in the input size and in 2optsw(µ,G)/δ.

Then, in order to get the claimed PTAS, it is sufficient to set δ = ε · optsw(µ,G).

Unfortunately, the value optsw(µ,G) is not known, but it is possible to exploit Algorithm

8 to the aim of computing a suitable approximation s such that optsw(µ,G)/2 ≤ s ≤
optsw(µ,G). Setting δ = ε · s finally gives us the desired approximation and time

complexity.

We are now ready to claim the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. There exists a PTAS for ( single,welfare)-pricing.

Proof. By Lemma 3.5, the social welfare s of the outcome returned by the first execution

of Algorithm 8 is such that optsw(µ,G)/2 ≤ s ≤ optsw(µ,G).

Hence, for the threshold δ = ε · s, in any fair outcome the number of large buyers

receiving bundles can be at most optsw(µ,G)
δ = optsw(µ,G)

ε·s ≤ 2
ε .

The algorithm exhaustively considers all the possible subsets B of at most 2
ε large buyers,

and preliminarily verifies whether B can be allocated in a fair outcome by means of

Algorithm 7, which translates into checking if
∑

k∈B∪B>mk ≤ m.
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Consider the specific iteration in which a set B of large buyers allocated in an optimal

outcome is examined by the algorithm. By the assumption, no large buyer can be in

the precedence set (B ∪N∗)>, where N∗ contains the non-large buyers allocated in the

optimal outcome. Let N ′ be the set of the non large buyers i ∈ N \ (B ∪B>) that can

possibly be allocated with B, that is, such that:

i. Algorithm 7 on (µ,G,B ∪ {i}) returns a fair outcome;

ii. N>(i) ∩ L = ∅.

Consider the ordering of the algorithm in which all the buyers in N ′ come before the

remaining ones in N \N ′ in non increasing order with respect to their values vi(mi)/mi,

and let k be the buyer determined by the algorithm, that is, the first in the order such

that Algorithm 7 on (µ,G,B ∪ {1, . . . , k}) returns a negative answer, or k = |N ′| if

such a buyer does not exist. As in the 2-approximation algorithm, for every i ∈ N ′,

we have N>(i) ⊆ N ′. In particular, all the buyers h ∈ N>(i) precede i in the order,

that is, h < i. Therefore, denoted by b the number of items that must be allocated to

buyers in B ∪B>, this translates in defining k as the first buyer in the order such that

b+
∑k

i=1mi > m, or k = |N ′| if b+
∑|N ′|

i=1 mi ≤ m.

Consider then (XB, pB) returned from Algorithm 7 on (µ,G,B ∪ {1, . . . , k − 1}). We

observe that (XB, pB), with the additional allocation of buyer k, would be the optimal

fair outcome (if b +
∑|N ′|

i=1 mi ≤ m) or the optimal fair outcome for a higher number

of supplied items b +
∑k

i=1mi > m. Therefore, since k is not a large buyer, the social

welfare of (XB, pB), and thus also of the outcome returned by the algorithm, is at least

sw(XB, pB) ≥ optsw(µ,G)− δ ≥ optsw(µ,G)− ε · s ≥ (1− ε)optsw(µ,G).

The claim then follows by observing that the algorithm runs in time polynomial in the

size of (µ,G) and 21/ε.

3.3.2 Revenue Maximization

As observed in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the same hardness result holds for the case of

revenue.

Corollary 3.7. The (single,revenue)-pricing problem is strongly NP-hard.

A suitable approximation can also be found for revenue maximization.

Theorem 3.8. For any ε > 0, there exists a logn
1−ε -approximation algorithm for

(single,revenue)-pricing.
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Algorithm 9: PTAS for the (single,welfare)-pricing problem.

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,welfare)-pricing problem, accuracy
parameter ε > 0.

Output: An outcome (X, p) fair with respect to G.
Run Algorithm 8 with input (µ,G) and let s be the social welfare of the returned
outcome;

Set δ = ε · s and let L ⊆ N be the subset of large buyers in N , i.e., with valuation
at least δ;

for every B ⊆ L with |B| ≤ 2/ε do
if Algorithm 7 on (µ,G,B) returns a fair outcome then

Let N ′ be the subset of all the non-large buyers i ∈ N such that Algorithm 7
on (µ,G,B ∪ {i}) returns a fair outcome and N>(i) ∩ L = ∅;

Sort all the buyers in N in such a way that the ones in N ′ come before the
ones in N \N ′ in non increasing order with respect to their values
vi(mi)/mi;

Let k be the first buyer of N ′ such that Algorithm 7 on (µ,G,B ∪ {1, . . . , k})
returns a negative answer, and k = |N ′| if such a buyer does not exist;

Let (XB, pB) be the outcome from Algorithm 7 on (µ,G,B ∪ {1, . . . , k− 1});
end

end

return the best solution (XB, pB) among the ones determined for the various sets
B;

Proof. Consider the outcome (X, p) returned by the PTAS for social welfare maximiza-

tion, and without loss of generality let 1, . . . , k be the allocated buyers, listed in non

increasing order of values vi(mi)/mi. Let h be the index that maximizes vh(mh)
mh

∑h
i=1mi.

Then, allocating items to buyers 1, . . . , h at price p′i = max{pi, vh(mh)/mh} for ev-

ery i ∈ N , we obtain an outcome of revenue at least vh(mh)
mh

∑h
i=1mi ≥

∑k
i=1 vi(mi)

logn ≥
(1−ε)optsw(µ,G)

logn ≥ (1−ε)optr(µ,G)
logn .

Clearly such an outcome is fair, as raising prices of an envy-free solution cannot introduce

envious buyers, and the obtained prices remain fair with respect to G, as buyers with

pi > vh(mh)/mh do not have directed paths towards the buyers k with pk ≤ vh(mh)/mh,

and all the remaining buyers have the same price vh(mh)/mh.

3.4 General Valuations

In this section we consider general (unrestricted) valuations, that is, buyers able to

express a different valuation for each possible bundle size.

We first observe that the hardness reduction of Theorem 3.3 for the single-minded case

is polynomial also for general valuations, as the number of items m is polynomially

bounded in the size of the starting densest k-subgraph instance. More precisely, a
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reduction with m not polynomial, while being a polynomial time reduction for the single-

minded buyers, as in this case the size of the instance depends on logm, would not be

polynomial in the general case, as it would generate a reduced instance of exponential

size. On the contrary, by the polynomiality of m in the reduction, the negative results

of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.7 directly extend also to general valuations.

Corollary 3.9. The (general,welfare)- and (general,revenue)-pricing problems

are strongly NP-hard.

We now provide a reduction from general to single-minded instances, that allows to suit-

ably extend the approximation results of the previous section to (general,welfare)-

and (general,revenue)-pricing problems. To this aim, we first need to analyze in a

careful way the relationship between prices, valuations, and cardinalities of bundles that

can appear in the demand set of a buyer i ∈ N with general valuation, that is, for which

i might have maximum utility at some price. For such a class of bundles we are able to

prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.10. Let Si = {m1
i , . . . ,m

`
i}, with m1

i < . . . < m`
i , be the set of the bundle sizes

that are preferred by i for at least one positive price p. Then the following properties

hold:

i. For all 1 ≤ j < `,

vi

(
mj
i

)
< vi

(
mj+1
i

)
ii. For all 1 < j < `,

vi

(
mj
i

)
− vi

(
mj−1
i

)
mj
i −m

j−1
i

≥
vi

(
mj+1
i

)
− vi

(
mj
i

)
mj+1
i −mj

i

iii. (Boundary condition)
vi
(
m1
i

)
m1
i

≥
vi
(
m2
i

)
− vi

(
m1
i

)
m2
i −m1

i

Proof. For a bundle of size mj+1
i to appear in the demand set of i, there must exist one

positive price p such that vi(x)− p ·x is maximized for x = mj+1
i . In particular, it must

be vi

(
mj+1
i

)
− p · mj+1

i ≥ vi

(
mj
i

)
− p · mj

i , that implies p ≤ vi(mj+1
i )−vi(mji)
mj+1
i −mji

. Since

mj+1
i > mj

i , in order for p to be positive, property i. must hold.

As also mj
i is in the demand set, there must also exist one positive price p′ such that

vi(x) − p′ · x is maximized for x = mj
i . Similarly as above, p′ must be such that
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p′ ≤ vi(mji)−vi(m
j−1
i )

mji−m
j−1
i

. Moreover, since vi

(
mj
i

)
− p′ ·mj

i ≥ vi
(
mj+1
i

)
− p′ ·mj+1

i then it

holds p′ ≥ vi(mj+1
i )−vi(mji)
mj+1
i −mji

, and therefore:

vi

(
mj
i

)
− vi

(
mj−1
i

)
mj
i −m

j−1
i

≥ p′ ≥
vi

(
mj+1
i

)
− vi

(
mj
i

)
mj+1
i −mj

i

,

which implies property ii.

Finally, consider bundle size m1
i and the positive price p′′ at which m1

i is preferred.

As previously discussed, p′′ ≥ vi(m2
i )−vi(m1

i )
m2
i−m1

i
. Furthermore, in order for i to have a

non-negative utility for m1
i , it must also be p′′ ≤ vi(m1

i )
m1
i

, which proves property iii.

In order to provide our reduction from general valuations instances to single-minded

ones, let us define for the sake of brevity the following values vji :

vji =


vi(mji)
mji

if j = 1

vi(mji)−vi(m
j−1
i )

mji−m
j−1
i

if 1 < j ≤ `

Notice that the values vji are decreasing in j. Moreover, in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we

indirectly observe that a given bundle of size mj
i is in the demand set of buyer i if and

only if pi ∈
[
vj+1
i , vji

]
. In particular, vji is the maximum price at which bundle size mj

i

is in the demand set of buyer i.

These observations allow us to represent a buyer with a general valuation by means of

a chain of ` single-minded buyers (see Figure 3.2). More precisely, given a market µ in

which buyers have general valuations, consider the market with single-minded buyers µ′

and graph G′ built as follows:

• For each buyer i in µ, consider the set Si = {m1
i , . . . ,m

`
i}, with m1

i < . . . < m`
i ,

of the bundle sizes that are in i’s demand set for some positive price pi. To each

mj
i ∈ Si associate a single-minded marginal buyer ij in µ′, with valuation vij for

her preferred bundle defined as follows:

 vij

(
mj
i

)
= vi

(
mj
i

)
if j = 1

vij

(
mj
i −m

j−1
i

)
= vi

(
mj
i

)
− vi

(
mj−1
i

)
if 1 < j ≤ `


• For each buyer i of µ, add to G′ arcs (ij , ij+1) for each 1 ≤ j < `.
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buyer i

(a)

buyer i1

buyer i2

(b)

Figure 3.2: A simple example of the reduction from instances with buyers with general
valuations to single-minded ones. In Figure 3.2(a) we depicted the original buyer i with
general valuations. Notice that the bundle of size 2 is never in the demand set of i, no
matter the price offered by the seller. In Figure 3.2(b) we have the two resulting single-
minded buyers on the social network defined by the single arc between them. The former
buyer is associated to m1

i = 1 while the latter to the bundle m2
i = 3. More precisely,

buyer i1 in Figure 3.2(b) has single-minded valuation vi(1) = vi1(m1
i ) = vi(m

1
i ) = 4

while buyer i2 has single-minded valuation equal to vi2(2) = vi2(m2
i −m1

i ) = vi(m
2
i )−

vi(m
1
i ) = vi(3)− vi(1) = 2

• For each pair of buyers i, l in market µ such that (i, l) belongs to G, add to G′ an

arc between every pair of marginal buyers associated to i and l.

Intuitively, in such a reduction, the allocation of a bundle of size mj
i in the demand set of

buyer i at price pi corresponds to the allocation of bundles of respective preferred sizes

m1
i ,m

2
i −m2

i , . . . ,m
j
i −m

j−1
i to the prefix of the marginal buyers i1, . . . , ij associated to

i in µ′, still all at price pi. Notice that, by the above arguments, since the bundle of size
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mj
i is in the demand set of i, it must be pi ∈

[
vj+1
i , vji

]
, and by Lemma 3.10 each buyer

of µ′ has non-negative valuation for her preferred bundle. Notice also that the overall

amount of allocated items to the marginal buyers is mj
i , the sum of their valuations is

vi(m
j
i ), and the sum of their utilities is ui(m

j
i ). In other words, any solution for the

reduced instance can be transformed into an equivalent one for the general case that

maintains the same number of allocated items and the same social welfare and revenue.

However, the two instances are not completely equivalent in the case of ties, that is, if

at a given price some marginal buyers of the same chain have utility exactly equal to 0

for their preferred bundles, it might be possible to allocate marginal buyers that do not

form a prefix. While this could be useful to better fulfill the supply constraint, it would

compromise the correspondence between the solutions of the two instances. However,

such a correspondence can be maintained if we restrict to conservative solutions, that

is, fair outcomes that allocate only (possibly empty) prefixes of buyers in the reduced

instance. Clearly, such solutions have a one-to-one correspondence with the solutions of

the original instance with general valuations.

Let us then call conservative an algorithm for determining a fair outcome for single-

minded instances if when executed on a reduced instance it returns only conservative

solutions. Let us also say that a conservative algorithm for social welfare (resp. revenue)

maximization has conservative approximation ratio ρ if it returns a fair solution whose

social welfare (resp. revenue) is at least an ρ fraction of the best conservative fair

outcome.

Theorem 3.11. If there exists an algorithm with conservative ratio ρ for (single,

welfare)-pricing (resp. (single, revenue)-pricing), then there exists also a

ρ-approximation algorithm for (general, welfare)-pricing (resp.

(general, revenue)-pricing).

Proof. Let us first consider the social welfare maximization case.

Given any instance (µ,G) of (general,welfare)-pricing, let (µ′, G′) be the reduced

instance of (single,welfare)-pricing constructed according to the above reduction. Let

us denote by optcsw(µ′, G′) the value of an optimal conservative fair outcome for (µ′, G′).

We prove the claim by showing that (µ′, G′) satisfies the following two properties:

i. optcsw(µ′, G′) ≥ optsw(µ,G);

ii. a fair conservative outcome (X
′
, p′) for (µ′, G′) can be directly transformed into a

fair outcome (X, p) for (µ,G) with sw(X, p) ≥ sw(X
′
, p′).
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This clearly proves the theorem.

Let us first prove that optcsw(µ′, G′) ≥ optsw(µ,G). To this aim, we show how to trans-

form a fair outcome (X, p) for (µ,G) into a fair conservative one (X
′
, p′) for (µ′, G′) such

that sw(X
′
, p′) = sw(X, p).

Let m1
i < . . . < m`

i be the set of the bundle sizes that are preferred by a given buyer i of

µ for at least one positive price p. If |Xi| = mj
i in (X, p), then in (X

′
, p′) we allocate to

all the marginal buyers ik with k ≤ j their preferred bundles at price pi, and no bundle

to all the remaining buyers (asking them an infinite price). In this way, for each buyer i

of µ, |Xi| = mj
i = m1

i +
∑j

k=2(mk
i −m

k−1
i ) =

∑j
k=1 |X

′
ik
|, and vi(|Xi|) =

∑j
k=1 vik(|X ′ik |).

Thus, (X
′
, p′) is feasible, as it allocates the same number of items, and has the same

social welfare of (X, p). It remains to show that (X
′
, p′) is also fair. To this aim, we

observe that, since mj
i is the size of a preferred bundle of buyer i in µ, and since by

Lemma 3.10 we have vki ≥ vji for k < j, we must have that vki ≥ pi for every k ≤ j.

With the same argument, we can say that pi ≥ vki for all k ≥ j, which means that no

allocated buyer in (X
′
, p′) has negative utility, nor any non-allocated buyer is envious.

Moreover, since we propose the same price pi to all buyers ij , if p is a fair pricing under

G, also p′ is fair under G′.

In conclusion, (X
′
, p′) is a fair conservative outcome for (µ′, G′) with sw(X

′
, p′) =

sw(X, p).

Consider now a fair conservative outcome (X
′
, p′) for µ′, let i be a buyer of µ for which

such an outcome allocates a non-empty prefix of marginal buyers i1, . . . , ij , and let p′ij
be the price proposed to ij . Notice that, by the fairness constraint on prices p′ik ≤ p′ij
for every k < i and without loss of generality, we can assume p′ik = p′ij for k < j. By

Lemma 3.10, this does not provide a negative utility to the marginal buyers ik with

k < i, it maintains the fairness of the pricing p′, as it respects the constraints of the last

prices p′ij of the allocated prefixes, and finally it does not decrease the social welfare or

the revenue. Then, (µ′, G′) directly translate to a fair outcome (X, p) for (µ,G) with

sw(X, p) ≥ sw(X
′
, p′), simply by assigning in (X, p) a bundle of size mj

i to buyer i at

price pi = p′ij .

The proof for the case of revenue maximization uses the same identical arguments,

simply considering the revenue in place of the social welfare.

Unfortunately, the algorithms presented in the previous section for single-minded in-

stances are not conservative. However, we are able to equip them with some tailored

refinements in order to infuse such a property, thus obtaining corresponding approxima-

tion algorithms by virtue of Theorem 3.11.
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In particular, the definition of the precedence set of each marginal buyer ij associated

to a buyer i of µ is modified in such a way that N>(ij) also contains all the previous

buyers in her chain, that is, every ik with k < i. Notice that, by Lemma 3.10, for such

buyers it must be vki ≥ vji , but as the inequality is not strict, this containment was not

holding if vki = vji . As a consequence of the modified definition of the precedence sets, the

algorithms for single-minded instances in the previous section always return conservative

outcomes, as for every allocated buyer ij also the ones in N>(ij) are allocated, and thus

all the prefix i1, . . . , ij . However, a further refinement for preserving the approximation

in the algorithms is necessary. In particular, for the PTAS (and for Algorithm 8) this is

needed for imposing the following crucial property: in the sorting of the buyers in the

set N ′, when a buyer is considered in the algorithm, all the ones in her precedence set

occur before her in the order. This is accomplished by properly breaking ties when two

buyers ik, ij with k < j of a same buyer i of µ are such that vji = vki . In this case, it

suffices to put ik before ij in the ordering. The same expedient aimed at breaking ties

is adopted in the revenue maximization algorithm of Theorem 3.8.

With such tailored refinements in mind, we can prove the following corollary.

Corollary 3.12. There exists a PTAS for (general, welfare)-pricing and a logn+logm
1−ε -

approximation algorithm for (general, revenue)-pricing, for any fixed ε > 0.

Proof. A proof, identical to the one presented in Theorem 3.6, shows that the PTAS for

single-minded instances with the above refinements has conservative ratio 1
1−ε . Analo-

gously, being n′ = n·m the number of buyers in the reduced instance (µ′, G′), the conser-

vative ratio of the revenue maximization algorithm of Theorem 3.8 is logn′

1−ε = logn+logm
1−ε .

The claim then follows by Theorem 3.11.

3.5 Special Classes of Social Graphs

We now focus on specific social graph topologies and present optimal polynomial time

algorithms or improved approximations.

Notice that, while in the single-minded case the social welfare can be arbitrarily ap-

proximated, only a logarithmic approximation is achieved for the revenue. However,

a better approximation can be accomplished if the social graph is undirected. We re-

mark that under this assumption the problem remains computationally difficult. This

comes directly by restriction on complete social graphs, which correspond to the classical

problem without price discrimination, shown to be NP-hard in [82].
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On the other hand, building on the results in [82] and on techniques developed in [20, 56],

we are able to provide a constant approximation algorithm (see Algorithm 10).

Algorithm 10: (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for (single,revenue)-pricing for
undirected social graphs

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,revenue)-pricing problem with G
undirected, accuracy parameter ε > 0.

Output: An outcome (X, p) fair with respect to G.
Let N1, . . . , Nl be the connected components of G;
Compute instance Kε/4(µ,G) of multiple-choice knapsack;

S ←− FPTAS−multiple-choice knapsack(Kε/4(µ,G), ε/4);

Extract outcome (X, p) as suggested by the solution S for Kε/4(µ,G);

return (X, p);

Theorem 3.13. The (single,revenue)-pricing problem, restricted to undirected social

graphs, admits a (2 + ε)-approximation.

Proof. Let us first informally discuss the basic intuition behind the algorithm. Given

an instance (µ,G) of (single,revenue)-pricing, if G is undirected, then any pricing

fair with respect to G must assign the same price to all of the buyers belonging to the

same connected component. Thus, if N1, . . . , N` are the subsets of buyers corresponding

to the connected components of G, the problem translates to determining how many

items must be allocated to each Nh. Let µh be the submarket corresponding to the set

of buyers in Nh. If we are able to solve the classical revenue maximization problem in

multi-unit markets for every µh and for every amount of items or supply assigned to

µh, then it is possible to pack the items among the components in the best possible

way using multiple-choice knapsack as follows. We construct an instance K(µ,G)

having a class Oh for each µh. Every Oh contains m objects oh,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where

each oh,j represents a revenue-maximizing envy-free outcome for µh with supply j. In

particular, each oh,j has profit zh,j equal to the revenue of such an outcome and size

wh,j = j. The knapsack capacity is set to m.

By construction, an optimal solution S∗ for K(µ,G) induces a revenue-maximizing fair

outcome (X, p) for (µ,G). Unfortunately, since (µ,G) has size depending on logm and

K(µ,G) proportional to m, this construction is not polynomial. We solve this problem

by sampling the supply values, losing only a constant factor of the optimal revenue.

Namely, in K(µ,G) we do not insert in each class Oh the objects oh,j for all the possible

sizes j = 1, . . . ,m, but only for the at most blog 3
2
mc+2 sizes j = (3

2)0, . . . , (3
2)
blog 3

2
mc
,m.

The knapsack capacity is set to 3
2m.

In order to measure the loss in revenue due to this sampling, consider an optimal fair

outcome (X, p) for (µ,G). If jh is the number of objects that (X, p) assigns to a given
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submarket µh and k is the integer such that (3
2)k−1 < jh ≤ min{(3

2)k,m}, then in the

sampled instanceK(µ,G) there is an object oh,j in classOh with size j = min{(3
2)k,m} <

3
2jh. Since such an object represents an optimal outcome for submarket µh with supply

j, its profit zh,j is at least the one that (X, p) collects on the subset of buyers Nh of

µh. Therefore, all such objects correspond to a solution S for K(µ,G) of profit at least

r(X, p) and total size at most 3
2m. Hence, the optimal solution S∗ for K(µ,G) achieves

at least such a revenue. In order to extract an outcome allocating at most m items, we

can split S∗ into two sets S∗1 and S∗2 , each containing a subset of objects of overall size

at most m, as follows. If S∗ contains an object oh,j of size j ≥ m
2 , then S∗1 = {oh,j}

and S∗2 = S \ S∗1 . If all objects in S∗ have sizes less than m
2 , then we start inserting

objects in S∗1 in any order till not exceeding total size m and the remaining ones in

S∗2 . In this way, again S∗1 does not exceed size m and, since its size is greater than m
2 ,

S∗2 has size less than m. Consider then the set S∗i of maximum profit between S∗1 and

S∗2 . Allocating items only to the connected components corresponding to the objects

oh,j ∈ Si according to the maximum revenue solutions for the related submarkets µh

with supply j, and assigning an infinite price to all the buyers of the other connected

components, we can finally collect at least one half of the revenue of S∗ and thus of the

optimal fair allocation (X, p) for (µ,G).

Unfortunately, we are not really able to optimally solve K(µ,G), nor the subproblems

for determining the profits of the objects oh,j . However, in both cases we can use

respectively the FPTAS for multiple-choice knapsack from [80] and the one from

[82] for the classical revenue maximization problem in multi-unit markets, losing only

an additional ε factor in the final approximation.

More precisely, we construct an instance Kε/4(µ,G) = (O, z, w, k) of multiple-choice

knapsack as follows:

• k = 3
2m

• Oh = {oh,j : j = 3
2

0
, . . . , 3

2

blog 3
2
mc
,m} for h = 1, . . . l

• zhj = revenue of the envy-free (non-discriminatory) outcome returned by the FP-

TAS for the submarket Nh with j items on sale and accuracy parameter ε/4

• wh,j = j

Then, since every oh,j represents an envy-free outcome for µh with supply j which is

a (1 + ε/4)-approximation of the optimal one, denoted as S∗ε/4 the optimal solution for

Kε/4(µ,G) and by S∗ the one for K(µ,G), we have that
∑

oh,j∈S∗ε/4
zh,j ≥

∑
oh,j∈S∗

zh,j

1+ε/4 .
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Therefore, by running the FPTAS with accuracy parameter ε/4 on Kε/4(µ,G), we finally

obtain a solution S such that
∑

oh,j∈S zh,j ≥
∑
oh,j∈S

∗
ε/4

zh,j

1+ε/4 ≥
∑
oh,j∈S∗

zh,j

(1+ε/4)2
≥

∑
oh,j∈S∗

zh,j

1+ε/2 .

By the same argument above, we can finally split S in two sets S1 and S2, each containing

a subset of objects of overall size at most m, in such a way that at least one of them

will have total profit at least 1
2

∑
oh,j∈S∗

zh,j

1+ε/2 =

∑
oh,j∈S∗

zh,j

2+ε . Hence, similarly as above,

allocating items only to the connected components corresponding to the selected objects

oh,j (according to the solutions determined by the FPTAS for the related submarkets µh

with supply j), and assigning an infinite price to all the buyers of the other connected

components, we can finally determine a fair outcome for (µ,G) collecting a revenue

which is at least a 2 + ε fraction of the optimal one.

Because of the transitive nature of the constraints on a fair-pricing, in the case of directed

social graphs, the following remark holds.

Remark 3.14. In the case of directed social graphs, the seller must offer identical prices

to buyers in the same strongly-connected component.

Given the previous remark, a convenient way to represent G is through the graph of its

strongly-connected components. More precisely, let N1, . . . , N` be the subsets of buyers

corresponding to the strongly-connected components of G, and µh be the submarket

reduced to the set of buyers in Nh. Then, in such a graph each node represents a

component Nh, and there is an arc between two nodes if the same happens between the

corresponding components. Clearly, the graph of the strongly-connected components

is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), and properly restricting its topology we can find

meaningful more tractable sub-cases.

To this aim, let us first generalize a result from [82], which states that, given any multi-

unit market µ, the set of the optimal prices has polynomial size. In particular, let Si be

the set of bundle sizes that are preferred by i for at least one positive price p. Then, the

following lemma holds.

Lemma 3.15. There exist fair outcomes for (µ,G) maximizing the social welfare or the

revenue in which all the prices proposed to the buyers belong to the set Popt = {vi(j)j |i ∈
N, j ∈ Si}.

Proof. Assume that (X
opt
, p) is a fair outcome for (µ,G) maximizing the social welfare

or the revenue, and assume that there exists a buyer i whose proposed price pi does not

belong to Popt. Let p> ∈ Popt be the maximum ratio in Popt smaller than pi, and let

p⊥ ∈ Popt be the minimum ratio in Popt greater than pi. Consider then the outcome
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Chapter 3 Fair Price Discrimination

(X
opt
, p′) where the price proposed to any buyer i is p′i = p> if p⊥ < pi < p>, p′i = pi

otherwise.

Since the two outcomes (X
opt
, p) and (X

opt
, p′) have the same allocation, (X

opt
, p′) still

satisfies the supply constraint. Furthermore, it also satisfies the individual rationality,

since the price is increased to p> ∈ Popt only for the buyers with previous price pi

between p⊥ and p>. In fact, each such a buyer either already had negative utility, and

thus was not allocated, or her new utility does not become negative. Finally, (X
opt
, p′)

is envy-free, because each buyer with strictly positive utility continues to receive her

preferred bundle, and it is fair, as the modification of the prices respects the fairness

constraints.

In conclusion, (X
opt
, p′) is a fair outcome with social welfare and revenue at least equal

to the ones (X
opt
, p). Thus, by iterating the above procedure, we can finally obtain a

fair optimal outcome respecting the conditions of the claim.

Notice that Popt has always polynomially bounded size. In fact, |Popt| ≤ n for single-

minded instances and |Popt| ≤ n ·m for general ones.

Let us now consider special directed topologies allowing better results. A first relevant

case is when G has a constant number of strongly-connected components. In fact, like

undirected graphs, this might represent geographically apart submarkets (the strongly-

connected components), with some limited possibility of interaction, like the case of

national markets, in which there are a few countries, each containing millions or billions

of individuals.

Under this assumption, the following positive results hold.

Theorem 3.16. The (single,welfare)- and (single,revenue)-pricing problems re-

stricted to social graphs with a constant number of strongly-connected components admit

an FPTAS.

Proof. Given an instance (µ,G) of the (single,welfare)- or (single,revenue)-pricing

problem, let N1, . . . , N` be the subsets of buyers corresponding to the strongly-connected

components of G, and µh be the submarket corresponding to the set of buyers in Nh,

for h = 1, . . . , `.

Similarly to the undirected case, any fair pricing with respect to G must assign the

same price to all of the buyers belonging to the same submarket or strongly connected

component. Then, since ` is constant, by Lemma 3.15 it is possible exhaustively search

all the `-tuples of prices in Popt. For every such a tuple p = (p1, . . . , p`), where each ph

is the price offered to all the buyers in Nh, we first check whether p respects the fairness
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constraints, that is, if ph ≤ pk whenever there is a directed path from component h

to component k in G. If this holds, considering that items must be allocated to all

the buyers with strictly positive utility, we further check if a feasible allocation for

p exists, that is, if less than m items must be allocated to such buyers. If yes, we

focus on the subset N ′ of the remaining buyers with utility exactly equal to 0 for their

preferred bundles. In fact, these are the only left ones that may possibly receive other

items. Denoted as m′ the residual supply, that is, the number of items that remain to

be assigned, we formulate the problem of allocating bundles to buyers in N ′ so as to

maximize the welfare or the seller’s revenue as an equivalent knapsack instance K(µ, p),

in which there is an object oi with profit and weight mi for every i ∈ N ′. The knapsack

capacity is set to m′. We can then run the FPTAS for the problem in order to obtain

a (1 + ε)-approximation for such a price. Considering the best solution obtained for

all the price vectors p, and allocating bundles to buyers accordingly, yields the claimed

(1 + ε)-approximation for the pricing problem in time polynomial in the input size and

in 1/ε, hence the claim.

Let us now focus on general valuations. In this case, the fact that the input size now is

polynomial in m instead of logm, gives us a chance to achieve better tractability results.

In particular, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3.17. There exists a polynomial time algorithms for (general,welfare)-

pricing problem (resp (general,revenue)-pricing problem) if the social graph is undi-

rected or contains a constant number of strongly-connected components.

Proof. Let us first focus on revenue maximization. A polynomial time algorithm can

be obtained by the same initial construction proposed in the proof of Theorem 3.13,

by observing that, since the size of the input instance (µ,G) now is polynomial in m,

sampling is no longer necessary. Moreover, for each submarket µh corresponding to a

connected component ofG, the determination of the optimal market outcomes associated

to the objects oh,j can be performed in polynomial time by means of the algorithm shown

in [82]. Finally, since the initial knapsack instance K(µ,G) has capacity bounded by

m, an optimal solution can be determined in polynomial time by exploiting the pseudo-

polynomial time algorithm for multiple-choice knapsack described in [80].

For what concerns the social welfare, we observe that the algorithm of [82] can be slightly

modified for efficiently determining envy-free (non-discriminatory) outcomes maximizing

the social welfare in multi-unit markets. We can then use exactly the same approach

described above, by setting in the knapsack instance K(µ,G) any zh,j equal to the

social welfare of an optimal envy-free outcome with supply j for the submarket µh,
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Chapter 3 Fair Price Discrimination

finally obtaining a polynomial time algorithm also for the social welfare maximization

problem.

For what concerns the case in which G has a constant number of strongly-connected

components, exactly the same proof of Theorem 3.16 applies by observing that, since

the size of the instance now is polynomial in m, the knapsack instances K(µ, p) can now

be solved in polynomial time.

Another interesting case for general valuations that turns out to be tractable is given by

the arborescences of strongly-connected components, which are relevant in the hierarchi-

cal profiling of users, where each strongly-connected component corresponds to buyers

of a same class, and to different classes of premium buyers are offered different special

discounts. Moreover, arborescences properly contain directed paths, an abstraction for

temporal price discrimination, which is another meaningful and widespread kind of price

discrimination.

Definition 3.18. An arborescence is a directed graph in which for a node r, called the

root, and any other node v, there exists a unique directed path which connects r to v.

The following positive result holds.

Theorem 3.19. There exists a polynomial time optimal algorithm for

(general,welfare)- and (general,revenue)-pricing if the graph of the strongly-

connected components of G is an arborescence.

Proof. Let T be the arborescence of the strongly-connected components N1, . . . , N` of G,

in which each node h corresponds to a strongly-connected component Nh, and let r be

the root of T . In order to provide an optimal fair outcome for the input instance (µ,G)

of (general,revenue)-pricing, we build partial solutions starting from the leaves of T

and reaching the root r through a post-order visit of T .

We use a dynamic programming approach, where the quantity Mh(p, j, b) represents the

value of an optimal allocation which assigns at most b items at prices greater or equal to

p to buyers in the subgraph of T rooted at h, and at most j items at price exactly p to the

buyers in Nh. Clearly, the quantity M∗r = maxp,jMr(p, j,m) gives the solution to the

problem. Recalling that by Lemma 3.15 it is possible to restrict to the polynomial size

set of prices Popt, let us now discuss how it is possible to compute the above quantities

and the corresponding outcomes in polynomial time.
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First of all, if h is a leaf, Mh(p, j, b) for every p ∈ Popt, j = 1, . . . ,m and b = j, . . . ,m

can be computed as follows:

Mh(p, j, b) =


OPTh(p, j) if there exists an envy-free allocation which sells

at most j items at price p to buyers in Nh,

⊥ otherwise,

where OPTh(p, j) is the optimal revenue of an envy-free outcome which sells at most j

items in the submarket of the buyers inNh at price p. Such a revenue can be computed by

solving the following equivalent instance of the multiple-choice-knapsack problem:

• j is the knapsack’s capacity;

• Oi = {op,j′ : a bundle of size j′ is in the demand set of buyer i ∈ Nh a price p},
with

– zp,j′ = p · j′ for each op,j
′ ∈ Oi,

– wp,j′ = j′ for each op,j
′ ∈ Oi.

If h is not a leaf, Mh(p, j, b) = ⊥ if there exists no envy-free outcome which sells at

most j items at price p to buyers in Nh, otherwise we can rely on the fact that we

have already solved all the subproblems associated to the children of h and we can

formulate the problem of optimally joining these solutions as the following instance of

multiple-choice-knapsack:

• b is the knapsack’s capacity;

• Oi = {op,j′ : a bundle of size j′ is in the demand set of buyer i ∈ Nh a price p},
with

– zp,j′ = p · j′ for each op,j
′ ∈ Oi

– wp,j′ = j′ for each op,j
′ ∈ Oi

• Ok = {op′,j′,b′ : Mk(p
′, j′, b′) 6= ⊥, p′ ∈ Popt, p′ ≥ p, j′ = 1, . . . , b, b′ = j′, . . . , b}, for

each child k of h in T , with

– zp′,j′,b′ = Mh(p′, j′, b′) for each op
′,j′,b′ ∈ Ok

– wp′,j′,b′ = b′ for each op
′,j′,b′ ∈ Ok

As we said, the maximum revenue for the market can be expressed as

M∗r = max
p,j

Mr(p, j,m)
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for p ∈ Popt and j = 1, . . . ,m. Such a quantity can be computed in polynomial time by

observing that all the above multiple-choice-knapsack instances have polynomially

bounded capacity and thus can be solved in polynomial time by the pseudo-polynomial

algorithm of [80]. Moreover, since we can restrict on prices in Popt, the dynamic pro-

gramming algorithm requires to solve only a polynomial number of such instances. Thus,

to prove the claim, it is sufficient to observe that a fair outcome with the corresponding

revenue can be determined by just keeping track of the solutions yielding the various

quantities. We remark that an object op,j ∈ Oi in a knapsack solution represents the

allocation of a bundle of size j at a price p to the corresponding buyer i ∈ Nh, while an

object op,j,b ∈ Ok the adoption of a solution of revenue Mk(p, j, b) for the buyers in the

subtree rooted at k in T .

For what concerns the social welfare maximization, it suffices to modify, in the above

instances of multiple-choice-knapsack, the profit of the objects in the classes Oi

associated to the buyers in i ∈ Nh as zp,j′ = vi(j
′) for each op,j

′ ∈ Oi. Apart from this

change, the proof is identical.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a framework able to capture many realistic scenarios in which discrim-

inatory pricing is acceptable for buyers. We considered both social welfare and rev-

enue maximization, under different hypotheses on buyers’ valuations and social graph

topologies, providing polynomial time optimal algorithms, hardness results, and suit-

able approximations. We also provided a useful reduction from general to single-minded

instances that is of independent interest and can be possibly used also in other settings

concerning multi-unit markets.

Besides improving our approximation results, it would be worth considering other types

of markets with non-identical items, unit-demand buyers, single-minded valuations on

non-homogeneous items, and so forth.

It would also be interesting to consider other relevant specific social graph topologies, and

to find better approximation results for arborescences of strongly-connected components

in the case of single-minded buyers. Moreover, what about different notions of envy-

freeness, such as pair envy-freeness, social envy-freeness, proportionality, and so forth.

Finally, the issue of influencing the social graph topology so as to increase the achievable

social welfare or revenue appears to be another challenging and interesting research

direction.
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As a last observation, we would like to remark that our framework for fair price discrim-

ination is very general and we believe that it will capture future research attention.
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Chapter 4

Inequity Aversion

We build upon the framework for fair price discrimination in markets presented in the

previous chapter and other models proposed in the literature concerning differential pric-

ing in social networks, considering a setting in which multiple units of a single product

must be sold to selected buyers so as to maximize the seller’s revenue or the social wel-

fare, while limiting the differences of the prices offered to social neighbors. We first con-

sider the case of general social graph topologies, and provide optimal or nearly-optimal

hardness and approximation results for the related optimization problems under various

meaningful assumptions, including a polylogarithmic lower bound on the achievable rev-

enue under the unique game conjecture. Then, we focus on topologies that are typical of

social networks. Namely, we consider graphs where the node degrees follow a power-law

distribution, and show that it is possible to obtain constant or good approximations for

the sellers revenue maximization with high probability, thus improving upon the general

case.

4.1 Introduction

A powerful mechanism often used in combination with price discrimination is the finely-

grained selection of buyers, for instance, exploiting targeted advertisement mechanisms

like those offered by Google or Facebook. This mechanism is able to greatly improve

seller’s revenue but also social welfare as we will prove in this chapter. Companies with

the technology enabling them to deploy this kind of targeted sales, still have the need

to detect the best subset of buyers to whom directing their special offers. In the present

chapter, relying on a framework for price discrimination similar to the one described in

the previous chapter, we will study the problem of selecting the optimal set of buyers to

target in order to maximize seller’s revenue or social welfare.
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Frameworks more closely related to the present chapter have been studied in [6, 7, 55].

In particular, in [6] the authors defined a form of price discrimination constrained by

a social graph, precisely requiring a difference bounded by an additive constant in the

prices offered to two social neighbors. Several results on revenue maximization have been

provided, also in case of buyers preselection. Furthermore, [7] extended the previous

model to a setting allowing the assignment of more than one item per node, which

corresponds to multi-unit markets with single-minded buyers and unlimited supply.

In this chapter we study market scenarios in which the seller is able to propose prices in

R ∪ {⊥}, meaning the exclusion of buyers receiving the latter price. Notice that such a

variant has been considered also in [6] and [7]. In their model, the possibility of setting

bottom prices increases the maximum achievable revenue and at the same time makes

the problem intractable and hard to approximate within a factor of O(n1−ε), for any

ε > 0. For our setting, we show an O(log n)-approximating algorithm, plus a hardness

of approximation which is optimal up to a polylogarithmic factor. Namely, we show that

the problem is Unique-Game-Hard to approximate within a factor Ω(
√

logn
log2 logn

).

The model of fair price discrimination investigated in Chapter 3, while extending the

above frameworks by allowing general valuations, does not allow the exclusion of buyers

by means of special (⊥) prices. Furthermore, it does not consider any slackness in fair

pricing.

As already mentioned, we borrow the model of fair price discrimination from Chapter 3

and extend it with the features of buyers preselection and additive slackness in fairness

constraints considered in [6, 7].

4.1.1 Summary

In this chapter we build upon previous works dealing with explicit forms of differential

pricing [6, 7] and on the model introduced in Chapter 3. Namely, like in [6, 7] we assume

that buyers are members of a social population and that the difference of the prices

offered to social neighbors must be suitably bounded. Like in Chapter 3, we model

the underlying scenario as a multi-unit market with relaxed fair price discrimination

constraints. As already mentioned, we borrow the model of fair price discrimination

from Chapter 3 and extend it with the features of buyers preselection and additive

slackness in fairness constraints considered in [6, 7].

Our results comprise approximation algorithms and hardness of approximation theorems

for all the above-mentioned cases (see Table 4.1). Furthermore, we consider specific

topologies that are typical of social networks, i.e., graphs where the node degrees follow
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a power-law distribution, and we show constant approximations with high probability

for the revenue on such a class (see Table 4.2).

As in [6, 7], we assume that buyers belong to a social network, in which there is an arc

from buyer i to buyer k if i knows k. Then, in order for an assignment of prices to be

perceived as fair by i, the price per item proposed to i cannot be higher than the one

offered to k, plus a suitable slackness additive factor αik.

This framework, differently from [6, 7], is able to incorporate also the classical envy-

free markets setting. In particular, assuming general valuations, it can express the

fact that each buyer might consider multiple options, that is, bundles of different sizes.

Moreover, it can model the case of limited supply, meaning that no more than m items

can be allocated to buyers. [6, 7] in fact considered only single-minded buyers, that is,

interested in purchasing only a given number of items, with unlimited supply.

Moreover, the framework generalizes the fair price discrimination model of Chapter 3 in

two respects. First of all, it allows the additive slackness in the fair pricing constraints,

which in Chapter 3 was set to 0 for every pair of buyers. Moreover, as in [6, 7], it

allows the assignment of a distinguished ⊥ price to buyers, representing their exclusion

from the market. This corresponds to the relevant feature considered in the literature

of preselecting buyers, for instance with targeted advertisement or with the typical

mechanism of presales used by e-commerce sites.

We first show the effectiveness of price discrimination and buyers preselection, by quan-

tifying the substantial gain in the achievable social welfare and revenue.

Then, we study four different cases arising by considering:

i. social welfare or seller’s revenue maximization;

ii. single-minded or general valuations.

Where single-minded buyers are interested only in purchasing a certain amount of items,

while buyers with general valuations are free to express the price that they are willing to

pay for each possible bundle size. Our results comprise approximation algorithms and

hardness of approximation theorems for all the above-mentioned cases.

More precisely, we prove the following results:

i. Single-minded, social welfare: we show the NP-hardness of the problem, together

with a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS).
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ii. Single-minded, revenue: We prove that, under the unique game conjecture, it is

hard to approximate the maximum revenue within a factor of Ω(
√

logn
log2 logn

), and

provide a O(log n)-approximation.

iii. General valuations, social welfare: We prove the strong NP-hardness of the prob-

lem and give a 2-approximation.

iv. General valuations, revenue: We show that the inapproximability within a factor

of Ω(
√

logn
log2 logn

) stands also here and describe a O(log n + logm)-approximation

algorithm.

Furthermore, we consider specific topologies that are typical of social networks, i.e.,

graphs where the node degrees follow a power-law distribution, and we show the following

results for the revenue maximization problem:

i. Single-minded with unlimited supply: We give a polynomial-time algorithm which

returns a constant approximation of the maximum revenue with probability 1 −
n−1.

ii. Single-minded: We give a scheme that, given a parameter l, returns a constant

approximation of the maximum revenue with probability 1 − e−l, ∀l > 0. The

running time is polynomial in the size of the instance and exponential in the size

of the parameter l.

iii. General valuations: Also in this case we are able to devise a scheme which satisfies

the properties of the above-mentioned one.

Single-Minded General Valuations

Social Welfare
NP-hard NP-hard (strong)

FPTAS 2

Revenue
Ω(

√
logn

log2 logn
) Ω(

√
logn

log2 logn
)

O(log n) O(log n+ logm)

Table 4.1: Hardness and approximation results.

Approximation Probability

Single-Minded with Unlimited Supply O(1) 1− n−1

Single-Minded O(1) 1− e−l, ∀l > 0

General Valuations O(1) 1− e−l, ∀l > 0

Table 4.2: Probabilistic approximation results.
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4.2 Preliminaries

We define a multi-unit market as a tuple (N,M, (vi)i∈N ), where N = {1, . . . , n} is a

set of n buyers, M is a set of m identical items and for every buyer i ∈ N , vi =

(vi(1), . . . , vi(m)) is a valuation function (or vector) expressing, for each natural number

j, the maximum amount vi(j) ∈ R that buyer i is willing to pay for a subset of items

X ⊆M of size j. We assume vi(0) = 0 and vi(j) ≥ 0 for every i ∈ N and j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

We consider both buyers single-minded and with general valuations.

We adopt a classical pricing scheme, which is natural in case of identical items, usually

referred as item-pricing. In such a scheme, the seller assigns a single non-negative price

per item pi ∈ R to each buyer i. Thus, buyer i owes pi · |X| for a bundle of items X

and her utility for receiving X is given by ui(X, pi) = vi(|X|) − pi · |X|. We denote by

p = (p1, . . . , pn) the vector of all the prices assigned to the buyers in the market.

We assume buyers to be individuals of a population and we represent this by means

of a directed social graph G = (N,E). Such a graph captures the notion of buyers’

awareness of the prices proposed to other buyers, more precisely a buyer i is only aware

of the prices that the seller proposes to her neighbors N(i) = {k ∈ N |(i, k) ∈ E}. As

in previous models for fair price discrimination, we assume that arcs of G are weighted

according to a given slackness function α specifying, for each arc (i, k) ∈ E, a slackness

factor α(i, k) ≥ 0. Starting from G, it is possible to define the following concept of fair

price discrimination.

Definition 4.1. A price vector p is fair with respect to the social graph G = (N,E) if

pi ≤ pk + α(i, k) for every (i, k) ∈ E.

We define an allocation vector as an n-tuple X = (X1, . . . , Xn) such that Xi ⊆M is the

set of items sold to buyer i, and we call a pair (X, p) an outcome. (X, p) is a feasible

outcome for market µ if it satisfies the supply constraint
∑n

i=1 |Xi| ≤ m. Moreover,

a feasible outcome (X, p) is envy-free if Xi ∈ argmaxX⊆Mui(X, pi) for every buyer

i ∈ N . Notice that, for every i ∈ N , since vi(0) = 0, envy-freeness implies the classical

assumption of individual rationality of the buyers, that is, ui(Xi, pi) ≥ 0.

We are now ready to define the solutions to our markets, that is, fair outcomes.

Definition 4.2. A feasible outcome (X, p) is fair under the social graph G if it is

envy-free and its price vector is fair with respect to G.

We study the (fair) pricing problems of determining fair outcomes that maximize two

fundamental metrics:
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i. social welfare: sw(X, p) =
∑n

i=1 vi(|Xi|)

ii. seller’s revenue: r(X, p) =
∑n

i=1 pi · |Xi|

We use the notation optsw(µ,G) (resp. optr(µ,G)) for the maximum possible social

welfare (resp. revenue) achievable by an outcome for µ fair under G, and optsw(µ)

(resp. optr(µ)) for the highest possible one achievable without price discrimination (or

analogously by an outcome fair under the complete social graph).

By the individual rationality constraint, for any feasible outcome (X, p), it holds

sw(X, p) ≥ r(X, p)

so that also optsw(µ) ≥ optr(µ) and optsw(µ,G) ≥ optr(µ,G).

As in previous models of fair price discrimination, we consider the additional option of

preselecting subsets of buyers admitted to the market. In fact, this feature allows the

seller to break transitivity chains of price dependencies in the social graph, considerably

increasing the maximum revenue achievable in some cases. Formally, we model this

by introducing a distinguished bottom price ⊥ for buyers to be excluded, yielding a

corresponding price vector p ∈ (R ∪ {⊥})n. The notion of fair pricing is then extended

as follows:

Definition 4.3. A price vector p is fair with respect to the social graph G = (N,E)

and the slackness function α if pi ≤ pk + α(i, k) for every (i, k) ∈ E such that pi 6= ⊥
and pk 6= ⊥.

The social welfare and the seller’s revenue metrics are then computed considering only

buyers not receiving bottom prices.

The advantage of price-discrimination in terms of achievable social welfare and revenue

has already been explored in Chapter 3, with an increase that can reach a multiplicative

factor of m. This holds even for the very simple case of two single-minded buyers, as

shown by the following example: buyer 1 with preferred size 1 and valuation v1(1) = 1+ε

for small ε, and buyer 2 with preferred size m and valuation v2(m) = m. Without

discrimination the only possibility is selling a bundle of size 1 to buyer 1 at a price at

most 1 + ε, yielding social welfare and revenue at most 1 + ε. With price discrimination,

it is possible to assign a bundle of size m to buyer 2 at price 1 per item, and no item to

buyer 1 asking her price at least 1 + ε. This provides social welfare and revenue equal

to m. Notice that this is strict, because it is always possible to achieve an m fraction of

the optimum with discrimination, just assigning a bundle only to the buyer having the

highest possible valuation per item, that is, maximizing the ratio vi(mi)/mi.
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We now show similar results witnessing the effectiveness of bottom prices with respect

to multi-unit markets where only fair-price discrimination is allowed.

The following preliminary result shows the effectiveness of allowing the exclusion of

buyers in terms of achievable performance of fair outcomes.

Proposition 4.4. Let µ and G be respectively a market and its corresponding social

graph. Allowing bottom prices in µ can increase the optimal social welfare and revenue

of fair outcomes by a multiplicative factor equal to m, and such a bound is tight.

Proof. Consider the following instance (µ,G) with two single-minded buyers: buyer 1

with v1(1) = 1 + ε and buyer 2 with v2(m) = m; graph G contains only the arc (1, 2).

If we do not allow bottom prices, the best possible outcome is the one that sells only

one item to buyer 1 at a price 1 + ε, obtaining social welfare and revenue 1 + ε. On the

other hand, if bottom prices are allowed, we can set p1 = ⊥ and p2 = 1, allocating m

items to buyer 2 and achieving social welfare and revenue m.

In order to prove the this bound is tight, consider an optimal outcome (X⊥, p⊥) for an

instance (µ,G) using bottom prices. Let vmax be equal to maxi∈N,j≤m{vi(j)j }. Clearly,

vmax · m is an upper bound to sw(X⊥, p⊥), and then also to r(X⊥, p⊥). Now, let

imax and jmax be respectively a buyer and a bundle size such that vimax(jmax) = vmax.

Consider the outcome (X, p) where |Ximax | = jmax, Xi = ∅ for all the other buyers,

and p1 = . . . = pn = vmax. Since the utility of all the buyers are not strictly positive,

X is envy free. Moreover, as all the proposed prices are coincident, p is fair under G.

The claim then follows by observing that p does not have any entry equal to ⊥ and

sw(X, p) = r(X, p) = vmax.

For the sake of brevity, we call (single,welfare)-pricing (resp. (general,welfare)-,

(single,revenue)- and (general,revenue)-pricing) the pricing problem restricted

to the instances of multi-unit markets with single-minded valuations and social welfare

maximization (resp. general valuations and social welfare maximization, single-minded

and revenue maximization, and general valuations and revenue maximization).

Let us finally stress that in multi-unit markets, while the size of the representation of

an instance with general valuations is polynomial in m, as different valuations must be

specified for every different bundle size, in single-minded instances the dependence is log-

arithmic in m, as for each buyer it is sufficient to specify the size of her unique preferred

bundle, together with the corresponding valuation. Thus, in a quite counter-intuitive

way, hardness results for single-minded buyers do not directly extend to general valua-

tions, and vice versa approximation bounds for general valuations do not automatically

transfer to single-minded instances.
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4.3 Single-Minded Valuations

We first provide optimal results for the social welfare.

Theorem 4.5. (single,social)-pricing is NP-hard, but admits an FPTAS (see also

Algorithm 11).

Proof. In order to get the claimed FPTAS, we transform (µ,G) into an equivalent in-

stance K = (O,w, z, k) of knapsack as follows:

• O contains an object oi for each buyer i with profit zi = vi(mi) and weight wi = mi;

• the knapsack capacity k is set equal to m.

We now prove that (⇒) for each solution O∗ ⊆ O of K with profit z∗ there exists a fair

outcome (X, p) with sw(X, p) = z∗, and (⇐) vice versa.

(⇒): Given a solution O∗ ⊆ O for K with profit z∗, consider the outcome (X, p) defined

as follows:

|Xi| =

mi if oi ∈ O∗

0 otherwise

pi =

minok∈O∗ vk(mk)/mk if oi ∈ O∗

⊥ otherwise

By construction,
∑

i∈N |Xi| =
∑

oi∈O∗ wi ≤ k = m and
∑

i∈N vi(Xi) =
∑

oi∈O∗ zi,

that is, (X, p) satisfies the supply constrains and has social welfare sw(X, p) = z∗.

Furthermore, since each buyer with price different from ⊥ gets her preferred bundle,

(X, p) is also envy-free. Finally, all buyers are either proposed price ⊥ or the unique

price minok∈O∗ vk(mk)/mk, and thus p is fair under any social graph.

(⇐): Given a fair outcome (X, p) with sw(X, p) = z∗, consider the solution O∗ ⊆ O for

K, where oi ∈ O∗ if |Xi| = mi. Then O∗ is feasible as
∑

oi∈O∗ wi =
∑

i∈N |Xi| ≤ m = k

and has total profit equal to
∑

oi∈O∗ zi =
∑

i∈N s.t. |Xi|=mi vi(mi) = sw(X, p).

Having shown the above equivalence, it is possible to provide the claimed FPTAS for

(single,social)-pricing as follows: we transform in polynomial time the input instance

(µ,G) into the equivalent one of knapsack, we run the well known FPTAS for such

a problem, and finally transform in polynomial time the output to an outcome of the

initial problem as described in ⇒) to obtain a (1 + ε)-approximation of the optimal

social welfare, hence the claim.
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Algorithm 11: FPTAS for the (single,social)-pricing problem

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,social)-pricing problem, accuracy
parameter ε.

Output: A fair outcome (X, p).
Construct the following instance K(µ) = (O, z, w, k) of knapsack:

O = {o1, . . . , on} for each buyer i ∈ N ;
zi = vi(mi) for i ∈ N ;
wi = mi for i ∈ N ;
k = m;

O∗ ←− FPTAS-knapsack;
|Xi| = mi if oi ∈ O∗, 0 otherwise;
pi = minok∈O∗ vk(mk)/mk if oi ∈ O∗, ⊥ otherwise;

return (X, p);

Regarding revenue maximization, an approximation algorithm can be obtained, with

the same approach used in Chapter 3, for the same case without bottom prices.

Corollary 4.6. (single,revenue)-pricing admits a ( logn
1−ε )-approximation algorithm

(see Algorithm 12).

Proof. Consider the output (X, p) of the algorithm described in Theorem 4.5, and let

NX ⊆ N be the set of buyers allocated in (X, p). Without loss of generality assume

that buyers in NX are ordered non-increasingly with respect to the ratios vi(mi)/mi,

and let h be the index maximizing vh(mh)
mh

∑h
i=1mi. Consider the price vector p′ with

p′i = vh(mh)
mh

for all i ∈ NX such that i ≤ h, and p′i = ⊥ otherwise. Let (X
′
, p′) be the

outcome allocating bundles only to buyers with price different from ⊥. Then, (X
′
, p′)

is a fair outcome for (µ,G) of revenue vh(mh)
mh

∑h−1
i=1 |Xi| ≥

∑k−1
i=1 vi(mi)

logn . Furthermore p is

fair under G, since the same price is proposed to all buyers i such that p′i 6= ⊥.

Algorithm 12: A ( logn
1−ε )-approximation algorithm for (single,revenue)-pricing.

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,revenue)-pricing problem.
Output: A fair outcome (X ′, p′).
(X, p)←− outcome from Algorithm 11 on input (µ,G);

Let NX ⊆ N be the set of buyers allocated in (X, p), non-increasingly ordered with
respect to the ratios vi(mi)/mi;

Let h = argmax vh(mh)
mh

∑h
i=1mi;

|Xi| = mi for all i ∈ NX such that i ≤ h, 0 otherwise;

p′i = vh(mh)
mh

for all i ∈ NX such that i ≤ h, ⊥ otherwise;

return (X ′, p′);

The approximation factor above presented is nearly optimal, as we are also able to prove

a strong negative result, but first we need to introduce an important conjecture.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: In Figure 4.1(a) we depicted an instance of unique label cover that
admits a solution, as shown in Figure 4.1(b).

Unique game conjecture A formulation of the conjecture is based on the problem

unique label cover, which is in turn strictly connected to the classical problem of

coloring the vertices of a graph. Formally, given in input a graph G = (V,E) and

k colors, the objective is to assign colors to the vertices of such a graph. Differently

from the classical definition, which requires adjacent vertices to have different colors,

the constraints are expressed by the mean of a family of permutations πe : [k]→ [k] for

e ∈ E, meaning that if e is the edge {u, v} and u has color i then v is required to get

color πe(i).

It is easy to see that if the constraints admit a coloring for the graph, it is possible to

find such a coloring by checking all the available colors for a fixed vertex and deriving

the full coloring of the graph (see Figure 4.1), but even if such a coloring does not exist,

we can try to maximize the number of constraints satisfied (see Figure 4.2).

Given this brief introduction we are finally able to state the conjecture. In fact it states

that for every value of ε > 0, no matter how small, there is a number of colors k (possibly

very large) for which, looking at graphs with constraints on k colors, it is NP-hard to

tell the difference between those for which at least (1− ε) fraction of the constraints can

be satisfied and those for which at most an ε fraction of the constraints can be satisfied.

The above conjecture has been first proposed in [75] and since then has given birth to an

important body of hardness-of-approximation results in the literature [51, 69, 73, 76, 77].

Theorem 4.7. It is Unique-Game-hard to approximate (single,revenue)-pricing

within a factor of o(
√

logn
log2 logn

)

In order to prove our claim, we resort on known hardness results on the independent

set problem on graphs with maximum degree bounded by δ. Such a problem has be

shown to be Unique-Game-hard to approximate within a factor of o( δ
log2 δ

) [11]. We

first exploit the bound on the node degrees of the input graph in order to find a good

partition of the nodes. More precisely:
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: In Figure 4.2(a) we depicted an instance of unique label cover that
does not admit a solution but for which it is possible to satisfy 2

3 of the constraints as
shown in Figure 4.2(b).

Definition 4.8. Let H = (V, F ) be a graph, and let S = {S1, . . . , Sκ} be a partition of

V . We say that S is a good partition for G if:

i. (coloring) ∀Si ∈ S, ∀u, v ∈ Si, (u, v) /∈ F ;

ii. each node has at most one neighbor in each subset S.

When the maximum degree of H is bounded by δ, the following result holds:

Lemma 4.9. Any graph H = (V, F ) with node degrees at most δ admits a good partition

S with |S| ≤ δ2 + 1, and such a partition can be found in polynomial time.

Proof. Consider the graph H2 = (V, F 2), where:

F 2 = F ∪ {{u, v} ∈ V 2|k ∈ V, {u, k}, {k, v} ∈ E}.

By construction H2 has degree at most δ2. By the Brooks’ Theorem H2 can be colored

using at most δ2 + 1 colors, and such a coloring can be found in polynomial time. Let

S be the partition of V induced by such a coloring. Since F ⊆ F 2, property i. holds.

Suppose then by contradiction that property ii. does not hold for S, that is, there

exists w ∈ V that has two neighbors v, u belonging to Si ∈ S. Since v and u share a

neighbor in H, {v, u} ∈ F 2, but this implies that S is not induced by a coloring of H2:

a contradiction.

We are ready to prove Theorem 4.7.

Proof. Consider the following reduction from independent set instances H = (V, F )

with bounded degree δ to instances (µ,G) of (single,revenue)-pricing:
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i. let S = {S1, . . . SD} be a good partition of G, with D ≤ δ2 + 1;

ii. for each node u ∈ Sd add a set Nu of 2d single-minded buyers with valuation 2−d

only for bundles of size 1;

iii. for each v ∈ V and pair of buyers i, h ∈ Nv add in the social graph G arcs (i, h),

(h, i) with α(i, h) = α(h, j) = 0;

iv. for each edge {u, v} ∈ F , with u ∈ Sd, v ∈ Sd′ and d < d′, add in G all arcs (i, h)

with i ∈ Nu and h ∈ Nv;

v. consider unlimited supply (or equivalently set it to |V | · 2D).

We are going to prove our claim by showing that (⇒) if G admits an independent set

of cardinality k, then the reduced instance admits revenue at least k; and (⇐) if the

reduced instance admits revenue k then G has an independent set of cardinality at least
k
2 .

(⇒) Let I ⊆ V be an independent set of G with cardinality k. Consider the outcome

(X, p) for the reduced instance in which |Xi| = 1 and pi = 2−d if i ∈ Nv, v ∈ Sd and

v ∈ I, otherwise |Xi| = and pi = 2−d.

Notice that p is fair under G. In fact, by construction, denoted as ∆(v) the set of the

neighbors of node v in H, the set of the neighbors of buyer i ∈ Nv in G is a subset of

Nv ∪
⋃
u∈∆(v)Nu. Then, if v /∈ I, pi = ⊥ and no fairness constraints on pi must hold. If

instead v ∈ I, all neighbors of i in Nv get the same price, and, since I is independent,

pk = ⊥ for all buyers k in
⋃
u∈∆(v)Nu. Therefore, p is fair. Furthermore, (X, p) is envy-

free, since a price equal to their valuation is proposed to all buyers receiving a bundle of

cardinality 1, while all the ones not receiving any item get price ⊥. Finally observe that

for each v ∈ I with v ∈ Sd, there are 2d buyers buying at price 2−d, ensuring revenue 1

for each node in I. Therefore, r(X, p) = k.

(⇐) Assume that the reduced instance admits an outcome (X, p) with revenue k. Since

we are under the hypothesis of unlimited supply, without loss of generality we can

assume that |Xi| = 1 for each buyer i such that pi ≤ vi(1), since this can only increase

the revenue. Similarly, as p is fair, if a price pi 6= ⊥ is proposed to a buyer i ∈ Nv,
then the price proposed to all the other buyers in Nv must be either pi or ⊥. Thus, we

can assume that pk = pi and a bundle is assigned to all the buyers in k ∈ Nv. Under

these assumptions (X, p) can be described by means of a vector π ∈ (R∪{⊥})|V |, where

component πv is equal to the price proposed to all buyers in Nv.

After these preliminary remarks, consider the subset of nodes I built as follows:
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i. consider all the subsets Sd ∈ S in an inverse order with respect to their index d;

ii. for each v ∈ Sd such that πv 6= ⊥, add v to I, set πv = ⊥ and set πu = ⊥ for all

u ∈ ∆(v).

Since each time that we add a node to I we set πu = ⊥ for all its neighbors, it is not

possible to add to I two adjacent nodes in G, and thus I is independent. We now prove

that |I| ≥ k
2 . Let ρ =

∑
v∈V πv|Nv|, considering πv as 0 if πv = ⊥. Clearly, before

starting running the building procedure described above, ρ = k, as it coincides with

the revenue of outcome (X, p). Moreover, after I is built, ρ = 0, since all πv = ⊥.

Furthermore, after adding node v ∈ Sd to I, ρ decreases by exactly
∑

u∈{v}∪∆(v) πu|Nu|.
By the fairness constraints and since we are considering subset of nodes in a decreasing

order, in this step πu ≤ πv for all u ∈ ∆(v), and as vi(1) = 2−d for all the buyers i ∈ Nv,
we have that:

∑
u∈{v}∪∆(v)

πu|Nu| ≤ 2−d
∑

u∈{v}∪∆(v)

|Nu| ≤ 2−d
d∑

d′=1

2d
′ ≤ 2,

where the second inequality derives from the fact that a node v can’t have more then

one neighbor in the same subset Sd. We then have that ρ decreases by at most 2 each

time a node is added to I, and thus |I| ≥ k
2 .

To conclude the proof, we remark that in order to have a polynomial number of buyers

and consequently a polynomial time reduction it is sufficient to choose δ =
√

log n.

4.4 General Valuations

In order to achieve good approximations for general valuations, we resort on the following

reduction to the single-minded case provided in Chapter 3. Given a buyer i ∈ N , let

Si = {m1
i , ...,m

`
i} be the bundle sizes that are in the demand set of i for at least one

positive price, listed in non-decreasing order. Let mi1 = m1
i and mij = mj

i−m
j−1
i for 2 ≤

j ≤ `. The reduction transforms buyer i into ` single-minded marginal buyers i1, . . . , i`,

where ij has preferred bundle size mij and valuation vij (mij ) = vi(m
j
i )− vi(m

j−1
i ). The

reduced social graph G′ = (N ′, E′) is such that (ij , i
′
j′) ∈ E′ if and only if (i, i′) ∈ E.

The authors have shown that the ratios
vij (mij )

mij
are non-increasing in j. Moreover,

if an approximation algorithm for single-minded buyers applied on a reduced instance

allocates bundles only to prefixes of marginal buyers, then its solution can be transformed

back into an outcome for the initial problem preserving the same approximation ratio.
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Unfortunately, the FPTAS given in the previous section for single-minded instances does

not have such a property. Hence, we devise an ad-hoc procedure that 2-approximates

the social welfare, while allocating prefixes of marginal buyers.

Theorem 4.10. (general,social)-pricing admits a 2-approximation algorithm (see

Algorithm 13).

Proof. Let us first recap the reduction provided in Chapter 3. Given a buyer i ∈ N , let

Si = {m1
i , ...,m

`
i} be the bundle sizes that are in the demand set of i for at least one

positive price, listed in non-decreasing order. Let mi1 = m1
i and mij = mj

i−m
j−1
i for 2 ≤

j ≤ `. The reduction transforms buyer i into ` single-minded marginal buyers i1, . . . , i`,

where ij has preferred bundle size mij and valuation vij (mij ) = vi(m
j
i )− vi(m

j−1
i ). The

reduced social graph G′ = (N ′, E′) is such that (ij , i
′
j′) ∈ E′ if and only if (i, i′) ∈ E.

The authors have shown that the ratios
vij (mij )

mij
are non-increasing in j. Moreover,

if an approximation algorithm for single-minded buyers applied on a reduced instance

allocates bundles only to prefixes of marginal buyers, then its solution can be transformed

back into an outcome for the initial problem preserving the same approximation ratio.

Unfortunately, the FPTAS given in the previous section for single-minded instances does

not have such a property. Hence, we devise an ad-hoc procedure that 2-approximates

the social welfare, while allocating prefixes of marginal buyers.

Given an instance (µ,G) of (general,social)-pricing, let (µ′, G′) be the associated

output of the reduction of Chapter 3. Consider the following algorithm for the maxi-

mization of optsw(µ′, G):

• Sort all marginal buyers by the ratios
vij (mij )

mij
in non-increasing order, where in

case of ties the marginal buyers ij of a same buyer i are listed in order of j; let

π(ij) be the position in the order of each ij .

• Compute the following two outcomes:

– (X
′
, p′): Let i′h be the last marginal buyer in the order such that

∑
ij |π(ij)≤π(i′h)

mij ≤ m

. Set |X ′ij | = mij and p′ij =
vi′h

(mi′
h

)

mi′
h

if π(ij) ≤ π(i′h), and |X ′ij | = 0 and

pij = ⊥ otherwise;

– (X
′′
, p′′): Let i′′l be the marginal buyer following i′h in the order, that is, such

that π(i′′l ) = π(i′h) + 1 (if not existing all the marginal buyers are allocated
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in (X
′
, p′), that is in turn an optimal solution). For all ij with j ≤ l, set

|X ′′ij | = mij and p′′ij = 0, while set price equal to ⊥ and give no items to all

the other buyers.

• Return argmax{sw(X
′
, p′), sw(X

′′
, p′′)}

Notice that both (X
′
, p′) and (X

′′
, p′′) are fair under G′, as in both a unique price

different from bottom is proposed. Furthermore, since for each buyer ij with a non

bottom price pij ≤
vij (mij )

mij
and |X ′ij | = |X

′′
ij
| = mij , both X

′
and X

′′
are also envy-free.

Notice also that sw(X
′
, p′)+sw(X

′′
, p′′) is an upper bound on optsw(µ′, G′), as the union

of their allocated buyers corresponds to an optimal outcome for supply bigger than m.

Thus choosing the best of the two solutions ensures approximation ratio equal to 2. The

claim then follows by observing that both (X
′
, p′) and (X

′′
, p′′) allocate only prefixes of

marginal buyers, hence by the properties of the reduction they can be turned back into

corresponding outcomes for (µ,G) with the same approximation ratio.

Algorithm 13: A 2-approximation algorithm for (general,social)-pricing

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (general,social)-pricing problem.
Output: A fair outcome (X, p).

Sort all marginal buyers by the ratios
vij (mij )

mij
in non-increasing order, where in case

of ties the marginal buyers ij of a same buyer i are listed in order of j;
Let π(ij) be the position in the order of each ij ;
Let i′h be the last marginal buyer in the order such that

∑
ij |π(ij)≤π(i′h)mij ≤ m;

|X ′ij | = mij if π(ij) ≤ π(i′h), |X ′ij | = 0 otherwise;

p′i′j
=

vi′h
(mi′

h
)

mi′
h

if π(i′j) ≤ π(i′h), pij = ⊥ otherwise;

Let i′′l be the marginal buyer following i′h in the order, that is, such that

π(i′′l ) = π(i′h) + 1 (if not existing all the marginal buyers are allocated in (X
′
, p′),

that is in turn an optimal solution);
|X ′′ij | = mij for all ij with j ≤ l, 0 otherwise;

p′′ij = 0 for all ij with j ≤ l, ⊥ otherwise;

return (X, p) = argmax{sw(X
′
, p′), sw(X

′′
, p′′)};

Considering general valuations worsens the complexity of finding an outcome that max-

imizes social welfare.

Theorem 4.11. (general,social)-pricing is strongly NP-hard.

Proof. In a similar way as in [57], in order to prove this result we provide a polynomial-

time reduction from densest k-subgraph. In such a problem, given an undirected

graph H = (V, F ) and an integer k, we are interested in determining a subset S ⊆ V
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with |S| ≤ k that maximizes the number of edges in the subgraph induced by S. Let

ϕ = (|F |+ 1)(|V |+ 1), ψ = (|F |+ 1), and ε = 1
kψ+1 . Given an instance (H = (V, F ), k)

of densest k-subgraph, consider the reduced instance (µ,G) built as follows:

• To each node v ∈ V associate one buyer iv with valuation function

viv(j) =


2ϕ if j = ϕ

2ϕ+ (1 + ε)ψ if j = ϕ+ ψ

0 otherwise

• To each node e ∈ F associate one buyer ie with valuation function

vie(j) =


2ϕ if j = ϕ

2ϕ+ 1 if j = ϕ+ 1

0 otherwise

• Set m = (|V |+ |F |)ϕ+ kψ + |F |.

• The social graph G = (I, E) is built as follows: if e = {u,v} ∈ F , then (iv, ie),

(iu, ie) ∈ E, setting αue = αve = 0.

Let us analyze the contribution of each buyer to the social welfare. Clearly, if a price

is not proposed to a generic buyer, her contribution is 0. If instead a price pi ≤ 2 is

proposed, buyer i contributes at least 2ϕ, having a non-negative utility for a bundle of

size at least ϕ. For a generic buyer iu, if piu ≤ 1+ε, it possible to allocate to her ψ more

items, increasing in this way her contribution to the social welfare of exactly (1 + ε)ψ.

For a generic buyer ie instead, if pie is dropped to 1, it is possible to allocate to her 1

more item, increasing her contribution to the social welfare of exactly 1.

Since ϕ > (1+ε)(|V |)ψ+|F |, an outcome that maximizes the social welfare must propose

a price pi ≤ 2 to all the buyers, allocating at least ϕ items to all of them. Since ψ > |F |,
with the remaining supply kD+ |F |, we can possibly allocate ψ more items to at most k

buyers iv, and one more item to each of the |F | buyers ie. However, by the construction

of G, setting pie = 1 for some e = (u,v) forces us to propose price 1 also to buyers iu, iv.

Then, in order for such buyers not to be envious, we must allocate ψ more items to each

of them. We conclude by observing that the solution that maximizes the social welfare

in (µ,G) allocates ϕ items to all buyers, ψ more items to each buyer iu belonging to

subset S, with |S| ≤ k, and one more item to all the buyers i(u,(v)) such that iu, iv ∈ S.

The social-welfare of an optimal solution is then equal to 2(|V |+ |F |)ϕ+ (1 + ε)kψ+ h,
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where h is the cardinality of the densest k-subgraph of H. Finding an optimal S is

thus equivalent to finding a densest k-subgraph in (V, F ).

In the same fashion of Corollary 4.6, it is possible to exploit the 2-approximation for the

social welfare in order to obtain the following result.

Corollary 4.12. (general,revenue)-pricing admits a 2(log n+logm)-approximation

algorithm.

The hardness result provided in Theorem 4.7 directly extends to general valuations, as

in the provided reduction m is polynomially bounded in the size of the instance.

Corollary 4.13. (general,revenue)-pricing is Unique-Game-hard to approximate

within a factor of o(
√

logn
log2 logn

).

4.5 Social Networks

We now focus on graph topologies that are typical of social networks. Namely, we assume

that node degrees in G respect a power law distribution. This class of graphs, also called

scale-free, has been largely investigated in the literature as the paradigmatic model of

the web graph and other common graphs arising from social relationships. While in the

previous sections good approximations bound have been already obtained for the social

welfare without any restriction on the structure of the network, we here provide better

results for the revenue maximization.

Let d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) be a non-decreasing sequence or vector of n strictly positive

integers, whose sum is even. We assume that d respects a power law distribution.

Namely, for any fixed integer k > 0, the number n(k) of integers di with di = k is

proportional to k−γ , where typically 2 < γ < 3. In other words, c · n · k−γ ≤ n(k) ≤
c′ · n · k−γ , for three given constants c, c′ and γ such that c < c′. As it can be easily

checked, the number of integers di with di > k in d can be suitably upper bounded as∑n
h=k+1 n(h) = O

(
n

kγ−1

)
.

Let Gn,d be the class of graphs with node set N = {1, 2, . . . , n}, in which the sequence

of node degrees listed in non-decreasing order coincides with d. We assume that the

social graph G is randomly drawn in Gn,d uniformly selecting a permutation of buyers

π in such a way that buyer i is associated to position π(i) of the degree sequence, with

corresponding degree dπ(i).

Let us first focus on the single-minded case. Before providing nice approximations for

power-law graphs, let us give the following key lemma, which will be useful in the sequel.
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Lemma 4.14. Given any family of graphs G and a fixed integer k > 0, if a k-coloring

for any graph in G exists and can be determined in polynomial time, then

(single,revenue)-pricing restricted to social graphs in G admits a (k+ε)-approximation

algorithm, for any ε > 0 (see Algorithm 14).

Proof. Once colored the nodes of the graph, consider the subset of buyers Ni with a

fixed color i. Since Ni forms an independent set, a (1 + ε/k)-approximation for the

submarket containing only the buyers in Ni can be easily determined by completely

ignoring the fair price discrimination constraints and running the FPTAS of knapsack

on the equivalent knapsack instance with capacity m containing an object oi for every

buyer i ∈ N with profit zi = v(mi) and weight mi. In fact, the returned solution can

be directly translated to an outcome of the original problem with the same revenue,

by assigning a preferred bundle of size mi at price v(mi)/mi per item to every buyer

i corresponding to a selected object, and discarding the remaining buyers by means of

bottom prices.

Starting from the above-collected outcomes, a (k+ ε)-approximation can be determined

simply by returning the best of them, say associated to a given color i, completed by

assigning bottom prices to all the buyers not in Ni.

In fact, at least one set Ni contributes r ≥ optr(µ,G)/k to the optimal revenue of a

fair outcome for the initial instance (µ,G), and the optimal solution for the submarket

restricted to Ni has revenue at least r.

Algorithm 14: A (k + ε)-approximation algorithm for (single,revenue)-pricing
problem, ε > 0, for a special family of graphs G.

Input: A market µ and a graph G belonging to a family of graphs G such that
there exists k > 0 for which a k-coloring for any graph in G exists and can
be determined in polynomial time.

Output: A fair outcome (X, p).
k-color the graph G;
Let Ni be the subset of buyers with a fixed color i;
Construct the following knapsack instance K(Ni) = (O, z, w, k):

O = {oi, i ∈ Ni};
zi = vi(mi) for i ∈ N ;
wi = mi for i ∈ N ;
k = m;

Let (X
i
, pi) be the outcome which assigns to all the buyers in the knapsack

solution their preferred bundle at their valuation, while giving ⊥ prices to all the
remaining buyers;

return (X, p) = argmax r(X
i
, pi);
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As a direct consequence of the above lemma, constant approximation algorithms can be

obtained for graphs with maximum degree bounded by a constant (thanks to the well-

known greedy coloring algorithm), for planar graphs, bipartite graphs and for many

other classes of graphs.

Unfortunately, power law graphs do not have a constant bounded degree, thus not

allowing a direct application of the above lemma. However, their average degree is

constant. More precisely, for any choice of the constant parameters c, c′ and γ, there

exists a “small” constant integer k such that the number of nodes with degree greater

than k is at most n/2.

Starting from the above observation, let us consider the following algorithm, called

POWER-LAW (see also Algorithm 15): once drawn G ∈ Gn,d according to the above

random process, consider the subset N ′ ⊆ N of buyers of degree at most k, and then

run the above algorithm for bounded degree graphs on the instance (µ,G′), where G′ is

the subgraph induced by N ′.

Lemma 4.15. POWER-LAW executed on randomly drawn social graphs in Gn,d has

constant expected approximation ratio for (single,revenue)-pricing.

Proof. We prove that the expected revenue of the above algorithm is Ω(optr(µ,G)).

Let k be the constant selected by the algorithm, i.e. such that the set N ′ of the buyers

of degree at most k has cardinality |N ′| ≥ n/2. Let Xi be the random variable equal

to 1 if buyer i has degree at most k in G, Xi = 0 otherwise, and let S be the random

variable corresponding to the sum of the preferred valuations of the buyers of degree

at most k in G, that is, S =
∑

i∈N vi(mi)Xi. Then, since POWER-LAW exploiting a

(k+ 1)-coloring returns a solution of revenue at least S/(k+ 1 + ε) and k is constant, it

is sufficient to asymptotically bound the expected value E(S) of S.

To this aim, by the linearity of expectation, we have that E(S) = E(
∑

i∈N v(mi)Xi) =∑
i∈N v(mi) ·E(Xi) =

∑
i∈N v(mi) ·Prob(Xi = 1) ≥

∑
i∈N v(mi)/2 ≥ optr(µ,G)/2, thus

proving the claim.

The proof for the case of limited supply holds just repeating the above argument re-

stricting on the subset of the buyers that are allocated in an optimal fair outcome for µ

and G.

Ideally, we would like to prove that the outcome returned by POWER-LAW has constant

approximation not only in expectation, but also with high probability. Unfortunately,

this is not guaranteed in general, as it can be easily checked in case a single buyer
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has a very high valuation for her preferred bundle, while all the others have negligi-

ble valuations. In this case, the probability that the returned solution has a constant

approximation can be bounded only by 1/2.

However, in case of unlimited supply, it is possible to obtain a bound with high probabil-

ity by preprocessing the buyers with the highest valuations, so as to reduce the variance

of the random variable S, when restricted to the remaining buyers with lower valua-

tions. Namely, consider the following algorithm: once drawn G ∈ Gn,d, order the buyers

non-increasingly with respect to their preferred valuations, and let P be the prefix of the

first l = 8 lnn buyers; determine the optimal solution for the submarket containing only

buyers in P and their induced subgraph GP , and complete it by assigning bottom prices

to all the remaining buyers; let (X1, p1) be the resulting outcome; run POWER-LAW

and let (X2, p2) be the corresponding outcome; return the best of the two outcomes.

Notice that (X1, p1) can be easily computed in polynomial time. In fact, given the

subset P ∗ of P of the buyers allocated in an optimal outcome for P , the prices yielding

the maximum revenue for P ∗ can be determined as follows. Order the buyers non-

decreasingly with respect to the ratios vi(mi)/mi. For each buyer i considered in such

an order, set pi to be the maximum possible value such that pi ≤ vi(mi)/mi and pi ≤
pk + α(i, k) for every buyer k ∈ P ∗ with k < i and (i, k) ∈ E. In other words, pi is set

to the maximum possible value compatible with the individual rationality of i and the

fairness constraints for the pricing. Thus, (X1, p1) can be computed in such a way by

probing all the possible subsets of P , whose number is polynomially bounded.

We are now able to prove the following theorem.

Algorithm 15: POWER-LAW procedure.

Input: A market µ and a graph G ∈ Gn,d drawn according to the above random
process.

Output: A fair outcome (X, p).
Let k be such that the number of nodes with degree greater than k is at most n/2;
Let N ′ ⊆ N be the set of buyers of degree at most k;
Run Algorithm 14 for bounded degree graphs on the instance (µ,G′), where G′ is
the subgraph induced by N ′;

return (X, p) given by Algorithm 14;

Theorem 4.16. The above algorithm, run on randomly drawn social graphs in Gn,d, in

case of unlimited supply returns constant approximation ratio for (single,revenue)-

pricing with probability at least 1− 1/n.

Proof. Again we show that the revenue of the algorithm is Ω(optr(µ,G)) with probability

1− 1/n.
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If the contribute to optr(µ,G) due to the prefix P of the first l = 8 lnn buyers is higher

with respect to the one of the remaining ones, then the algorithm returns a solution of

revenue at least optr(µ,G)/2.

On the other hand, if such a contribution is lower, consider the subset N \ P of the

remaining buyers not in the prefix. Let k be the constant selected by the algorithm,

i.e. such that the set N ′ ⊆ N \ P of the buyers of degree at most k has cardinality

|N ′| ≥ (n − l)/2. Let Xi be the random variable equal to 1 if buyer i has degree

at most k in G, Xi = 0 otherwise, and let S be the random variable correspond-

ing to the sum of the preferred valuations of the buyers of N \ P of degree at most

k in G, that is, S =
∑

i∈N\P vi(mi)Xi. Again, the algorithm returns a solution of

revenue at least S/(k + 1 + ε) and k is constant, so that the expected value of S is

E(S) = E(
∑

i∈N\P v(mi)Xi) =
∑

i∈N\P v(mi) · E(Xi) =
∑

i∈N\P v(mi) · Prob(Xi =

1) ≥
∑

i∈N\P v(mi)/2 ≥
∑

i∈N v(mi)/4 ≥
∑

i∈N optr(µ,G)/4.

We now show that S = Ω(optr(µ,G)) with high probability. To this aim, let us first

observe that all buyers in N \ P , not being in the prefix P , have preferred valuations

at most (
∑

i∈N v(mi))/l. Moreover, it is possible to show that the variance of S is

maximum when the overall sum of all the valuations of the buyers in N \P is compacted

in a set N ′′ of l buyers, that is, the preferred valuations of the buyers in N ′′ are all equal

to (
∑

i∈N v(mi))/l, and all the other buyers not in N ′′ have null valuations. Therefore,

it is sufficient to show that the probability of S being at least half of its expected value

is high in this specific case. Under such an assumption, such a probability corresponds

to the one that at least l/4 buyers of N ′′ in the random extraction of G receive degree

at most k. It is possible to check that the associated random variable S′ follows a

hypergeometric distribution with expectation l/2. Then, by the tail bounds of such a

distribution, the probability of less than l/4 successes for S′ is at most e−l/8 = 1/n, thus

proving the claim.

Unfortunately, the argument in the previous theorem doesn’t work for limited supply, as

the values of the outcomes can significantly differ from the sum of the buyers’ preferred

valuations. However, we can make the probability of having a constant approximation

arbitrarily high at the expense of the running time by means of the following algorithm

(see also Algorithm 16): for a fixed constant parameter l, once randomly drawn G ∈ Gn,d,

find optimal outcomes for all the possible subsets of at most 8l buyers and let (X1, p1)

be the best resulting outcome (completed with bottom prices for the other buyers); run

POWER-LAW and let (X2, p2) be the corresponding outcome; return the best of the

two outcomes.
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Algorithm 16: Constant (probabilistic) approximation algorithm for (sin-
gle,revenue) with limited supply.

Input: An instance (µ,G) of the (single,revenue)-pricing problem and
parameter l.

Output: A fair outcome (X, p).
for a fixed constant parameter l, once randomly drawn G ∈ Gn,d do

Find optimal outcomes for all the possible subsets of at most 8l buyers;
end
Let (X1, p1) be the best resulting outcome (completed with bottom prices for the
other buyers);

Let (X2, p2) be the outcome from POWER-LAW procedure;

return (X, p) = argmax {r(X1, p1), r(X2, p2)};

Notice that, since l is constant, in the initial phase the number of considered sets of 8l

buyers are polynomial, and for each of them an optimal outcome can be obtained in

polynomial time by an exhaustive search. Therefore, the algorithm has running time

polynomial in the input size, but exponential in the parameter l. A proof similar to the

one of Theorem 4.16 restricted to the buyers allocated in an optimal outcome shows the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.17. The above algorithm run on randomly drawn social graphs in Gn,d
returns a constant approximation ratio for (single,revenue)-pricing with probability

at least 1− e−l.

We only briefly discuss the case of general valuations. The basic POWER-LAW algo-

rithm is modified simply by formulating the problem of finding an optimal outcome for

the subset of buyers associated to each color as an equivalent instance of the multiple-

choice-knapsack problem, in which objects are partitioned in classes and at most one

object per class can be selected. In particular, we associate to every buyer i a class

containing m objects, each corresponding to a bundle size j and having profit vi(j) and

weight j; the knapsack capacity is set to m. Then, we run the FPTAS for such a problem

and transform the solution in an outcome with the same revenue, similarly to the single-

minded case. Again, in order to achieve a constant approximation ratio arbitrarily high

probability, the algorithm is combined with a preliminary exhaustive search of the best

outcomes for all the possible subsets of 8l buyers, where l is a constant parameter.

By similar arguments to the ones of Theorem 4.17, it is possible to show the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.18. The above algorithm run on randomly drawn social graphs in Gn,d
returns a constant approximation ratio for (general,revenue)-pricing with probability

at least 1− e−l.
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4.6 Conclusions and Future Work

It would be nice to close the polylogarithmic gaps on the approximability of the maxi-

mum revenue on general social topologies. Moreover, it would be worth providing better

probabilistic bounds for some of the approximation algorithms on power law graphs, or

even a good approximation in the worst case.

It would be also interesting to consider other classical notions of envy-freeness, such as

pair- and social envy-freeness. Moreover, we adopted the basic item-pricing policy, but

also other relaxed forms of pricing, like bundle-pricing, might be considered. As in the

previous related papers, it would be nice to investigate also the case of a limited set of

allowable prices. Finally, it would be interesting to consider more general markets and

other relevant social graph topologies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

As mentioned in the abstract of this work, the final result of our effort is a set of new

tools for a more accurate description of the real-world problems related to multi-unit

markets, and a picture of the computational complexity of the problems arising from

the interplay of various requirements considered in the model. Before suggesting some

future directions for our work we would like to recap our results.

Social envy-freeness We considered a generalization of the standard concept of pair

envy-freeness which takes into account buyers’ limited knowledge and we explored the

four cases arising from the problem of maximizing revenue under the assumptions of:

i. single-minded buyers or with general valuations; ii. item-pricing or bundle-pricing

schemes.

We proved the results showcased in Tables 5.1-5.2. More in detail, for the case of single-

minded buyers we showed that in the case of item-pricing the problem is NP-hard for

standard pair envy-freeness, and gave a corresponding FPTAS. Similarly, we proved the

strong NP-hardness of the problem for social envy-freeness and provided a corresponding

PTAS. While in the case of bundle-pricing we showed that the problem is NP-hard both

for pair and social envy-freeness, and gave two corresponding FPTASs.

In the case of buyers with general valuations, at first, considering item-pricing schemes we

provided a polylogarithmic lower bound on the achievable approximation ratio for pair

envy-freeness (and thus also for social envy-freeness), while the O(log n)-approximation

algorithm provided in [82] for pair envy-freeness directly extends to social envy-freeness.

Moreover, we gave an optimal allocation algorithm for social graphs with bounded

treewidth. Later, considering bundle-pricing we observed that in [82] the authors had

given a polylogarithmic lower bound on the achievable approximation ratio, and we gave
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an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for social (and thus also pair) envy-freeness, im-

proving upon their previous O(log n · logm) bound for pair envy-freeness given in [82].

Considering specific social topologies, we showed that the problem is APX-hard even in

the case of empty social graphs, i.e., with all nodes isolated, and ignoring the supply

constraint.

Finally, for all the above cases we provided optimal bounds on the price of envy-freeness

(Table 5.3).

Single-minded

Standard Social Standard with Free Disposal

Item-pricing
NP-hard NP-hard (strong) NP-hard 1

FPTAS PTAS O(log n) (2 + εεε)

Bundle-pricing
NP-hard NP-hard 1

FPTAS FPTAS 1

Table 5.1: Hardness and approximation results in the case of single-minded buyers.

General Valuations

Standard Social Specific topologies

Item-pricing
Ω(logεn)

polytime - bounded treewidth
O(log n) 1

Bundle-pricing
Ω(logε n) 1 APX-hard - empty graph,unlim.supply

O(log n logm) 1 O(log n) 1.59 - empty graph, unlim.supply

Table 5.2: Hardness and approximation results in the case of buyers with general
valuations.

Single-minded General Valuations

Item-pricing 2 Θ(log n)

Bundle-pricing 1 Θ(log n)

Table 5.3: Price of envy-freeness bounds. The upper bounds hold with respect to any
social graph, the lower bounds even for paths.

Fair price discrimination We developed a framework which takes into account

buyers’ limited knowledge and defines a notion of fair price discrimination. In this

setting we explored the four cases arising from maximizing social welfare or revenue in

markets with single-minded buyers or buyers with general valuations.

We pointed out that the gain from price discrimination can be considerable. In fact, it

can increase the seller’s revenue or the social welfare up to a multiplicative factor equal

to the number of items on sale.
1These results first appeared in (or directly follow from) [82]
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We proved the results exhibited in Tables 5.4-5.5. I more detail, for single-minded

buyers we showed that the social welfare maximization problem is strongly NP-hard

and provided a corresponding PTAS. While in the case of revenue maximization, with

the strong NP-hardness holding also in this case, we gave a O(log n)-approximation

algorithm.

In the case of buyers with general valuations our main result is a general reduction

able to transform this kind of instances into “nearly” equivalent single-minded ones. As

a consequence, we gave a PTAS also for social welfare maximization over buyers with

general valuations, and showed that this approximation bound is tight, as the strong NP-

hardness for single-minded instances also extends to this case. Furthermore we provided

an O(log n+ logm)-approximation algorithm for the problem of maximizing revenue.

Finally we considered special topologies for the social graph. For single-minded instances

we provided an improved (2 + ε) approximation for the case of undirected social graphs

and an FPTAS for social graphs having a constant number of strongly connected com-

ponents. While for general valuations, we provided polynomial time algorithms both

for social welfare and revenue maximization for the following social graph topologies:

undirected graphs, graphs with a constant number of strongly-connected components,

and arborescences of strongly connected components.

Single-minded

General Graphs Special Graphs

Social Welfare
NP-hard (strong)

(2 + ε) approximation -
undirected graphs,

FPTAS - constant number of SCC

PTAS

Revenue
NP-hard (strong)

log n

Table 5.4: Hardness and approximation results for single-minded valuations pricing
problems.

General Valuations

General Graphs Special Graphs

Social Welfare
NP-hard (strong)

polytime - undirected graphs,
constant number of SCC,

arborescences of SCC

PTAS

Revenue
NP-hard (strong)

log n + log m

Table 5.5: Polynomial time, hardness, and approximation results for general valua-
tions pricing problems.
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Inequity aversion We considered a slight generalization of the framework for fair

price discrimination and introduced the concept of buyers preselection, a powerful mech-

anism that we can find in online advertisement industry, and which gives great benefits.

In fact, we showed that employing this mechanism gives a substantial gain in the achiev-

able social welfare and revenue. In the context of this framework we studied the four

different cases arising by considering: i. social welfare or seller’s revenue maximization;

ii. single-minded or general valuations.

More precisely, for single-minded buyers we showed the NP-hardness of the problem

of social welfare maximization, together with an FPTAS. While for the problem of

revenue maximization we proved that, under the unique game conjecture, it is hard

to approximate the maximum revenue within a factor of Ω(
√

logn
log2 logn

), and provided a

O(log n)-approximation.

In the case of buyers with general valuations, we proved the social welfare maximization

to be strong NP-hardness and gave a 2-approximation. While we showed that the prob-

lem of revenue maximization is impossible to approximate within a factor of Ω(
√

logn
log2 logn

)

also in this case and described a O(log n + logm)-approximation algorithm (see Table

5.6).

Probably our most interesting contributions to this setting are the results on specific

social graph topologies. In fact we considered a class of graphs that is typical of so-

cial networks, i.e., graphs where the node degrees follow a power-law distribution, and

we showed three probabilistic approximation algorithm for the revenue maximization

problem. More precisely, we gave a polynomial-time algorithm which returns a con-

stant approximation of the maximum revenue with probability 1 − n−1 in the case of

single-minded buyers and unlimited supply. Both for single minded and for general

valuations,we described a scheme that, given a parameter l, returns a constant approx-

imation of the maximum revenue with probability 1 − e−l, ∀l > 0. The running time

is polynomial in the size of the instance and exponential in the size of the parameter l

(see Table 5.7).

Single-Minded General Valuations

Social Welfare
NP-hard NP-hard (strong)

FPTAS 2

Revenue
Ω(

√
logn

log2 logn
) Ω(

√
logn

log2 logn
)

O(log n) O(log n+ logm)

Table 5.6: Hardness and approximation results.
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Approximation Probability

Single-Minded with Unlimited Supply O(1) 1− n−1

Single-Minded O(1) 1− e−l, ∀l > 0

General Valuations O(1) 1− e−l, ∀l > 0

Table 5.7: Probabilistic approximation results.

Future Work

In the present work we focused on the modeling of social behavior and the exploration

of price discrimination techniques in the context of multi-unit markets. We focused

on these two aspects, because on the one hand they are typical of current real-world

electronic markets (and resource allocation problems), and on the other hand they offer

possibilities of huge gains in terms of objective functions maximization (such as revenue

and social welfare).

We carefully selected different valuation functions for buyers, different notions of buyer’s

intelligent behavior (envy-freeness), many different notions of pricing schemes, and many

other characteristics of a market in order to model a wide set of real-world scenarios. This

allowed us to draw a well detailed picture of how these different assumptions interact

and how they modify the complexity of the resulting pricing problems.

We outlined future promising research directions and relevant open questions originating

from our work at the end of the previous chapters. Besides them, we remark that in

general there are many other valuation functions, such as subadditive and submodular

ones, additive valuations with budgets, additive valuations with cut-off thresholds, and

many other that are worth investigating. As well as other forms of envy-freeness or

“stability”, like proportionality, or other objective global functions that certainly remain

of research interest.

Not all of our results are tight, for sure it’s worth investing in reducing several approxi-

mation gaps, and for many scenarios that we considered it would be very interesting to

find special classes of graphs that represent real-world social networks and for which at

the same time pricing problems can be better solved.

As a guideline to future research, we strongly believe that price discrimination, buyers

preselection, and models for the limited knowledge of buyers are novel and powerful

tools for the most important emerging real-world applications of combinatorial markets.
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